
 Q3: What do you think the benefits to domes c consumers will be under op ons 2, 3, and 4? Q5: Are there any other options you think we should consider? Q6: What issues that fall outside of the current Guidelines would you like to see us consult on next?

First name Last name Response Can you tell us more to support your answer? Response If no, please tell us what parts of the Guidelines you think prevent the greatest harm from occurring to consumers. Open-Ended Response Response If no, please tell us which option you think is better. Open-Ended Response Open-Ended Response

Delia Arthur No The cost of energy is out of control and companies making excessive profits Yes None, what should be in place are the guidelines with regular reviews and penalties for companies that disadvantage customers or have excessive profits No Look at my suggestion in answer 4 See answer to question 5 Dealing with excessive profits 

da inn
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

electricity power is very expensive. during the winter we had to suffer due to the power cost and with our asthma attacks. Not sure all electricity companies should have lower costs. Yes price/cost of electricity. make it avaialble to all of us at a lower cost. specially to over 50s, disabled people. lower prices

Harry Puttock No Yes
Option 4, fair and discounted rates for people living in our C and D class buildings (old stock, with minimal insulation, heat recovery, efficient water and 
general heating systems

Yes
Buildings should all be rated (Homestar) so those in the old stock houses that (unfortunately, the lower decile) can only afford to live in, are then lumbered with High maintenance costs and wasteful energy costs due to 
inefficiencies. Rated houses so those with a poor rating get better assistance so we move to the best in energy efficiency and reduce our carbon footprint.

Stanley No
Electricity is so obviously important to people's lives that they should be governed by more than recommendations, but to make 
mandatory rules. 

Not sure 4 has all the benefits of the above options, making it the most beneficial option by far. No 4 brings the most benefits to consumers.

Marlies Dorrestein No
Electricity companies are out to make money, as much as possible for their investors, so they can't possibly meet the needs of the 
ordinary people who struggle. This is just not part of the equation. So no they don't.

Yes Please commit now to making the full set of guidelines into mandatory rules

Barb Horne Yes Yes Guidelines should not be voluntary  People who can't pay their bill should be protected, power should not be cut off. No don't know

Elaine Bolitho No
People. particularly those dependent on medical equipment should have their lives compromised or ended because their power 
authority has cut off power to their essential equipment..

Yes These should all be mandatory requirements for power companies. Option 4 - making parts 1-9 mandatory gives the fairest outcome for consumers No Everything needs to be mandatory Make all options mandatory

Bryce Bartley No Yes Power companies need to take more care of medically dependent customers Yes

Janet Crawford 
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Ryan McArthur No "Please commit now to making the full set of guidelines into mandatory rules." Yes
Yes, but the other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making the FULL set of 
Guidelines mandatory as soon as possible. If this work must be done in two tranches, then Part 9 (fees and bonds) should be added 
to the list of priority areas. 

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Option 4 is the best option. No No. I prefer Option 4. Please go ahead with Option 4   Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.  
Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of 
public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.  

Terry Knight
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Guidelines sound great, but if compliance is optional and there are no consequences for non-compliance I can't see them having 
significant impact.

Yes
Benefits of Option 2 would be less wiggle-room for power companies to claim that they don't understand the guidelines.  Benefits of Options 3 and 4 are 
placing consumers on a more equal footing with power companies, given that electricity is now an essential service that is used for so much of our lives 
and losing it can have severe impacts upon people in society.

No I prefer option 4 as it provides the maximum protection for consumers.

Sheena Jones Yes Consumers need protecting

Pyria Yes

Electrocity is literally a lifeline for some of us, and all electricity companies should enable those people never to be cut off.    
Price rises should be justified. Customers should be offered discounts (Mercury) for prompt payments to offset price rises.     
Retailers must play their part and not just pass all costs to consumers - transparency builds the trust we need between consumer 
and retailer as this country moves to 100% renewables (with necessary back-up) and ensures that the supply will meet the big 
increases in demand as more and more people, business and public transport do their bit to survive climate change by chaning to 
electricity-powered vehicles. Innovation is important - consider workshops for senior secondary students and holiday jobs for 
them - they may be interested in anything you do, from the science side, to construction, to maintenance to public relations and 
communications with the public.    

Yes

Option 4 - with no increase for low income people, innovation to find imaginative and efficient ways for retailers to save costs, and a sliding scale of 
increases depending on earnings, investment income, etc for the rest. Having electricity to cook, to wash, do laundry, run a fridge and heeat the house in 
winter are human rights. Off peak discounts can be used to spread the load, as lots of younger folk know how to set timers for laundry, heat pumps, hot 
water cylinder. Innovation all the time about how to use less and what each appliance uses and the cost. We want a society where we are all on the same 
team in wisely using nd fairly sharing this essential but not infinite resource. Competition between retailers can be good, but never at the cost of safety. 
Cost increases should be transparent so customers can appreicate and understand the retailer's position, and this should be kept in check by an authority 
over price rises.

Yes

I think option four looks pretty good, but option 3, if the guidelines I set out in my previous comment was 
applied, and for say 2 years, Option 3 was closely monitored and then improvements made according to 
consumer feedback, sustainability values, and audited reports from retailers - what didn't work, what could 
be improved, how could the environmental footprint of supply and demand be lowered in respect of 
climate crisis

I'm sure people will have ideas - use sustainability as a criteria for assessing.

Trish Brooking No Yes
I think option 3 or 4 are the most desirable. Option 3 tends to be more targeted to the guidelines that offer consumer protection but full mandatory 
protection would ultimately be the preferred goal.

No Option 4
People with minimal means should not be disadvantaged in any way and every step should be taken to ensure their 
protection. It is not acceptable for the poorest members of society to have their power cut off arbitrarily and then have to pay 
a large reconnection fee. This is abhorrent policy. 

Kathleen Ryan Ryan No
The consumer care guidelines have been a useful first step. However, questions to run remain about how effectively they are 
being implemented and the impacts on vulnerable people, who may or may not also have affordability issues. It is imperative 
that the guidelines become mandatory, and all power companies be subject to them and transparent and accountable ways.

Not sure

I accept that part 2, 6, 7 and 8 the key parts of the guidelines that provide protection to consumers.   I am concerned to ensure that 
the guidelines are brief, simple and clear cut. I am tertiary educated, and still can find official documents time-consuming to read, 
and to ensure I’ve read all relevant sections when considering a specific issue. The devil can be in the detail. Imagine what it is 
like for those in need, either financial, and / or medical, who may have a few educational qualifications, are dyslexic, or have 
English as a second language, and are stressed. It’s a big ask.

I oppose options 1 and 2. This is because it is important that all but particularly vulnerable consumers, are protected. I except there may be some costs to 
power companies under mandatory requirements. However, such costs should be a part of doing business while being transparent and accountable so as 
to maintain the power companies social licence to operate. I prefer option 4, and consider power company mandatory statements should be easy to read 
and understand, as well as short, and to the point. No fudging, no weasel words, no legalese. Just clear statements about how consumers needs will be 
met and in language that they can easily understand and respond to. Relative to the costs of running the power company business, and the profits that and 
see you from this, the costs of such mandatory guidelines are likely to be minor. Using plain language and writing simply should enable costs to be 
contained, both in the short-term, and an any required revisions. 

No

My preference is for option 4 as indicated above. I accept the importance, and keeping costs down. 
However, how much of a difference is there between the costs of options 3 and 4? Companies that provide 
very clear, user-friendly mandatory guidelines may well face lower costs in the face of any required 
revisions, 

Maggie Muir No Yes Please commi now to making the full set of guidelines into mandatory rules No Please commit to making the full set of guidelines into mandatory rules.

Shontay Maher No The guidelines are great but please commit to making the full set of guidelines into mandatory rules. Yes

Dunedin Budget 
Advisory Service

Andrew Henderson 
and Charlotte 
Whitaker

No

Dunedin Budget Advisory Service (DBAS) are the administrators of a local fund used to assist our Otepoti community who have 
financial trouble paying their power bills. As such, we have many many clients come to us for help with their power bills. Most of 
our clients are unaware they have a the Utilities Disputes to turn to if they do not agree with their power company. It is very 
difficult, in fact impossible, to compare or understand a power bill - this is a true reflection of our clients and our kaimahi alike.  
This is also accurate when looking at other power providers offers, including through powerswitch.    The names of all the 
different plans available, or not as the case may be, are very confusing. In almost of all disconnection cases we see, the only 
communication between a power company and our client, has been the threat of disconnection itself. There is very much a 
power imbalance between the electricity provider and the customer. We think the current guidelines as they are, are just that, a 
guide, and as such, with no regulations or incentives to adhere to these, all consumers of electricity are at risk of harmful, 
predatory, or negligent behaviour.  

Yes

The crippling fees must be addressed quickly.  A customer who cannot afford to pay their power bill who is then financially 
penalised for this, with intimidating behaviour is not conducive to the relationship the power provider should be trying to 
establish with their customers, let alone what this derogatory behaviour does to a customers mental and already, ill financial 
health.  We have one client we know of who only turns his hot water cylinder on once per week as he is too frightened of another 
big power bill and doesnt want his power disconnected or his precious kai in his freezer will go to ruin.  Power bills need to be 
simplified and the Utilities Disputes contact details clearly displayed. DBAS never receives referrals from a power company and 
we find this disturbing and negligent as the power provider is not acting in their customers best interest. We would be most 
interested to learn what policies power companies have regarding economic harm/financial abuse. We are aware of a couple of 
providers who have these policies in place, however as we know, there are well over 25 power providers across the motu - what 
do they do in this instance? Since the tragic death of Folole Muliaga, we think power companies have done an outstanding job of 
ensuring this does not happen again by trying to identify medically dependent customers. New power companies, and lets face it, 
there are many of these, may not have the same knowledge of this vulnerable person who was the catalyst of this unregulated 
policy and voluntary guidelines and as such may not take such care of their new and upcoming customers if it is not law.

We are of the opinion that if you are going to do something, do it right - option 4 gives the consumer the best protections. No
Option 4 - making the full set of the guideline mandatory gives the best protection for our community.  This 
would bring some continuity and uniformity into the power providers method of doing business. This would 
also bring into line, the much needed consistent approach to economic harm across all providers.

Part 9, the fees and bonds, needs to be included in the first stage, if the mahi needs to be done in 2 stages.    Unreasonable fees are a given in this industry and needs prompt action to stop this.  What is a disconnection fee for?  
 How is this justified? In this day of smart meters, we fail to understand how it can cost $192 for a disconnection from a post paid power provider. If a customer is on pre pay power, it costs nothing to disconnect and reconnect.

Disconnection fees - these are just a kick in the teeth for someone who cant afford to pay their bill.  How is a letter being sent 
out for a final notice to an overdue customer, worth $25? Prepay prices - while prepay is sometimes the only option for a 
customer who has a bad credit rating, it comes with a higher cost which is discriminatory. DBAS strongly believes the 
material incentives to go with a power company verge on predatory behaviour.  A free TV to a new customer who is then 
locked into a 24 month contract at a higher than average kwh price is disgusting. We would love to see a regular comparison 
tool/resource of behaviour and price regarding power companies. We also believe that any incentive to a new customer 
should also be offered to all existing customers of that power company. We see many clients who have gone insolvent who 
can no longer get power on in their name. This happens often even though the client did not owe a power company money 
at the time of their insolvency, still no power provider will take them on. This makes the consumer even more vulnerable as 
often the power is put into someone else's name, leaving the customer open to economic harm with no rights regarding their 
bill as they cant call to enquire or dispute. It also leaves the person whose name the bill is under, open to financial harm if 
the power customer doesnt pay their bill.

Mike Wood No

retailers should expect reinbursement for services but with such a fundimental service as electricity should there not be a 
minimum standard below which retailers cannot opt out. For example someone with medical dependancy on electricity or a low 
income home who are trying to keep warm in the middle of a cold winter. Difficulties arise when these people cannot afford to 
pay so being forced onto a prepay plan will not give the best outcome unless that plan is charged at the same rate as others. There 
really should be no premium for that type of service and the outcome could be far worse if the electricity supply is simply cut off.

Yes option 2 with very close monitoring, reviewed in a year Yes

John Harris No
While I have not any specific problems personally, I have read your documents and follow the media closely, hearing generally of 
major problems incurred by various users, as well as a general belief that voluntary guidelines are not enough to effectively 
control behaviour of the wide range in sizes of the companies making up this overall industry sector.    

Yes

Option 4, as while I agree with Question 3, Parts 3, 4, 5, 9 & 10 form part of an equally important factor that may have a consequence to the effectiveness of 
the 4 mandated parts and thus could create some confusion with the effective policing by the Authority. It makes more sense to make all Parts mandatory 
and remove all arguments, particularly as they have had 2 years to come to grips with the voluntary conditions. With regard to increased costs, there may 
well be additional costs, but should be minimal, as large increases well simply indicate that they have not taken the voluntary guidelines seriously, thus 
justifying your mandatory changes.

No

All 9 Parts are equally important factors that may have a consequence to the effectiveness of the 4 
mandated parts and thus could create some confusion with the effective policing by the Authority. It makes 
more sense to make all Parts mandatory and remove all arguments, particularly as they have had 2 years to 
come to grips with the voluntary conditions. With regard to increased costs, there may well be additional 
costs, but should be minimal, as large increases well simply indicate that they have not taken the voluntary 
guidelines seriously, thus justifying your mandatory changes. Similarly, a company that is forced out by the 
mandatory action is proof that it could never meet the voluntary standards in the first instance, noting that 
electricity availability can often be simply a matter of life and death. Near enough is not good enough.

I do not have any options to add as I have not enough knowledge to comment at this stage. I do not have any options to add as I have not enough knowledge to comment at this stage.

Jo Beazer Yes Yes
Please commit now to making the full set of guidelines into mandatory rules, or at least parts 2,6,7&8, in order to protect vulnerable customers. The 
current cost of living crisis is only making things worse for people who are already struggling to meet their basic costs, & we need to do everything possible 
to protect people in difficult situations. 

I have serious doubts about whether essential services like electricity should ever be left in the hands of commercial 
entities. Unfortunately, past rightwing governments put more value on profits than on equitable provision of resources. We 
need to do whatever we can to ensure that people in vulnerable situations aren't further penalised when they struggle with 
basic living costs.

Anna Collins No
The Electricity Authority’s own review showed that retailers are not consistently following the Guidelines. That is causing harm to 
consumers. The Electricity Authority should commit now to codifying (making mandatory) and strengthening all protections in the 
Consumer Care Guidelines as fast as possible.  

Yes
Yes, but the other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making the FULL set of 
Guidelines mandatory as soon as possible. If this work must be done in two tranches, then Part 9 (fees and bonds) should be added 
to the list of priority areas.   

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 provides this.  No No. I prefer Option 4. Please commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory.  
Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future. There are also other consumer issues that require urgent action. Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as 
possible: Disconnection fees Prepay prices The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.  

There are also other consumer issues that require urgent action.     Please investigate and consult on the following issues as 
soon as possible: Disconnection fees Prepay prices The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay 
disconnections.  

Liam Barrer-Clark No

Having had issues with predatory power companies in the past (Flick Electric), where they processed my payments and then 
immediately turned around and accused me of non-payment and sold my supposed debt to Baycorp in a single day as soon as I 
closed my account with them even after I showed them the statements from my account of them receiving payment whilst 
responding with a paraphrased "too bad", I do not believe the Guidelines are currently delivering on their purpose, and are in fact 
creating a predatory industry with an incestuous relationship with debt-collection agencies. I would be surprised if I am the only 
person who has had this issue, and it seems targeted towards those who are thought to be vulnerable.   

No
I think that the problem lies in having the Guidelines be voluntary, as this defeats the purpose of all parts, rendering questions like 
"what is the most important parts?" a moot point when the answer is "none of them actually matter." 

Option 4, but strip out superfluous language and regulations, this should be a consumer protection and not some kind of free market based experiment. No See previous statement.

Anne Priestley No
Guidelines are just that - guides, but not compulsory. Not all providers follow them. There are no penalties for failing to follow 
them. In these ways, consumers may be disadvantaged. All this seems seems neither right nor fair.  

No
I think the entire guidelines are important. In addition to those parts mentioned in the question, fees & bonds (section 9) are very 
important. 

Option 2 is inadequate. Option 3 goes some way towards meeting consumer needs but not far enough. Despite possible costs to it, Option 4 is the best. No See previous question

Warrick Taylor No
I don't know a lot about the guidelines but I am concerned about families being driven into energy poverty with disconnection 
fees and late payment charges

Raymond Mudford No They are not compulsary No They should include parts 1 to 9
Option 4. Make parts 1 to 9 guidelines mandatory. This would require all power companies to comply with the Electricity Authority monitoring compliance.   
  We think this will be better for the consumers. There should be no option for costs being increased as a result of this regulation.

No
Only option 4 as energy is an essential service for all. This is reinforced by the regulatory requirement for 
those dependent on energy.    The issue of disconnection needs further work to develop a policy with other 
parties (work and income) to ensure genuine needs for energy are achieved.

No The impact on fixed lines charges being increased by 50% in one hit.

Wendy Drummond No Retailers are not following voluntary guidelines. No All of the guidelines need to be mandatory. I support Option  4 to improve the outcome for consumers No As above. Option 4 would mean retailers would need total transparency re power plans & create a more customer focused market

Paul Maloney No
The Guidelines are not currently delivering their intended outcomes.  The Electricity Authority's own review showed that 
retailers are not consistently following the Guidelines. This is causing harm to consumers. The Authority should commit to 
making mandatory and strengthening all protections in the Consumer Care Guidelines as fast as possible.

Yes
Yes, but the other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making the fell set of 
Guidelines mandatory as soon as possible. If this work must be done in 2 tranches, then Part 9 (fees and bomds) should be added 
to the list of priority areas,

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines.  Only option 4 provides this. No No, I prefer Option 4.  Please commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory.
Please implement Option 4 and commit to mandating the full set of the Guidelines.  If these measures must be staged, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit now to 
mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future. There are also other consumer issues that require further action: Please imvestigate and consult on the following issues as soon as possible. -
Disconnection fees -Prepay prices -The lacj of public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.

Please imvestigate and consult on the following issues as soon as possible.    -Disconnection fees  -Prepay prices  -The lacj of 
public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.

Mark Jones
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Anna Rogers No
This is important because the current Guidelines don’t deliver their intended outcomes, or the outcomes I know are important. 
People may be medically-dependent, or just in a rough patch. All protections in the Consumer Care Guidelines should be 
mandatory / codified. 

No Make the FULL set of Guidelines mandatory. There is no reason to waffle or cherry pick. Option 4 is the only one that makes all the Guidelines mandatory. Therefore it is the only acceptable option. No

Commit to making all Guidelines mandatory as soon as possible. This is straightforward and should not be 
complicated by tiptoeing around the issues.   Also, go further. Consult on these related issues as soon as 
possible: - We have no public data on disconnections - this is unacceptable - Prepay prices: can be difficult 
to pay and discriminatory  - Disconnection fees: are an outrageous way to kick people when they are down   

See my previous answer. Make all Guidelines mandatory and consult on further action. 
- We have no public data on disconnections - this is unacceptable  - Prepay prices - can be difficult to pay and discriminatory  -
Disconnection fees - are an outrageous way to kick people when they are down

Denise Yes Yes Option 3 Yes No

Katharine O'Donnell No
 There is no mandated rules for electricity providers to ensure they adhere to the guidelines. Too many people are suffering from 
overpriced energy. And the energy companies continue to raise prices while paying out massive dividends to their shareholders.  
Please commit now to making the full set of guidelines into mandatory rules.

No Yes

Pam Neal No People in  need of electricity for health purposes need to be absolutely sure it is available. Yes Yes

Rebecca Reid Yes Please agree to the full list of consumer care outcomes. Not sure

Carolynn No

The whole of item C.  A competitive market environment is the most ridiculous delivery system for power ever invented.  It 
should never have happened and should be done away with as soon as possible. A regular, efficient power supply is a human 
right, and in the 21st century should be easily providable. No amount of customer care training or 'payment plans' (that penalise 
the least able to pay and favour the most able to anyway) is ever going to make it possible for people to meet shareholder greed 
when they are making the choice between eating and paying an electricity bill. THAT is reality for actual, flesh and blood people.  
And that should always supersede the 'needs' of any 'market'. 

No

Great harm will always come to people who do not have enough income to meet basic needs (and through absolutely no fault of 
their own - the problems are caused by the mythical 'market' these Guidelines are written by and for). Removing power 
companies from 'the market' and running them entirely for the benefit of 'consumers' is the only way to ensure we are all 
protected from paying too much, have a solid, reliable delivery infrastructure, receive extra support when we need it, and ensure 
that our most vulnerable and needy people are looked after without having to worry about anything.

Re-write the guidelines, remove the right to be competitive (ie cutting costs, paying staff a pittance, neglecting supply and delivery infrastructure), force 
the power companies out of 'the market' altogether and bring them back into public service (where they should have been all along).

No

Competition is the worst possible way to run the supply and delivery of power.  The 'protections' here are 
paper-thin and will still result in vulnerable people being cut off, having their physical and mental health 
harmed from the stress of juggling inadequate income to pay for all the basic necessities, and we will all still 
be paying too much for power because of the large chunk of it going to shareholders (who contribute 
nothing and cream off profits that could be going back into the power suppliers). Until the power supply and 
delivery system is made into a public service, we will all continue to suffer.

Keeping power supply and delivery within a competitive market framework has systematically destroyed infrastructure, kept 
wages and working conditions within the industry below acceptable levels, turned a human right into a luxury, and has 
turned our most vulnerable and deserving people into 'bad customers' instead of the members of our society we should be 
supporting the most. We should be discussing ways to remove basic human necessities (power as well as water, basic 
communication systems, public transport etc) from 'the market' and make them public services. That way all revenue 
collected for the supply and delivery of power can go back into strengthening infrastructure, training staff and paying decent 
wages, and exploring ways of delivering the services people actually need, in ways that work best for them. These are the 
new set of rules I'd like to see consulted on. 

Celia No
My experience is with Top Energy in Northland and although they are not a power retailer, they are a power supplier, 
transparency and accountability is non-existent. They also seem to know this and simply do not care. It is a behaviour that seems 
to be prevalent in this sector

Yes Make the provisions manadatory with repercussions for non-compliance otherwise nothing would change Yes Please include requirements for suppliers like Top Energy

Bernice Gay Rowberry Yes

Electric companies need to make a profit but there should also be thought given how to help consumers with the very high cost to 
homes in NZ.  All companies should give 1 free hour per day ( choice of time for consumers).  A couple of companies already do 
this. This allows people to do washing etc. Also those on prepay plans should have a lower cost as they are getting the money 
before use.

Yes Option 4 Yes As previously stated there should be compulsory free hour each day for people and reduce the prepay costs for families

Laurice Gilbert No
Electricity is a human right in a first world country such as Aotearoa and no-one should be harmed by lack of access to it. The 
competitive model is unsuited to the human need for heat and the ability to cook, as well as medical requirements, and doesn't 
deliver equitably in a country in the grip of a cost of living crisis. 

Yes I don't think any of these options apply. Electricity needs to be re-nationalised and made a government responsibility. No Please commit now to making the full set of guidelines into mandatory rules Do away with profit-making power companies altogether.

Roy No Not sure Please commit now to making the full set of guidelines into mandatory rules. Please commit now to making the full set of guidelines into mandatory rules.

Jan Stiebert Yes They're good but need to be made mandatory. No-one, especially the vulnerable, can be without a reliable electricity supply. Yes Option 3 preferred Yes Can't think of any Nothing springs to mind.

Thomas Kulpe No The guidelines are not mandatory and almost half of gentailers/retailers do not follow or follow all of them. Yes
Electricity is a common good and I support option4, i.e to make the full set of guidelines mandatory and to monitor compliance. I can't imagine power 
prices to go up as gentailers can retire Huntly and replace the capacity with much cheaper renewables that the oligopoly currently are holding back.

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 provides this. Like water 
electricity today is a good that cannot be substituted. Heating, cooking, lighting, communication and 
increasingly transport depends on electricity. Energy poverty is a reality in NZ and it is vital that consumer 
protection is a s far reaching as possible.  

Commit now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.    
Apparently customers without credit references are pushed into the most expensive pre-pay tariffs /supply conditions. 
Future consultation should deal with: - Disconnection fees - Prepay prices - The lack of public data on disconnections, 
including prepay disconnections.    

Tim Jones No

No, the Guidelines are not currently delivering their intended outcomes. The Electricity Authority’s own review showed that 
retailers are not consistently following the Guidelines. That is causing harm to consumers. The Electricity Authority should 
commit now to codifying (making mandatory) and strengthening all protections in the Consumer Care Guidelines as fast as 
possible.

Yes
Yes, but the other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making the FULL set of 
Guidelines mandatory as soon as possible. If this work must be done in two tranches, then Part 9 (fees and bonds) should be added 
to the list of priority areas. 

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 provides this. No No. I prefer Option 4. Please commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory.
Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future. There are also other consumer issues that require urgent action. Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as 
possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.  

Q1: Do you think that the Guidelines are currently delivering on their purpose and intended outcomes?  
Q2: Do you agree that parts 2, 6, 7, and 8 are the parts of the Guidelines that prevent the greatest harm from occurring to 

consumers?
Q4: Do you agree with our preliminary preference for option 3? 
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The Electricity Authority Te Mana Hiko consulted on options to strengthen and update the Consumer Care Guidelines to ensure New Zealanders receive a standard and consistent level of care from their electricity retailer.

We received over 1,000 submissions during the consultation period, 960 of which came from our online survey. Thanks to all submitters who contributed their insights and perspectives. We have collated the survey responses in the table below and written responses can be viewed on our website (https://www.ea.govt.nz/projects/all/consumer-care-guidelines/consultation/improving-the-consumer-care-guidelines/) 

Please note that some responses in the table below have been redacted, in part or in full, either as requested by submitters or to protect the privacy of individuals.
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 Q3: What do you think the benefits to domes c consumers will be under op ons 2, 3, and 4? Q5: Are there any other options you think we should consider? Q6: What issues that fall outside of the current Guidelines would you like to see us consult on next?

First name Last name Response Can you tell us more to support your answer? Response If no, please tell us what parts of the Guidelines you think prevent the greatest harm from occurring to consumers. Open-Ended Response Response If no, please tell us which option you think is better. Open-Ended Response Open-Ended Response

Q1: Do you think that the Guidelines are currently delivering on their purpose and intended outcomes?  
Q2: Do you agree that parts 2, 6, 7, and 8 are the parts of the Guidelines that prevent the greatest harm from occurring to 

consumers?
Q4: Do you agree with our preliminary preference for option 3? 

Rowan Cant No I think they are lagging behind on point A and B Yes Option 4 Yes
I think there is much point in having guidelines if people can make more money by just not following them. 
There is no real business risk to companies that don’t comply. 

What happens when people get disconnected, but are medically dependent on power?

John Moore No Producers can readily manipulate the market for their own profit. No Imbalance of power is very real Option four Remove maximising profit from the process.

Sandra Cobb No

Consumers are being harmed when retailers do not follow the Guidelines. For instance, some retailers are billing people 
incorrectly and leaving them out of pocket; failing to tell customers of other cheaper plans or meter configurations; charging 
unreasonable fees; or not helping clients to prevent debt. Some retailers are disconnecting households without taking steps to 
find alternatives. People who are medically dependent on electricity do not feel safe, because they do not have assurance that 
their retailer will not disconnect them.     While customers can complain to Utilities Disputes (a mediation service) and get some 
money back, this creates little incentive for retailers to improve their wider practices.   

Yes Option 3 is best No

Tom Gledhill No

No, the Guidelines are not currently delivering their intended outcomes. The Electricity Authority’s own review showed that 
retailers are not consistently following the Guidelines. That is causing harm to consumers. The Electricity Authority should 
commit now to codifying (making mandatory) and strengthening all protections in the Consumer Care Guidelines as fast as 
possible.    

Yes
Yes, however i feel the other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making the FULL set 
of Guidelines mandatory as soon as possible. If this work must be done in two tranches, then Part 9 (fees and bonds) should be 
added to the list of priority areas.   

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 provides this No No. I prefer Option 4. Please commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory.
Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.    There are also other consumer issues that require urgent action.     Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as 
possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.  

Margaret Jeune Yes Yes Option 3 sounds like it would be best for consumers. Yes Option 3 is the best option.  
Sustainability.Factoring in climate change.Coping with climate events such as cyclones and droughts when providing and 
generating electricity.

Martin Ball No

Obfuscation has become an industry standard, not only in electricity.  We remember the CEO of  a major telephone company 
embracing "confusion" as a deliberate marketing technique.  All companies go out of their way to make comparison as difficult as 
possible because they want to exhaust customers into a "we'll see you right" sort of offering.  Contracts are written by the seller 
and are deliberately designed to maximise the possibility of error.  All bills should look the same with a very discrete logo as the 
only difference.  Further than this we have forgotten that most of these companies are actually not electricity companies but and 
office of accountants.  Before the market reforms the local electricity company was owned by the local council or a similar entity 
which bought electricity on behalf of their owners; the local population.  This gave them leverage on the price.  These were 
turned from gamekeepers in to poachers as "retailers", trying to increase profits for themselves.  Retail is when you buy 
wholesale, store it and market it in small amounts.  Electricity can not be stored and is an undifferentiated product.  The title 
"electricity retailer" is a fiction.

No
Nothing voluntary will do the job.  And while we're at it a standard price should be mandated for pre and post payment contracts; 
not extra charges for prepayment.

The argument in favour of a voluntary approach is to encourage innovation but I think the power companies have had long enough to prove they can 
behave properly.  I favour a mandatory approach with a mechanism for beneficial exceptions.

No
Behind all of this is that electricity has been an essential for at least a century.  This industry should be made 
to perform like the water industry in terms of billing; eg not disconnecting just because of non-payment but 
pursuance through the courts or charging it to someones estate.            

If enforced, any/all of these suggestions would be an improvement.
Ban disconnection or, if not, ban reconnection fees.  A return to elected local electricity boards buying power direct from 
generators would deal with many of these problems.  Abandon electricity retail altogether.  We should be owners again, not 
mere customers.

Carol Huddleston
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Electricity, in this age of society, a necessity and needs to be considered a basic right. In a real life sense do the consumer care 
guidelines really meet this right?

Yes 1 No  2 No  3  must be mandatory with a set review date Yes

Jan Scown No Your own consultation document and the research it quotes say the Consumer Care Guidelines are not being met No I think how fees and bonds are dealt with can also cause great harm.
There has been plenty of time already for Options 1 and 2 to have had the desired effect and they haven’t so I believe that making the guidelines 
mandatory as per Option 4 is the required. If, in the end, this is not chosen then the next best option is Option 3 with Part 9 also included.

No
Option 4 is the best option. Option 3 is too limited (it needs at least Part 9 of the Guidelines included and 
preferably more).

No Disconnection fees, including the need for data on disconnections (including prepay disconnections).  Prepay prices.  

Cally O'Neill No

No, the Guidelines are not currently delivering their intended outcomes. The Electricity Authority’s own review showed that 
retailers are not consistently following the Guidelines. That is causing harm to consumers. The Electricity Authority should 
commit now to codifying (making mandatory) and strengthening all protections in the Consumer Care Guidelines as fast as 
possible.

Not sure
Yes, but the other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making the FULL set of 
Guidelines mandatory as soon as possible. If this work must be done in two tranches, then Part 9 (fees and bonds) should be added 
to the list of priority areas. 

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 provides this. No No. I prefer Option 4. Please commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory.
Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.    There are also other consumer issues that require urgent action.     Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as 
possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.  

Janine No Sometimes you are unable to access certain things e.g. Power shouts

Paula Robb No Yes Give consumers options of help when needed and making it easy to get the help

p parsons
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

I can't complain too much about the nuts and bolts of getting electricity to our home. The philosophical quarrel I have with most 
services is the privatized model.  This ensures that the stakeholders of concern are shareholders, not customers.  Some form of 
non-profit electricity or water or rubbish collection service would be more ratepayer friendly.  (I know, ha ha ha! 😊 When H 
freezes over.)

Not sure Publishing a guideline is great if it is fair AND if it is actually implemented. Option 4 Yes Option 4 probably would only work better if sector was based on a non- profit model. My opening comment addressed this.

Janet Salas No

Review showing that many retailers do not adhere to them.   Innovation is not encouraged because retailers can make their 
profits without implementing necessary innovations such as widespread distributed generation. They don't need to reduce their 
costs and function more efficiently because current regulation doesn't force them to. They can charge prices that give their 
shareholders a pleasant percentage and ignore their obligation to provide an essential and affordable service. Contact Energy is a 
prime example, raising their prices at will to maintain their profit margin while doing less than nothing to support local 
generation through solar and battery storage. 

All regulations should guarantee all people access to affordable and transparent energy supply, with backup and support for those 
who are unable to pay. Pernicious practices like pre-paid electricity at high prices should be banned. 

1 Doing nothing will achieve nothing.  2 Voluntary guidelines do not work. Power companies understand the guidelines well, and how to ignore them 
while seeming to abide by them.  3 Making guidelines mandatory, as long as they benefit the customer and not the shareholder, will help.   4 All the 
guidelines should be mandatory and watchdogs should scrutinise attempts by industry to raise prices. 

No

Option 4  This is the only option that provides enough protection for consumers. Electricity is not a option for 
the population, it is an essential good like food and water in our society. Measures to make electricity 
supplies efficient at present result in higher consumer prices because companies are profit-making. If 
electricity was supplied on a non-profit basis, as it should be, efficiency could be far higher. 

Consider retrieving electricity supply in New Zealand from profit-making enterprises.
Distributed generation through solar and other local methods, supplying smaller communities with local networks would 
relieve pressure on high cost  transmission lines, reduce the need for mass storage, cut costs everywhere. Rooftops and 
every other available surface could be being used. Innovative storage systems abound but are ignored in the current system. 

Gregory Fallow No

The Electricity Authority should commit now to codifying (making mandatory) and strengthening all protections in the Consumer 
Care Guidelines as fast as possible.    My experience generally is that unless protections are mandated that some retailers will 
continue to ignore some aspects of the guidelines, thus to some extent the intent of a level playing field for all will be ignored by 
some because some of the guildelines continue to be of a voluntary nature.  

Yes
Yes, but the other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making the FULL set of 
Guidelines mandatory as soon as possible. If this work must be done in two tranches, then Part 9 (fees and bonds) should be added 
to the list of priority areas.   

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 provides this.  However, sufficient additional time should be provided for 
industry participants to implement those additional parts not covered under option 3  

No
I prefer Option 4. Please commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory with priority being first 
given to those parts outlined under option 3 (i.e. additional time could be given to implementing those 
parts not covered by option 3

Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.    There are also other consumer issues that require urgent action.     Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as 
possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.  

[REDACTED]

Alan Cameron No
The Electricity Authority should commit now to codifying (making mandatory) and strengthening all protections in the Consumer 
Care Guidelines as fast as possible.  

Yes
but the other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making the FULL set of Guidelines 
mandatory as soon as possible. If this work must be done in two tranches, then Part 9 (fees and bonds) should be added to the list 
of priority areas.   

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 provides this.  No I prefer Option 4. Please commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory.  
Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.  Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of public data on 
disconnections, including prepay disconnections.  

Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of 
public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.  

Michael Taler No
    No, the Guidelines are not currently delivering their intended outcomes. your own review showed that retailers are not 
consistently following the Guidelines.   

No 9 must be included in addition to 2,6,7, & 8 
Option 1 is failing in the objectives  Option 2 only insures the failing are consistent across all retailers  Option 3 is much better but still inadequate  Option 4 
is the only options that will protect consumers properly

No Without a doubt option 4 is the best. Not least because of Part 9. You could consider option 3 + part 9, with a commitment to migrate to option 4 over time

Disconnection/reconnection fees for poorer people and people who through no personal desire need to move frequently  
are a burden unfairly placed on those who can least afford it, it is tantamount to a tax on poverty - similarly for pre-pay plans 
which I understand are primarily used by people with limited resources - do the right thing - help the poor raise themselves 
out of poverty.

Áine Kelly-Costello No

i'm a disabled person and have heard that power is not reliably available to some dependent on it especially in emergencies, or 
when they may go into debt to power companies etc. Medical and other critical needs for power (e.g. for mobility aids, for 
cooling/heating for those with temperature disregulation, for charging communication devices for those who can't communicate 
without them) are essential and shouldn't be negotiable.

Yes Under options 3 and 4, there'd be more reliability re power access for everyone especially those medically dependent on power. This is essential No
Option 4 - this is fairer and would help power companies not be able to profit unjustly. But option 3 is a close 
2nd. I would not support options 1 or 2

Ensuring that disabled consumers can easily access information about their rights and usage relating to power. For instnace, 
I'm a screen reader user, and most power companiees apps/sites don't give me the detail of power usage breakdown that are 
visible for sighted people via graphs. Blind people ought to be able to have equal access to that info

Merrill Simmons-Hansen No
That a mandatory a  set of consumer care guidelines fundamentally protect the domestic consumer and essential services from 
power and services price hikes which surpass the minimum living income or wage

No
because prices still rise with extraordinary negative consequences of most vulnerable with no regard that the many electrical 
supplies are tax payer funded in origin.  They should not be a profit generating enterprise but return to community ownership and 
seek collective benefit

mandate and adjust these to greater consumer care No
the supply of power for heating, food, shelter should not be profit focus for shareholders- these power 
supply's belong to community, have been provide by community in taxing earlier generations,  and are a 
basic human right-along with associated responsibilities

Community (consumer) protection - in devolving share hold ownership to community trusts, ensuring pricing is never beyond 
mininual living benefit/wage, and mandated as supplied a basic guarantee of a standard of living in Aotearoa

Cherie Nouwens
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Yes I like option 4 - Please commit now to making the full set of guidelines into mandatory rules. No
I prefer option 4. Anything less than the full set of consumer guidelines leaves gaps in the optimal care for 
consumers

Any chance to review the guidelines presents a chance to consider the impact on the environment that can be made. 
Encouraging renewable generation, mesh networks where consumers can share the power they generate with each other 
and back to the grid, without being penalised in any way by electricity providers

Shailesh Patel No The companies appear to pay lip service nothing more. Not sure

Alaric Ohlson No

Judy Gregor No Dont understand my electricity bill 4 Please commit NOW to making the full set of  guidelines into mandatory rules

Emma Ericson No

No, the Guidelines are not currently delivering their intended outcomes. The Electricity Authority’s own review showed that 
retailers are not consistently following the Guidelines. That is causing harm to consumers. The Electricity Authority should 
commit now to codifying (making mandatory) and strengthening all protections in the Consumer Care Guidelines as fast as 
possible.    

Yes
Yes, but the other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making the FULL set of 
Guidelines mandatory as soon as possible. If this work must be done in two tranches, then Part 9 (fees and bonds) should be added 
to the list of priority areas. 

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 provides this. No No. I prefer Option 4. Please commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory.
Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.    There are also other consumer issues that require urgent action.     Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as 
possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.  

AG Spiers No
The Guidelines are not being followed consistently by power companies, as shown by your report, and in some cases are being 
ignored. I believe the Guidelines must be mandatory (all, in full) to ensure that companies take them seriously and properly 
protect vulnerable consumers.

No
I believe the Guidelines work best cohesively, in full, and do not agree with singling out certain sections. Implement them all, in 
full, as mandatory requirements - this will better protect the vulnerable.

Make all the Guidelines mandatory. Increased price may be the result, but in the longer term the full protection will be worth it for all consumers. We need 
to put people back at the centre of service and delivery.

No
As prior, I believe Option 4 is best for full protection and putting people back at the centre of companies’ 
provision of services.

No

Karen No
I have concerns about how electricity companies deal with those on lower incomes who cannot meet bill payments. Cutting off 
power to families/ older people/ those in tough circumstances is not acceptable. We need a regulated model to manage this 
much better.

No

bern sommerfeld Yes No
medically dependant persons should never have their power disconnected they should be provided with a standby generator in 
power outages.  PERSONS  who cannot pay their power account should be assisted by a fund for poverty persons.    The electricity 
pricr review covered all these situations.

option 4 ismy pre

Peter Wilson No

W L Donald No
Power disconnected without communication. Medically needed perhaps, or household cannot heat, or cook, or have hot water, 
all of which are necessary for any level of health, just because insufficient money right now. 

Not sure Make all guidelines mandatory.  Otherwise this is people's lives being harmed. Yes All are needed, to ensure a fair treatment for everybody.

Caitlyn Lee No

No, the Guidelines are not currently delivering their intended outcomes. The Electricity Authority’s own review showed that 
retailers are not consistently following the Guidelines. That is causing harm to consumers. These are examples of ways consumers 
are being harmed:  - Difficulties getting hold of a retailer  - Being left on the wrong plan, or overcharged for any other reason  - 
Being charged fees you considered unreasonable  - Getting into debt to the retailer  - Being disconnected without the retailer 
making five attempts to contact you   - Being medically-dependent on electricity, and fearing that your retailer may disconnect 
you.    

Not sure
Yes, but the other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making the FULL set of 
Guidelines mandatory as soon as possible. If this work must be done in two tranches, then Part 9 (fees and bonds) should be added 
to the list of priority areas. 

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 provides this. No No. I prefer Option 4. Please commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory.
Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.    There are also other consumer issues that require urgent action.     Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as 
possible:  - Disconnection fees  - Prepay prices  - The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.

p.d.r. lindsay-salmon No
In this current moral and economic climate, where money is a god, and everyone is trying to see what they can get away with, the 
‘Consumer Care Guidelines’ are about voluntary compliance. Hah! Please get real and make the greedy beggars follow the 
guidelines. Make them compulsory.    Thank you  p.d.r. 

No Unless everything is compulsory we simply see a lot of wriggling out. Nothing until the guidelines are compulsory! Yes Option 4 if you must.
Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.    There are also other consumer issues that require urgent action.     Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as 
possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.  

  There are also other consumer issues that require urgent action.     Please investigate and consult on the following issues as 
soon as possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay 
disconnections.  

Josie No

Ants Field
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Yes Option 3    I think parts 2, 6, 7, and 8 should be mandatory. Yes

Suzie Rogers Yes
Power companies must do all they can to act ethically and in the best interests of consumers. They need to put people before 
profit!

Not sure

Vicky No Not sure Option 4 No

Mark Christensen Yes They will only do so if they become rules rather than just guidelines Yes Option 4 is the best outcome - all sections need t be mandatry No Please commit now to making the full set of guidelines into mandatory rules Please commit now to making the full set of guidelines into mandatory rules

Andrew Bartlett No
Consumers interacting with retailers receive at least a minimum standard of treatment regardless  of the retailer and regardless 
of whether they are a customer of the retailer.    It seems clear from the documentation provided that there is not a consistent 
standard of treatment, so this is not delivering. 

No I think fees and bonds can actually have higher impacts on our most vulnerable electricity customers.
While graduated regulation is an imporatant principle, having a part-mandetory code is confusing, particularly to new-to-the-code (eg vulnerable and 
needing help now) consumers who have to be told 'these are your rights' 'but not these bits, these are just a suggestion'. 

No
I think option 4, with a full code that is consistently enforceable would be a stronger, clearer and more 
internally-consistent choice. 

We need more innovative options to reduce disconnections, and a proactive way to ensure that other more easily rationed 
fuel (LPG gas bottles) are not used in preference to clean electricity.     For example, providing real-time power use feedback 
or installing a meter with selective disconnection (eg only keep the heat pump on).     In particular, we need to avoid the debt 
spiral where fees for non-payment and disconnection make it harder to get back on track.  While less 'efficient', these costs 
should be worn across all consumers so that there is an incentive on the company to reduce them by smart customer care. 

William Ratcliffe
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Not sure Option 1 achieves no improvement .  Option 2 ditto  Option 3 Seems best overall for consumers .  Option 4 A more expensive version of 3 Yes No .

Kerry McCracken No Yes options 3 or 4 - the guidelines that are currently voluntary are the ones that are having the most impact to our vulnerable people Yes

Celia Grigg No Power is not affordable for many, and competition and innovation are definitely not supported currently. No All of the guidelines are important for harm minimisation. It's more complex than presented.
Option 4 is the only option I support. The rest are pandering to industry. Why wouldn't you make them mandatory? The companies haven't complied when 
they were voluntary. 

No Option 4 by far.
Option 4 is necessary.   The other thing which is needed us separation of generation and retail electricity, as the gentailors have undue market advantage, and power to control the price of electricity. Totally uneven playing 
field, when they own the field!

Separation of electricity generation and retail, as was done for telcos previously.  The undue market influence of the current 
4 gentailers seriously compromises the market and results in much higher prices for consumers and reduced competition, 
due to the unfair advantage for the gentailers. They also prevent innovation and diversification of generation, due to their 
dominance and threat of others reducing their market share. It's a totally warped model currently. 

Dee No Please commit now to making the full set of guidelines into mandatory rules
Yes however the other parts are equally important - the FULL set of guidelines should be made mandatory as soon as possible. If 
this work must be done in two tranches, then Part 9 (fees and bonds) should be added to the list of priority areas.     

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the guidelines. Only Option 4 provides this.  No I prefer Option 4. Please commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory.  
Please proceed with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.    

There are also other consumer issues that require urgent action. Please investigate and consult on the following issues as 
soon as possible:  - Disconnection fees  - Prepay prices  - The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay 
disconnections.  

Emma No They need to be made mandatory by winter 2024. No All need to be given equal weight 
4 is the only reasonable solution - costs shouldn't be worn by consumers of electricity, ethically, this is something the electricity authority should address 
and step into their power to make a CHOICE that prioritises people rather than profit. 

No Option 4 - you have a choice to really change the lives of thousands of people, why wouldn't you do this?   
Reconnection and disconnection fees: each electricity company should be assessed and there should be mandatory 
guidelines produced by the ea to prevent disconnection and reconnection fees.     The cost of pre pay electricity puts low 
income families into further debt 

K Plummer 
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Not sure

Maggie Rainey-Smith No
The Electricity Authority should commit now to codifying (making mandatory) and strengthening all protections in the Consumer 
Care Guidelines as fast as possible.  

Yes, but the other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making the FULL set of 
Guidelines mandatory as soon as possible. If this work must be done in two tranches, then Part 9 (fees and bonds) should be added 
to the list of priority areas.   

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 provides this.  No No. I prefer Option 4. Please commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory.    
Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.    There are also other consumer issues that require urgent action.     Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as 
possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.  

Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two 
stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit now to mandating the full 
set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.    There are also other consumer issues that require urgent action.     
Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of 
public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.  

Pamela Jones
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Not sure Option 3 Yes

Sara Colquhoun No
Power companies are clearly being run only to serve their shareholders and not their customers. There is a woeful lack of service 
mentality. The model has been a failure. New Zealanders are not being well served, particularly in rural areas, where there is less 
profit to be made by the companies. They need to be under tight regulation.

Not sure

Regulation of fees is also important. Also, when rural customers wish to get power put on they are usually told that it requires a 
transformer upgrade which the customer has to pay for. When the customer moves house, the transformer remains. So the 
transformer is essentially the property of the power company, but they make the customer pay for it, on top of charging their 
exorbitant supply rates. This is a big ripoff. The company should be regulated to have to supply the transformer, not rip off the 
customer.

Option 4 needs to be in place. I don't understand why you are only considering Option 3, when all of it needs to happen and, as has been made clear, the 
companies will not comply unless it is mandatory

No
Option 4 is needed. I don't understand why you are only considering Option 3, given the woeful state of 
things. 

The whole electricity model of separate competing (supposedly, but not really competing) and the separation from the lines supplier, which routinely rips off rural customers trying to get power supplied, has been a big failure 
and needs a massive overhaul with the consumers being the priority, not the profits for shareholders.

Requirement for lines companies to connect new rural customers without charging them exorbitant rates for a new 
transformer. I was quoted $19,000 for a new transformer. After arguing and threatening to go to my MP about it, the 
contractor dropped the charge to $13,000. So clearly there is a lot of extortionate ripping off going on in this market.

Christine Hickey No They need to be compulsory Not sure Option 3 Yes
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 Q3: What do you think the benefits to domes c consumers will be under op ons 2, 3, and 4? Q5: Are there any other options you think we should consider? Q6: What issues that fall outside of the current Guidelines would you like to see us consult on next?

First name Last name Response Can you tell us more to support your answer? Response If no, please tell us what parts of the Guidelines you think prevent the greatest harm from occurring to consumers. Open-Ended Response Response If no, please tell us which option you think is better. Open-Ended Response Open-Ended Response

Q1: Do you think that the Guidelines are currently delivering on their purpose and intended outcomes?  
Q2: Do you agree that parts 2, 6, 7, and 8 are the parts of the Guidelines that prevent the greatest harm from occurring to 

consumers?
Q4: Do you agree with our preliminary preference for option 3? 

Diana Yukich No
I think they are primarily concerned about profits. Evidence appears to show their pre pay schemes charge the poorest, often 
most vulnerable, more for power. They’ve cut staff and I’ve had to spend hours trying to get in touch with them about an accurate 
meter reading rather than an estimate. Not everyone has that time or the time to shop around for power. 

Yes No

Please commit now to making the full set of guidelines into mandatory rules. Non mandatory guidelines 
don’t work. Talking encouraging is all blather in the end. We need regulations with teeth so that they can be 
enforced. Of course the electricity industry don’t want this, but the truth is they won’t do it unless it’s 
mandatory and lived experience and past experience make this pretty clear. 

Sigrid Speidel No
There is nothing wrong with the Guidelines. Everyone, including the electricity retailers agree with them. So why should they not 
be made mandatory? I can't see a reason, why the Guidelines shouldn't be legally binding.   

Yes
Yes, but why not making all parts of the Guidelines mandatory?     Part 9 (fees and bonds) could be added to parts 2, 6, 7 and 8 and a 
later stage. 

Option 4 should be taken. The argument of increased cost is not fair, because all parts of the Guidelines together form just the minimum standard for 
allowing a safe and healthy life with regards to electricity.

No As stated, Option 4 needs to be taken to provide minimum acceptable standards. 
1. High user fees have not or not much increased while low user fees have increase dramatically. Why do you put the burden on people who try hard to save electricity, or install photovoltaic systems? After all, you as a 
country, we want to save electricity. On top of that comes that PV systems (with batteries) contribute to the balancing of the national grid, which is totally in your favour.    2. You know yourself that some current practices 
regarding disconnection fees and prepay prices are hurting those who are already hurt by society.  

oh, I thought i include this in Q6. So please see Q6.

[REDACTED] No It needs to be a mandatory process that retailer’s need to be obliged to follow Not sure I haven’t read the guidelines in enough detail Option 4 No
It needs to have a feasibility study on actual costs. If the costs were hugely different then option 3 would be 
better 

No Having an independent body that knows the actual price of electricity rather than market forces dictating 

Georgette Jackson No

Diana Peterson Yes Yes Yes

Sylvie [REDACTED] No
Capitalist enterprises have no interest in being nice to consumers. There is only one reward in the current system and that is 
dollars. The consumer care guidelines do not reward or reprimand with dollars, so they are of no consequence to capitalist 
enterprise.

Yes Option 4 No
I don't think capitalists should be incharge of life-sustaining needs. It doesn't make any sense to make 
consumer guidelines voluntary when profit is the motivation of the provider. And the only measure of 
success.

Life-sustaining essential goods and services should not be put in the hands of profit-making entities. Why should we all pay 
more so that they can profit off us. Electricity supply should be run by the state.

[REDACTED]

Melissa 
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

John Maindonald No It is too difficult  for customers to put together the information needed to decide what is best for them. Yes Yes

Imogen No
I think they are largely being met, which just further shows making them mandatory would be a bare minimum - as providers are 
already in agreeance.  I do believe they need to be stronger and do more to protect our most vulnerable New Zealanders. This 
would fulfill the purpose and intended outcomes more so too.

Yes Option 4

I understand why you think option 3 is best, however if the reason you do not want to provide more safety 
and regulation for consumers is because costs will increase - that goes to show there needs to be regulation 
in that space too and that wouldn't align with other sections of the guidelines which prioritise accessibility.  
Electricity is a human right. If commercialising this human right means profits come first, then there is a 
bigger problem.

I think prepay disconnection data MUST be tracked and shared for there to be a true understanding of the issues at hand and 
how to improve the systems at play. I am shocked that this data is not counted and shared, it doesn't make any sense... the 
argument that people CHOOSE to disconnect on prepay to save money is wild and shows there is an issue, and yet I guess we 
decided we would rather just be ignorant to this issue? This is a BARE MINIMUM and must be done before anything else can 
be said in response to this question... it is hard to know how bad the issue is when we won't even recognise it as an issue 
worth accepting/noticing...

Meredith Dooley No Yes Power companies have too much leeway to shirk their responsibilities to domestic consumers, whose welfare should be their #1 priority. Yes Not sure Not sure

Laura
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Not sure Please commit now to making the full set of guidelines into mandatory rules. Please commit now to making the full set of guidelines into mandatory rules.

Phoebe Fang No The Electricity Authority should commit now to making the FULL set of Guidelines mandatory as soon as possible. 

Keryn Martin No
With over 8000 customers power cut off in the last 12 months, then expected to pay a significant fee, with no follow up, power 
companies need to be mre responsive in this area, especially if they care about the needs of those that they provide power for.

Yes

Michael Harcourt No Yes Yes

Kate No Yes Option 4 will protect consumers the most as the guidelines need to be enforceable. No Option 4 is best. Please commit now to making the full set of guidelines into mandatory rules.
Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of 
public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.  

Carolyn Blake No Too expensive and we’re been exploited.   Government needs to step in to control the power companies profits. 

Darryl Milner No Please commit now to making the full set of guidelines into mandatory rules." 

Cathleen Lewis 
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Please commit now to making the full set of guidelines into mandatory rules."

E Ludwig 
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Not sure Option 3 and 4 are good but they should not be allowed to rise prices No Not sure

Miriama Gemmell No

No, the Guidelines are not currently delivering their intended outcomes. The Electricity Authority’s own review showed that 
retailers are not consistently following the Guidelines. That is causing harm to consumers. The Electricity Authority should 
commit now to codifying (making mandatory) and strengthening all protections in the Consumer Care Guidelines as fast as 
possible.  

Yes
Yes, but the other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making the FULL set of 
Guidelines mandatory as soon as possible. If this work must be done in two tranches, then Part 9 (fees and bonds) should be added 
to the list of priority areas. 

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 provides this. No No. I prefer Option 4. Please commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory.
Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.    There are also other consumer issues that require urgent action.     Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as 
possible:  - Disconnection fees  - Prepay prices  - The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.  

Luiza Brabo-Catala No
My ideal answer would be "yes - to a certain point" due to its non-mandatory status and since the right to energy is not 
guaranteed.

Yes This will result in less morbidity and mortality; higher energy wellbeing; and more quality of life and inclusion of vulnerable and disabled customers. No

I am deeply knowledgeable energy hardship in Aotearoa, successfully defending a doctoral thesis on the 
topic. The impacts of the condition on a household's health and wellbeing are severe, affecting society, our 
healthcare system, and the economy. I am also disabled and have personally experienced energy hardship 
myself. We cannot tolerate another tragedy like Mrs Muliaga's. We need to make the companies more 
accountable. That is why I support Option 4.

How to better support low-income households through social retailers.

Ruth Gerzon No
There are some pay as you go options for customers but the cost per watt is more than for others. This means the poor are paying 
more for their power than others and is not fair. The charge should be the same no matter how they pay.

Not sure
Party 7 and 8 need to offer the greatest protection. Electricity is a right. Power companies should be in touch with the organisations 
supporting people who live in poverty before they disconnect anything. And especially there should never be a disconnection 
when there is a medically dependent consumer. This must be mandatory.

Option 4 - I have zero trust in electricity companies ethics and values. The minimal extra costs to us all are nothing compared to the benefits to those who 
live in poverty.

No Option 4. Past performance has shown that electricity companies prey on the poor and have no ethics. Costs should be the same no matter how people pay - whether on a plan or pay as you go

Brett Reid No
No, the Guidelines are not currently delivering their intended outcomes.   The Electricity Authority’s own review showed that 
retailers are not consistently following the Guidelines.   That is causing harm to consumers.   The Electricity Authority should 
commit now to codifying and strengthening all protections in the Consumer Care Guidelines as fast as possible.

Yes
Yes, but the other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making the FULL set of 
Guidelines mandatory as soon as possible. If this work must be done in two tranches, then Part 9 (fees and bonds) should be added 
to the list of priority areas. 

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 provides this. No No. I prefer Option 4. Please commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory.
Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.

Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as possible:  Prepay prices  Prepay disconnection    In my 
capacity as a Church Minister, I see first hand how the cost of prepaid power plans is crippling the poorest in our community. I 
look at how much these whānau are paying for power, how variable the prepaid rates can be, and how much more expensive 
they are than the likes of standard electricity retailer pricing. I would like the Electricity Authority to look into the pricing of 
prepaid plans so that those who are already materially disadvantaged aren't unfairly disadvantaged by the exorbitant cost of 
electricity. 

Sandra Alexander No
A review by the Electricity Authority showed that retailers are not consistently following the guidelines which is causing harm to 
some consumers 

Yes Other parts (3,4,5, 9 and 10) need to be mandatory also
Make all the Guidelines mandatory for all electricity retailers. Supplying electricity to consumers needs to be carried out with appropriate and adequate 
safeguards in place for consumers

No No. I prefer Option 4. Please commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory.
Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.    There are also other consumer issues that require urgent action.     Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as 
possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.    

The Guidelines are quite comprehensive but should be mandatory for all electricity retailers otherwise it is like saying one 
bus company has to have Health and Safety regulations in place but another bus company doesn't even though both are 
providing transport services to the public 

Stephen Jenkins No
The principle aim of this should be to go further than the Guidelines and ensure that every New Zealander has a minimum supply 
of electricity to their household at all times.  Terminating supply to a consumer is inconsistent with social and humanitarian goals.  
 Removing an essential service for the maintenance of life is totally unacceptable.  

No The commercial model for the supply of an essential service is not appropriate.  A review of the commercial model is overdue.
The current artificial electricity market is fundamentally and economically flawed.  Even if Option 4 is selected, making guidelines mandatory this does not 
address the fundamental right of every consumer to supply of electricity to maintain warmth, operation of household appliances, and any health related 
equipment.

No
As stated before this consultation is skirting around the edges of the true problem which is the 
fundamentally flawed electricity generation and market delivery system. 

Yes.  If the system is working properly Guidelines will not be necessary.  They will be part of a socially responsible structure for the provision of life supporting services of power to every household. Guidelines have never been effective without compulsion.  

Steve No
No, the Guidelines are not currently delivering their intended outcomes. The Electricity Authority’s own review showed that 
retailers are not consistently following the Guidelines. That is causing harm to consumers  

Yes Yes but the other parts need to be mandatory as well. No Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 provides this.      
go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit now to 
mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.    There are also other consumer issues that require urgent action.     Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as possible:  
Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections  

A universal electricity allowance for New Zealanders similar to the concept of a universal income for all. This would provide a 
basic safety net for the most vulnerable in our society.   After all affordable electricity is a basic human need and right in the 
21st century and given that the majority of the infrastructure generating electricity in this country has been paid for by 
previous generations it is a natural resource that should be shared more equitably. 

Sydney
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

I know that people are struggling with bills, but I don't know how the companies have engaged with them via the guidelines. Yes
Option 2- main benefit is more clarity if not direct action  Option 3- supports the most vulnerable without too many costs for the other customers/company  
 Option4- acknowledges how electricity is required for basic human needs to be met in this society

Yes

Gemma Nash No
No, the Guidelines are not currently delivering their intended outcomes. The Electricity Authority’s own review showed that 
retailers are not consistently following the Guidelines. That is causing harm to consumers. The Electricity Authority should 
commit now to codifying and strengthening all protections in the Consumer Care Guidelines as fast as possible.

Yes
Yes, but the other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making the FULL set of 
Guidelines mandatory as soon as possible. If this work must be done in two tranches, then Part 9 (fees and bonds) should be added 
to the list of priority areas. 

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 provides this. No
No. I prefer Option 4. Please commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory. We need to 
prioritise people's welfare over profit.

Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.  

There are also other consumer issues that require urgent action.     Please investigate and consult on the following issues as 
soon as possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay 
disconnections.

Sue No Power costs are rising.  Companies may be paying lip service to the guidelines but basically they care only about their bottom line. Yes options 1 & 2 seem pointless and won't result in any improvement.    Unless power companies are monitored I can't see them focussing on customer needs. Yes Limiting power company profits at consumer expense.
Power companies make a big issue of how they contribute to community organisations;  in fact they only do so with money 
from power consumers; company management take the credit but contribute zilch from their huge salaries.

Ronda Tung No
Energy poverty and economic hardship are pervasive issues in New Zealand. It's imperative that we enhance our commitment to 
the well-being of our citizens, striving for equitable care and support throughout the entire community and across the nation.

Yes We should enhance the guidelines to the fullest extent possible to offer optimal support to our customers, especially those who are vulnerable. No

If you can't do Option 4, then Option 3 is an inferior alternative. Options 1 and 2 does not align with our 
organisation's view. We advocate for the mandatory implementation of CCG as it offers more 
comprehensive consumer protection, whereas Option 4 provides greater safeguards for consumers 
compared to Option 3, which appears to be a short-term solution.

Julie Rose No They're voluntary with no penalties for not following them, so the companies just don't follow them. Yes
Options 3 and 4 will mean that the companies actually follow the guidelines. I don't think 2 will do much because big companies like these have lawyers 
who get paid to explain what guidelines mean, so it is unlikely that the companies don't understand.

Yes

Graeme No
Your review seems to reveal inconsistencies between retailers etc. This suggest that there isn't a level playing field. This is unfair 
for retailers trying to comply. It means the consumers don't have a consistent experience interacting with the industry and it is 
hard for consumers to know what to actually expect from the retailer.

No I agree with parts 2,6,7,8, but would like to see part 9 added. Not sure if 3 & 4 need adding. 
Option 3 is insufficient by itself. As above would like to see more control of fees such as disconnections fees. These seem draconian for people who are 
struggling to pay & are already in debt. Although there will be some who will want to get away without paying, most will want to pay their way if possible. 
A good process for talking with consumers before it gets to this stage minimises poor outcomes for consumers (and retailers).

No I think 9 should be added to the list. See earlier responses. no

As stated previously The disconnection fees seem draconian when people are already in debt and does nothing to improve 
compliance  Similarly, higher charges for prepay seem punitary for those struggling to pay for electricity  It might be helpful 
to publish disconnection data quarterly. It would highlight retailers that are more likely too go this route  This may not be an 
appropriate place to comment, but the present industry charging model is biased against those who want to minimise their 
costs by lowering consumption. I refer to the line charges since these a fees people pay before they even start using any 
electricity. Also it is very difficult to understand and compare the many different plans many retailers have.  

Peter Anderson Yes Not sure Yes

Belinda No

Rosemary Cole
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

A humane plea to electricity companies to keep the power switch on for medically dependent customers. Yes
I think these benefits should be in Plain English for domestic customers to understand. This is especially relevant for those with learning/visual difficulties 
or those with English as a Second Language.

Option 3 for all the sound reasons mentioned above. N/A
The rules should be different, i.e., more lenient to ensure health issues needing power are always covered. Even if bills are 
unpaid, there could be special grants to pay power bills if the health need is urgent. These issues are those that need reliable 
power, e.g., power for oxygen tanks .

Jenny Campbell Yes
Electricity is a basic commodity in these times of Climate Change  when many people have not other way of cooking, heating their 
homes & being on life saving machines. Everyone is being encourages t get out of fossil fuels so there are no longer other options 
for people. People are now so dependent on electricity so these issues need to be sorted- even as prices rise.  

Yes Support Option 4 as it has the best outcomes for vulnerable people- those who can afford rising prices can pay a little extra for those who can't. No OPtion 4- answer in previous section NA Gentailers stranglehold on the Electricity sector

Marama Mae No

No, the Guidelines are not currently delivering their intended outcomes. The Electricity Authority’s own review showed that 
retailers are not consistently following the Guidelines. That is causing harm to consumers.  The Electricity Authority should 
commit now to codifying (making mandatory) and strengthening all protections in the Consumer Care Guidelines as fast as 
possible.

Yes, but the other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making the FULL set of 
Guidelines mandatory as soon as possible. If this work must be done in two tranches, then Part 9 (fees and bonds) should be added 
to the list of priority areas.

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 provides this. No I prefer Option 4. Please commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory.
Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.    There are also other consumer issues that require urgent action.     Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as 
possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.  

Jocelyn Marsh No

Shane Max
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Yes Like option 2 No 2

Allison
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Emily Bruce No
The Guidelines are not currently delivering their intended outcomes. The Electricity Authority’s own review showed that retailers 
are not consistently following the Guidelines. That is causing harm to consumers. The Electricity Authority should commit now to 
codifying (making mandatory) and strengthening all protections in the Consumer Care Guidelines as fast as possible.  

Yes
But the other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making the FULL set of Guidelines 
mandatory as soon as possible. If this work must be done in two tranches, then Part 9 (fees and bonds) should be added to the list 
of priority areas

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 provides this.  No No. I prefer Option 4. Please commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory.  
Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in the future

There are also other consumer issues that require urgent action.     Please investigate and consult on the following issues as 
soon as possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay 
disconnections.  

Katia De Lu No

The Guidelines are not currently delivering on their intended outcomes. The Electricity Authority's own review found that 
retailers are not consistently following the Guidelines. This is causing harm to consumers, particularly those who are medically 
dependent on electricity (for whom being disconnected is life or death!) and those struggling to make ends meet whose financial 
precarity is exploited with higher-cost plans and punitive reconnection fees.    Retailers have thoroughly demonstrated that they 
are motivated by profit, not doing the right thing. The Electricity Authority needs to step up and defend vulnerable people. I urge 
you to commit to strengthening and making mandatory all protections in the Consumer Care Guidelines as quickly as possible.   

Yes
While I can agree that these parts of the Guidelines are essential, the other parts are also extremely important. The Electricity 
Authority should commit to making the Guidelines **in their entirety** mandatory as soon as possible. If this work must be done 
in two tranches, then Part 9 (fees and bonds) should be added to the list of priority areas.

Consumers need the protection of **all** parts of the Guidelines, as I have outlined previously. Only Option 4 provides this. Given the retailers' track 
record, we cannot rely on them to follow voluntary guidelines. Again, I urge you to make all parts of the Guidelines mandatory.

No

Option 4 is the best option, for the reasons I've outlined previously. Furthermore, I dispute the argument 
that "competition" would benefit from Option 3. Competition works best on a level playing field where 
everyone is playing by the same rules. Making the Guidelines mandatory makes things fair. In contrast, 
leaving parts voluntary means that any retailers who do decide to do the right thing and follow the 
Guidelines get penalised because their competitors don't. 

Option 4 is the right option. I urge you to commit to mandating the full set of Guidelines.     If work must be done in two stages, then please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage.     However, it is vital that you 
commit now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in the future.

Please investigate and consult on the following issues:  - Disconnection fees  - Prepay prices  - Lack of public data on 
disconnections, including prepay disconnections

Matthew Baird No

The guidelines are not currently delivering the intended outcomes.    The EA's own review showed inconsistencies in how 
retailers follow the guidelines, meaning consumers are treated differently.    This is especially difficult for our vulnerable 
communities, who cannot afford the higher cost plans, reconnection penalties, and other extra costs. This is especially true of our 
medically dependent consumers, where it is life or death.    The EA should commit to making mandatory and strengthening all 
protections in the Consumer Care Guidelines.

Yes
Yes, but other parts of the Guidelines are also highly important.    I encourage the EA to make mandatory the full set of guidelines 
as soon as possible.    If adopting the guidelines must be done on pieces, Part 9 should be added to the list of priority areas.

All parts of the guidelines are needed to fully protect consumers. Only option 4 will achieve this. No
Only option 4 provides the full set of consumer protections.    With option 3, retailers will find ways of doing 
as little as possible to comply.    With option 4, retailers are also on a level playing field.

I would prefer Option 4, but if it cannot be done all at once then add Part 9 to the initial set of mandatory guidelines in option 3, and then follow up with the rest as soon as possible.
Please investigate and consult on:  - Disconnection and reconnection fees  - Prepay prices  - The lack of public data on 
disconnections.

Rean Fadyl Yes Not sure I think option 3 may result in organisations only focussing on the mandatory parts of the guidelines No Option 4

Eleanor Browne No Because it’s not mandatory- just guidelines 

Barbara Woods No
I think the guidelines should be made mandatory. There's no teeth in this initiative and half of the retailers have admitted to 
falling short of the guidelines. They make enough profit from us to provide decent care and consume protection.

Yes I'd like to see the Authority take a firmer stance on these guidelines and make them mandatory. Greater protection for consumers and in particular, vulnerable citizens - health wise and financially. Yes Can't think of anything else. Power generation through sustainable means that protect the climate and our communities we live in.

Minette Hillyer No Because the guidelines are not mandatory, they cannot deliver equitably to all customers / electricity users Yes
I see no benefit to the public in options 1 or 2. Option 3 provides some benefit, but option 4 would be most beneficial to electricity users, especially those 
who are most vulnerable. It is not inevitable that these measures should result in price increases, particularly given the Guidelines include measures to do 
with fair pricing

No I prefer option 4 Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.    

Dorothy Kerin No Insufficient consumer protection Not sure
Good ideas but are they really implemented? Is voluntary code sufficient? Companies will always prioritize their own interests/ 
money.

Need to protect consumer with mandatory obligations on power companies - 3 or 4 Yes

Philippa R No

help their customers access electricity services that are affordable to them and meet their needs.    Absolutely not, no contact 
from my provider regarding the affordability of their service. On the contrary their communications is limited to advice of price 
rises.     No offer of plans that offer cheaper off peak power.     When their meter stopped monitoring automatically they used 
estimated (summer) usage for 6 months before sending a meter reader. Resulting in a very large bill for 1 month. They never 
alerted me to the estimated readings and risk of large backpayment. 

No Fees and bonds and sign up are also vital. 
Options 1-3 dont deliver any extra benefits to consumers comparable to the benefit to the power companies of the guidelines remaining voluntary. Given 
the power imbalance between customer and power company this is unfair. 

No
The existing level of competition has not kept prices to consumers down. Nor has record profits. That 
suggests that additional protections for consumers will have little or no impact on prices. 

All aspects of the Guidelines should be mandatory asap. 
The current system relying on competition to keep prices down has not delivered to consumers. It has delivered record 
profits to the power companies but consumers see no benefits. What is required is a truly competitive electricity system that 
delivers benefits to consumers and shareholders.  

Glen Crowther No Yes Only Option 4 provides optimal protection, so should be implemented unless the additional costs are significant.  No I support option 4 unless that results in noticeably higher cost.

Taking another look at low use / progressive pricing to enable better environmental and social outcomes. Following the 
recent (and ongoing changes), the higher fixed charge component is already leading to less incentive to minimise energy 
usage. Energy conservation is more important than ever. It has not been replaced by energy efficiency - both are important. 
Likewise, it has not been outdated by the renewed focus on renewable electricity - conserving energy will always be an 
optimal outcome.
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 Q3: What do you think the benefits to domes c consumers will be under op ons 2, 3, and 4? Q5: Are there any other options you think we should consider? Q6: What issues that fall outside of the current Guidelines would you like to see us consult on next?

First name Last name Response Can you tell us more to support your answer? Response If no, please tell us what parts of the Guidelines you think prevent the greatest harm from occurring to consumers. Open-Ended Response Response If no, please tell us which option you think is better. Open-Ended Response Open-Ended Response

Q1: Do you think that the Guidelines are currently delivering on their purpose and intended outcomes?  
Q2: Do you agree that parts 2, 6, 7, and 8 are the parts of the Guidelines that prevent the greatest harm from occurring to 

consumers?
Q4: Do you agree with our preliminary preference for option 3? 

Lorri Mackness No

The social responsibility balanced with healthy completion written into the guidelines is not happening with the big companies 
that monopolize the provision of electricity.  Those companies only care about profits for shareholders and without legislation to 
ensure social responsibility for disabled, ill and marginalized people living in poverty, human rights respecting the dignity of the 
person will not happen...it will remain words on paper. We have a social responsibility to take care of each other

I think the guidelines are not strong enough to prevent the greatest harm from occurring to consumers.  What guidelines say 
companies shoud do is different to what they can do.  I think legislation is required to tighten the guidelines on what they can and 
cannot do. It is unconscionable to deprive anyone of electricity in Aotearoa NZ, especially medically dependent and the children of 
parents unable to pay their bills.

I think the companies have shown it is about profit over people. Therefore making guidelines mandatory will better protect the people.  The big 
Companies make large profits and part of the mandatory process needs to prevent them charging the public for them being made to meet guidelines they 
should have been doing in the first place

No
4. Answe as question 3. Why have guidelines if they will not voluntarily implement them. They make huge 
profits and competition with the big companies appears minimal...almost as if they agree on how they will 
operate.  In fact it was better for the people when it was not privatized.

Is enough commenting on the existing options for me.

My concern is for people. Companies need to not be able to disconnect power.  Other options need to be developed to 
support people . Turning off power only exacerbates existing financial problems and even kills people. The bill payer may not 
pay but children and others living in the house are the ones punished. We don't need punitive actions, we need social 
solutions that support everyone and meet our obligations under United Nations international laws we are signatory to.

Ben Wylie-van Eerd No

No, the Guidelines are not currently delivering their intended outcomes. The Electricity Authority’s own review showed that 
retailers are not consistently following the Guidelines. That is causing harm to consumers. The Electricity Authority should 
commit now to codifying (making mandatory) and strengthening all protections in the Consumer Care Guidelines as fast as 
possible.  

Yes
Yes, but the other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making the FULL set of 
Guidelines mandatory as soon as possible. If this work must be done in two tranches, then Part 9 (fees and bonds) should be added 
to the list of priority areas.   

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 provides this.  No No. I prefer Option 4. Please commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory.
Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.    There are also other consumer issues that require urgent action.     Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as 
possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.  

Margret Sullivan No

re Guidelines: build a positive relationship with customers through their behaviours and processes; help their customers access 
electricity services that are affordable to them and meet their needs;    We rang and asked were we on the best rate for our usage. 
Kind sounding lady put us on a new plan that 'will be better for you'. Meridian has better for us plans on PowerSwitch given we 
are a low usage household - lower daily charge rate definitely works better for us but no, she put us on high daily rate, lower unit 
charges. More expensive for us given our low usage.    Our electricity provider has been estimating our usage since a May reading - 
 it is now September - despite our having a Smart Meter in place. When phoned about what we thought were higher than actual 
billing they said no, it is normal usage. We have since 'read' the meter ourselves and look on one item to be getting up to the 
reading they gave us for June. They did read it November last year, perhaps they'll read it again this year in November and 
reimburse us. We live in hope .

Being able to fend off customers' reasonable enquiries with no liability or external monitoring for putting customers like ourselves 
on plans that mean we pay more unnecessarily means a lot of profit given the larger number of people involved compared with 
the numbers of customers who are medically dependent or can't pay bills. The greater rip off for NZers is in the advice given to 
large numbers of people that maximises the profits. Yes Parts 3, 6, 7 and 8 are key to preventing great harm to a small number of 
specific households, but these should not be the only parts of the guidelines that should be considered for external monitoring 
and compliance. Self monitoring is not sufficient in the experience of this household.

I think Option 4 would give the best outcomes for NZ households overall, provided the Electricity Authority is given the MONEY and TEETH to actually 
monitor and penalise actions that do not comply with the spirit of the guidelines. I don't think the guidelines should be made more specific, the intent is 
clear. These largely partly government owned companies should have a duty of care to NZ consumers (given the significance of the availability of energy to 
households and businesses) that supersedes commercial interest.

No
Number 4 is better than number 3. Unless the commercial energy sales divisions are able to be held to 
account they certainly do not act to 'keep the costs down for everyone'. 

Theodoros Aslanoglou
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Not sure No I dont agree with either option.  Keep prices low, so everybody keep paying them. Thats the best option. Answered this in question 5

Robert Fredericksen No We have just changed providers and have no problems yet Yes Option 3 Yes No No 

Lyn Gallagher No
When power is disconnected due to non payment, a re connection fee is charge impacting further on people with financial 
difficulties

Gerald Boot No
The Guidelines are not currently delivering their intended outcomes.  I am aware of a consumer being medically-dependent on 
electricity and fearing that her retailer may discount her.  

Yes
The other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making the FULL set of Guidelines 
mandatory as soon as possible. If this work must be done in two tranches, then Part 9 (fees and bonds) should be added to the list 
of priority areas.

Consumers need thwe protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 provides this. No
I prefer Option 4 and there should be a commitment to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory  This is 
the only option that provides full benefits to consumers and they should not have to bear the cost.

No - just proceed with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of guidelines. If the work must  be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. It is important that you commit now to 
mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.

There are other consumer issues that should be addressed as soon as possible. These are: Disconnection fees, Prepay prices 
and the lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.

Simon Collin Yes

Bronwyn No
The Electricity Authority needs to commit to codifying, strengthening and making mandatory all protections in the Consumer Care 
Guidelines, in a timely manner, like now. 

Yes
Even though I’ve said yes, I still can clearly understand that other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority needs 
to commit to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory, now. With the proposed option to doing the work in two tranches, Part 9 
needs to be added to the list of priority areas. There is no good reason to delay.

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only option 4 provides this. No Option 4 is my preferred option. Committing to the full set of Guidelines needs to be mandatory. Option 4 is the only option really necessary. If it is done in two tranches, as proposed, then Part 9 (fees and bonds) needs to be included in the first stage. There is no need to delay mandating the full set of Guidelines. 
If the full set of Guidelines is not committed to be mandatory, then all of the issues not committed to will fall outside of the 
current Guidelines. 

Gary Lee
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Matt Crawshaw No

Electricity retailers are, like most companies, profit focussed, which always leaves voluntary guidelines to receive lower priority 
as they have no real impact or direct relationship to profit. With the number of companies, there will be certain to be wide 
variation in the way that guidelines are applied which is unfair on consumer who need consistency (especially when there are 
such large information barriers due to the complexity of the contract people enter with a retailer).    I think the Electricity 
Authority so push for consistent practise through setting clear mandatory guidelines of good practise, rather than rely on the 
fickle nature of free market decision drivers

Yes
However they don't go quite far enough and would miss our other really important areas. Especially part 9 on fees and bonds is an 
area I have personally seen great discrepancies and the potential for consumers to be unknowingly disadvantaged or exploited.

I have very little confidence in purely voluntary guidelines in option 1 and 2. Option three is obivously a step in the right direction but only option 4 
provides full protection to consumers across all the important parts of the guidelines. With the profit margins I see in the electricity industry - I'm much 
less concerned about the costs to power companies)

No

No as above, I prefer option 4 as the most clear and consistent way to look after all consumers and especially 
vulnerable ones. I've known people get in such trouble with power bills and their relationship with power 
companies. While the reasons are complex, sometime this is because of the practise of the company. 
Consumers should be able to expect clear, consistent and binding behaviour regardless of the company they 
are with.

Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as possible:  Disconnection and reconnection fees which to me 
seem completely unnecessary in this day and age.  Prepay prices and related policies. This areas requires particular attention 
because of the disproportionate number of vulnerable and low income consumers affected.  The lack of public data on 
disconnections, including prepay disconnections.  

Helena No

No, the Guidelines are not currently delivering their intended outcomes. The Electricity Authority’s own review showed that 
retailers are not consistently following the Guidelines. That is causing harm to consumers. The Electricity Authority should 
commit now to codifying (making mandatory) and strengthening all protections in the Consumer Care Guidelines as fast as 
possible.  

Yes
Yes, but the other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making the FULL set of 
Guidelines mandatory as soon as possible. If this work must be done in two tranches, then Part 9 (fees and bonds) should be added 
to the list of priority areas. 

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 provides this. No No. I prefer Option 4. Please commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory.  
Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.    There are also other consumer issues that require urgent action.     Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as 
possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.  

Better protection for vulnerable consumers. 

Richard Joseph No
There is much rhetoric around providing relief for consumers but very little actual relief. It's like the gambling industry where 99 
cents in every dollar spent is on luring people to gamble, followed by the small print, gamble responsibly. There is no integrity, 
just superficiality.

Yes

Jessica Eccles No They are currently voluntary and because electricity companies have financial incentives to ignore them many do. Yes
option one means continuing to stand by and do nothing while electricity companies treat their poorest customers like sub humans.  option two is barely 
any better.  option three is the bare minimum  option 4 is the best. It is important to treat all customers with dignity and not let the poorest customers 
subsidise richer ones.

No option 4 please investigate dis and re-connection fees, and pre-pay pricing.

George Yes Haven’t used it but think they could be fair Yes If they are followed depends onfaith 4 but costs should be absorbed by the company Yes No Share forward plans about green power generation not just the rhetoric and how wonderful we are

joy
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

I think I'm a fairly typical consumer, I pay the power bills on time, the power company delivers. I haven't read the consumer 
guidelines as I don't have the time, wasn't really aware of them.  I'm aware that somewhere on the bill there is information on 
what to do if I'm medically dependent on power and if I have problems and can't pay, the number I can call.  I don't have problems 
- except for one. More on that later.     So I don't think I can answer whether the Guidelines are currently delivering on their 
purpose.

Yes

Etienne No
Retailers are not following these guidelines.  The Electricity Authority should commit to making the guidelines mandatory and 
strengthening all protections.

Yes
Yes, but the other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making the FULL set of 
Guidelines mandatory as soon as possible. If this work must be done in two tranches, then Part 9 (fees and bonds) should be added 
to the list of priority areas.   

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines, mandatorily. Only Option 4 provides this. No
Option 4 is the best. They need to be mandatory so that retailers follow them and so that consumers have 
enforceable protections.

Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.

Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of 
public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.  

Gillian Cameron No
The Electricity Authority’s review showed retailers are not consistently following the Guidelines and causing harm to consumers. 
The Electricity Authority should commit now to strengthening  and making mandatory and all protections in the Consumer Care 
Guidelines and implementing them ASAP.  

Yes
Yes, but the other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making the FULL set of 
Guidelines mandatory as soon as possible. If this work must be done in two tranches, then Part 9 (fees and bonds) should be added 
to the list of priority areas

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 above provides this.  No No. I prefer Option 4. Please commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory.
Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.

Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices

James Lawless No

The Electricity Authority should commit now to codifying (making mandatory) and strengthening all protections in the Consumer 
Care Guidelines as fast as possible.  I recently had the experience of a totally exorbitant contract break fee from Trustpower.  The 
subject was a property owned by our Family Trust at [REDACTED].  When we finished building a new house there, we rented it out 
to [REDACTED] (who is disabled).  For various reasons including the fact that we already owed for some power during the 
construction period, we chose to put the electricity and broadband contract in my name rather than the tenant’s, with Trust 
Power.  He wanted a one-year contract at a low-usage rate, which we signed up to.    Due to changing circumstances, he moved 
out after 8 months.  I was then charged a contract break fee of $1073.91 (plus GST =$ 1235), which was applied by changing the 
generation rate for the final invoice to 5652.17c/unit, instead of the contracted rate of 25.39c/unit.  In practice, the property was 
rented do a different tenant within a month (under a different account), so the retailer lost little revenue.  

Yes
Yes, but the other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making the FULL set of 
Guidelines mandatory as soon as possible

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 provides this. No Option 4
Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.

Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of 
public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.  On  broader issues (which may be outside your mandate:  
Paying a realistic rate for power sold back to the grid rather than the current huge differential   Providing differential pricing 
for "green (renewable) power and allowing consumers to select  Making rooftop solar panels of at least 2.5 Kw capacity 
mandatory for new builds  

Joe No
It is very difficult to ascertain the costs associated with a service and impossible to compare them for affordability. While sites 
like powerswitch try to assist they are very generic. The number and types of plans offered is very confusing. Retailers should be 
made to publish all their rates and plans, so that we can truly see the cost.

Yes
Option 2 - very little benefit and they will find work arounds to the guidelines. Option 3 - provides the safety net required for vulnerable consumers, but I 
don't see why this should be additional cost to consumers as they should be following the guidelines anyway. Option 4 - This is probably a bit of an overkill 
and will likely increase costs for not much additional benefit

Yes No
We need to have a consistent approach to publishment of pricing from retailers. Often costs are hidden, plans are obscure 
and there is no consistent way of being able to compare plans across retailers

Claudia Guthrie Yes Yes Yes

Georgie Turnbull No The electricity suppliers can't be trusted to put consumer/customer safety over company profit. Not sure Option 3 Yes Reduce the existing overhead high voltage cable in residential streets.

Barbara Howe No
The Electricity Authority’s own review showed that retailers are not consistently following the Guidelines. The lack of mandatory 
rules leaves customers vulnerable, and creates unnecessary stress on the customers with the fewest options.

Yes Yes, but that doesn't mean the other parts are not also important. Consumers need the protections provided by all parts of the Guidelines. Option 4 is the only one that provides that. No Option 4 is the best option for vulnerable consumers. No. Implementing Option 4 will do what's needed.

Matt Magoffin
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Colleen Montgomery No
The electrical authority should commit now to making mandatory all protections in the Consumer Care Guidelines. All consumers 
have a right to reliable affordable electricity.

Yes Ensuring all consumers have a reliable affordable supply irrespective of personal circumstances. Yes

Jeremy Dunningham No
Vulnerable people have little protection currently, if their finances are in trouble, and access to power is a fundamental right, 
more so when we have competing companies making large profits from what is a public good 

No Part 4 is where the rubber meets the road Preference is for option 4 No Option 4

Allan No There are elements that should be compulsory No
Part 6 does not acknowledge the need for power companies also accept they provision more than electricity for instance Gas which 
they make little effort to effectively make any 'flattening' winter charges.

Option 3 No Expectations on supply companies 'bundling' services without formal oversight

Helen No
Too many vulnerable people are disconnected. Including those who rely on electricity of health reasons and because they have 
too many debts. Not having power on leads to use of other flammatory items and then increases risk of fire.

Yes Option 3 Yes

maddy schafer No

No, the Guidelines are not currently delivering their intended outcomes. The Electricity Authority’s own review showed that 
retailers are not consistently following the Guidelines. That is causing harm to consumers. The Electricity Authority should 
commit now to codifying (making mandatory) and strengthening all protections in the Consumer Care Guidelines as fast as 
possible.    Yes please.

Yes
Yes, but the other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making the FULL set of 
Guidelines mandatory as soon as possible.    If this work must be done in two tranches, then Part 9 (fees and bonds) should be 
added to the list of priority areas.

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 provides this.    If costs are increased then pricing structures should be 
addressed to accommodate vulnerable or cash-strapped users. Perhaps other measures could be put in place to mitigate the impacts of increased costs for 
those who will struggle to pay them.

No
On the basis of valuing the greatest protection for consumers, I prefer Option 4 and would like the EA to 
commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory.    Alternatively, add section 9 to the mandatory 
items that would be implemented in Option 3.

Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as possible:    Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of 
public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.

Neil No
Electricity supply companies top priority is to maximise profits. They use obfuscation in putting together packages that can't easily 
allow comparison with other suppliers.

Not sure option 3 Yes no Packages should be structured in a way makes it easy to compare offerings

Mike Andrew
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Prior to answering this question I wasn't aware of the guidelines and their objectives. Not sure the competition aspect is working. Not sure
Increased compliance costs, and therefore possible general cost increases, need to be balanced against anticipated benefits to all consumers. Some form 
of cost/benefit analysis would help in determining the best option.

Yes
Sounds like a reasonable approach with the future option of moving to more of an option 4 in the future if 
seen as worthwhile.

No I am not aware of any.

Anne Bell
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

I have just read the Consumer Care Guidelines

Catherine Bircher No
 The Electricity Authority’s own review showed that retailers are not consistently following the Guidelines.  The Guidelines 
should be made mandatory, with penalties for any power company that breaches them.

Yes
These parts are important, but all of the rest of the guidelines are important, and all of them should be made mandatory.  It is not 
possible to have a complete mandatory system without good record-keeping and appropriate fees.

Power customers need full and proper protection. Only option 4 provides this protection. No Option 4 is better.  I request that Option 4 is selected, as it gives the strongest protection for power users.
Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed or forgotten about in future.

Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of 
public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.  

Lisandra Jamieson Yes Because I care for the medically dependant people who are at risk of dying if they don't power for their medical needs Yes No As previously mentioned I care for provision for costumers who are medically dependant on power

Bronwyn Holgate
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Cherie Booth No
My experience with my own company is that they go to the maximum with what they can within law and guidelines and the fact 
that they hold the essential wellness of their customers be damned.   There’s no compassion when you call to try and work out 
payment for a life essential service.  They need regulations asap.  Utter blood suckers.  

No
This doesn’t go far enough.   This a service essential to life. If we can’t house people properly then at least this life essential should 
be left to guidelines.  Regulations must be legislation and the government being the majority beneficiaries of any profit needs to 
act responsibly towards the people who have elected it.   Regulate not suggest,  care for the people.  

Option 4 but how can they justify increased costs to their captive market???? Seriously how can that even be a suggestion?  The only way their published 
profits could be more of a kick in the face of consumers was if they started offering mortgages to cover this basic.  

No

4.  They are about profits not their customers and they will not honour guidelines or at best push them to 
the maximum for additional profits.  They can’t be trusted to self regulate and these questions are quite 
stupid because of that basic fact. I’m about to be priced out of electricity altogether with the mandatory 
daily change increases.   Shame on me for not breeding irresponsibility and being able to at least get support 
through WINZ. 

 Can’t answer as none of the links in this glitchy survey seem to work. What should be considered is regulated control.  The power companies are profit focused and only part with some of that for infrastructure after they 
demand more from their customers.   

Stop excessive profits.  Any money generated from this essential to life and business service should only go back to 
infrastructure and reasonable running costs.  Stop making people choose which essential to life thing they need. We can’t all 
be holding degrees and making better than 50k a year.   

Asif Agah No Yes Yes

Michael Gaffney No
The Electricity Authority’s own review showed that retailers are not consistently following the Guidelines. That is causing harm to 
consumers.

Yes
but the other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making the FULL set of Guidelines 
mandatory as soon as possible.

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 provides this. No No. I prefer Option 4. Please commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory. Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. 

Eva No Nobody should die as a result of electricity being cut off No See previous answer Option4 No Basic human rights 

Rory Pilbrow No
There is no mandated requirement for Electricity companies to actually carry out some of the recommendations guidelines 
especially around security for those who cannot pay electricity bill ontime and those who are medically dependent on a regular 
power supply.  

Yes
If the above guidelines - parts 2, 6, 7 and 8 - are not mandatory then consumers are not adequately protected from the vagaries of 
the market 

Options 1&2  are not going to work for anyone except the retailer  if they are not mandatory.   Option 3 is best - as long as it is actually policed - ie there are 
legal teeth to penalise adequately retailers who do not comply  Option 4 at this stage would appear to be overly impractical to properly monitor   

Yes None at present

Rod Hitchmough No
I was unaware of the guidelines until very recently and have certainly been very surprised by very high power bills in the recent 
past.

Yes I prefer option four - maximum consumer protection for minimal extra cost. No
As answered in last question - option 4 provides maximum protection for vulnerable customers for minimal 
extra cost.

Noah Schneider No Yes Option 3 Yes

Christa Wynn-Williams No
I think all the Consumer Care guidelines should be mandatory.     Everyone should have access to a power supply especially in 
cases of the need for equipment to support health. But where is hardship and there are unpaid bills, there should not be any 
charge for cutting off fuel supply, nor for reconnection.     

Yes Option 4 is best No Option 4

Paul No They are not mandatory. Not sure I support Option 4 No All guidelines should be mandatory to offer the maximum protection to vulnerable consumers.

M C
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Not sure

Dean Emmerson No
  I don't think electric companies are always accountable, though I am not unhappy with Vector. I think a mandatory body might 
hold more clout than a voluntary one. 

Yes Start with 3 and see how it goes and if it is not going well, be more assertive and extend it to 4 to ensure compliance. Yes No  Nil

S
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Debbie No

No, the Guidelines are not currently delivering their intended outcomes. The Electricity Authority’s own review showed that 
retailers are not consistently following the Guidelines. That is causing harm to consumers, including those who are dependent on 
electricity for their health needs. My daughter's brother in law is disabled and spends a lot of time on the internet, watching 
Netflix etc. When the power is cut off, this affects his quality of life.     The Electricity Authority should commit now to making 
mandatory and strengthening all protections in the Consumer Care Guidelines as fast as possible.   

Yes
Yes, but the other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making the FULL set of 
Guidelines mandatory as soon as possible. If this work must be done in two tranches, then Part 9 (fees and bonds) should be added 
to the list of priority areas.   

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 provides this.  No I prefer Option 4.
Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.  

Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of 
public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.  

Tony Hastings Yes

Charles Dawson No

No, the Guidelines are not currently delivering their intended outcomes. The Electricity Authority’s own review showed that 
retailers are not consistently following the Guidelines. That is causing harm to consumers. The Electricity Authority should 
commit now to codifying (making mandatory) and strengthening all protections in the Consumer Care Guidelines as fast as 
possible.

Yes

Yes, but the other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making the FULL set of 
Guidelines mandatory as soon as possible. If this work must be done in two tranches, then Part 9 (fees and bonds) should be added 
to the list of priority areas, but the poor retailer compliance indicated in their survey response shows mandatory implementation 
is required.   

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 provides this. Compliance of 52% is insufficient.      No No. I prefer Option 4. Please commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory.  

Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.    There are also other consumer issues that require urgent action.     Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as 
possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.    Thank you for consulting.   You are working with a market-driven context from the late 90s that has, as 
Geoff Bertram notes, consistently price-gouged residential customers. To think we used to have an integrated non-profit B-Cop+ [publicly owned]  sector that is now fragmented and bloated with too many CEOs and Managers, 
and too few technical engineer experts, is a real shame.  

Can you unscramble an egg? no. But     more consideration should be given to ensuring the Authority can monitor, mandate 
and enforce "consideration of fairness or equity issues".     CF: Geoff Bertram. Light-handed regulation of the energy sectors. 
In Flawed theory, failed practice: light-handed regulation in New Zealand, pages 51-72. NZ Fabian Society, 2014. 
[https://geoffbertram.files.wordpress.com/2021/12/fabians-book-chapter-2014.pdf ]

DANIEL LE BRUN No Our current supplier is trying its best not to facilitate switching companies Not sure Yes

Bev Giles No
I think that all Electricity retailers should be bound by the same guidelines. Their processes are very clunky and it's hard to get 
things done.

Yes I think option 3 or 4 are essential to implement Yes
Power companies "buy" new clients by offering power credits but they don't reward their exisiting loyal clients in any way so 
clients tend to skip from one to the otehr

Mel No Not sure
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 Q3: What do you think the benefits to domes c consumers will be under op ons 2, 3, and 4? Q5: Are there any other options you think we should consider? Q6: What issues that fall outside of the current Guidelines would you like to see us consult on next?

First name Last name Response Can you tell us more to support your answer? Response If no, please tell us what parts of the Guidelines you think prevent the greatest harm from occurring to consumers. Open-Ended Response Response If no, please tell us which option you think is better. Open-Ended Response Open-Ended Response

Q1: Do you think that the Guidelines are currently delivering on their purpose and intended outcomes?  
Q2: Do you agree that parts 2, 6, 7, and 8 are the parts of the Guidelines that prevent the greatest harm from occurring to 

consumers?
Q4: Do you agree with our preliminary preference for option 3? 

Sian No
The Guidelines are not currently delivering their intended outcomes. The Electricity Authority’s own review showed that retailers 
are not consistently following the Guidelines. That is causing harm to consumers. The Electricity Authority should commit now to 
codifying (making mandatory) and strengthening all protections in the Consumer Care Guidelines as fast as possible.

No
Yes, but the other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making the FULL set of 
Guidelines mandatory as soon as possible. If this work must be done in two tranches, then Part 9 (fees and bonds) should be added 
to the list of priority areas. 

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 provides this No I prefer Option 4. Please commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory.
Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.    There are also other consumer issues that require urgent action.     Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as 
possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.

Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of 
public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.

Geoff No Yes Option 3 Yes No Later input

Katherine Lawrence No

In New Zealand, it shouldn't be a privilege to have power - but it currently is.    Whilst many of us have never had to worry about 
finding the money to pay our monthly power bill or had a bill payment defaulted, there are hundreds of thousands of families 
and individuals for whom their power cost is a monthly worry (or nightmare).  This worry is to cover one of life's essential needs - 
to stay well and healthy. There are also many, for which, their actual life depends on it.    I remember the tragic death of an 
Auckland mother in 2007, who died after her electricity company disconnected her supply due to an unpaid bill, as she relied on 
an oxygen machine. I have recently become aware that SIXTEEN YEARS have passed and there is still NO MANDATORY RULES to 
protect people who depend on electricity to stay alive - or just like so many, many New Zealanders to stay warm and well. This is 
truly shocking.    What's more, I have also heard of services such as prepay which claim to make it easier to afford and pay 
electricity - however CONSUMER say this power plan is actually more expensive in terms of     power cost.  It is widely publicised 
that our electricity companies are making huge profits yet many of New Zealanders simply cant afford this essential service and 
furthermore get penalised further by disconnection and reconnection fees.  The time for guidelines is well and truly over, these 
retailers need mandatory rules to protect ALL the people they claim to serve, especially those most vulnerable.

No

Whilst parts 2,6,7, and 8 are well defined in preventing harm occurring to consumers, electricity, is an absolute essential need and 
as such must encompass all parts of the Guidelines into mandatory rules.  This Electricity Authority needs to take this opportunity 
to strengthen all protections in the Consumer Care Guidelines as fast as possible, including penalties for non compliance.    
Furthermore, the New Zealand Public need the Authority to investigate unfair disconnection fees prepay prices, which are 
harming households on the lowest incomes.

Option 4 would provide the most protection for consumers in this essential service and I argue that given the excessive profits reported that these 
essential mandatory rules should add any further cost to consumers. 

No Full mandatory rules due to the essential service power is for New Zealand families no investigations into unfair disconnections and prepay services which are harming household on the lowest incomes.

Fiona Rountree Yes Yes Option 3 No Option 3 No

Maarama No
The Electricity Authority has admitted in their own review that retailers are not being committed to following the Guidelines 
which has harming consequences to consumers.

Yes Option 4 No Option 4.
Children - note there are reference to 'young children' in vulnerable categories, however feel more consideration needs to 
be taken with school age children electricity needs to avoid being disadvantage with ICT education, health etc.

Leigh Harrington No

No, the Guidelines are not currently delivering their intended outcomes. The Electricity Authority’s own review showed that 
retailers are not consistently following the Guidelines. That is causing harm to consumers. The Electricity Authority should 
commit now to codifying (making mandatory) and strengthening all protections in the Consumer Care Guidelines as fast as 
possible.  

Yes
Yes, but the other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making the FULL set of 
Guidelines mandatory as soon as possible. If this work must be done in two tranches, then Part 9 (fees and bonds) should be added 
to the list of priority areas.     

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 provides this.      No No. I prefer Option 4. Please commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory.    
Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.

There are also other consumer issues that require urgent action.     Please investigate and consult on the following issues as 
soon as possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay 
disconnections.    

Christopher Hawkins No
The consultation paper says the guidelines are not being implemented as consistently as expected and that means that they need 
to be made mandatory to create an actual minimum standard of care. 

Yes
Option 2 is not fixing any substantive issues.  Option 3 will make some substantial improvements.   Option 4 is going the whole hog and is what consumers 
deserve - these guidelines are supposed to provide a minimum standard of care, after all.

No

Option 4 is better because the guidelines as a whole are designed to create a minimum standard of care and 
if you do not make all the parts of it mandatory, sometimes the way consumers are treated is going to fall 
below that minimum standard.    It is a reasonable expectation for consumers that power companies should 
follow all the parts of the guidelines. 

Prepay fees 

Heather Wills
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

The whole guidelines document was far to long and complicated for time poor and cash strapped people to read all the way 
through!!  Great that there is such a thing but it should have been written in simpler English 

Not sure

Karen Crawshaw No
The Electricity Authority’s own review showed that retailers are not consistently following the Guidelines. That is causing harm to 
consumers. Over half of hte retailers admitted to this

Yes Yes but that doesn't mean the rest aren't important. the full set of Guidelines need to be made mandatory. As I see it all the guidelines need to be mandatory as voluntary ones don't acheive compliance No Please go ahead with Option 4. Mandating the full set of the Guidelines.is essential 
Please go ahead with madating the full set of guidelines.If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. However please commit now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so 
that this cannot be delayed in future.    

There are also other consumer issues that require urgent action.     Please investigate and consult on the following issues as 
soon as possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay 
disconnections.  These issues affect the poorest of our community and impact in the end on our tamariki, disabled  and 
elderly the most, who are living in cold damp houses not able to afford power.  

[REDACTED] No

Hardworking people who hold down several jobs (because employers have found it more lucrative for entry-level employees to 
be permanently held in part-time or contractual roles to save holiday and sick pay at minimum wage rates) just to eat and pay rent 
are going into debt if they experience a period of sickness or have an accident or similar. Why are these people who can least 
afford it being put on prepay-as-you-go electricity at the highest rates?

Not sure

Currently the guidelines seem to be providing the electricity providers with a legal way to manipulate financially struggling 
customers into situations that are NOT helping them or making it easier for them to afford enough electricity to live at a normal 
first-world level of comfort (being able to cook, have hot water, heating or cooling .. Many people on minimum wages live largely 
without using power these days.

Option 1: continuing inhumanity.  Option 2: I think the current situation demonstrates that this wouldn't help.  Option 3: Sounds better but there seems to 
be no consequences to the electricity provider if they fail to fulfill the so-called mandatory consumer protections.  Option 4: In my opinion the best option. 
I also don't understand how organisations always justify increasing their charges and feel there should be checks on them to understand that they are a 
fundamental service to the New Zealand public. Measures of success should not only revolve around financial profit but also humanity (both public and 
their employees).

No

Unfortunately my long years of experience and observation lead me to the sad conclusion that people or 
organisations will comply with legal requirements as superficially as possible If there is no full monitoring or 
palpable consequences the actual level of improvement for struggling consumers may not be as evident as 
we'd all hope.

I guess there may be but I've already spent enough time without revisiting the Guidelines to interpret them with my lateral brain!
Perhaps electricity providers could develop some more premium service levels to provide their more financially well-off 
consumers so they could recover their compliance costs from those consumers more able to pay higher rates.

Eva Pick No

The electricity companies have two problematic issues:  A) Their own guidelines are not enough to protect vulnerable consumers, 
see the case of Folole Muliaga in Auckland, where Mercury disconnected the power even though the contractor was told 
according to her family, that she was dependent on her oxygen supply, causing her death.  B) The companies' own guidelines, as 
far as they exist, are not always being followed, thus endangering customers' lives and health.    There need to be means to hold 
electricity companies responsible in the only way that they will be influenced: Courts and fines that are big enough for them to   
A) Install adequate rules, and   B) make sure these rules are being followed.

No
All the Guidelines need to work together to protect consumers in the best way possible, because you cannot weigh up human life 
and health against financial consideration in a case like this, where it is about profit.

Option#2: No confidence in voluntary guidelines, as companies' bottom line is profit.  Option#3:Does not go far enough.  Option#4: Looks like this is the 
best we can get, short of having sufficient punitive action against the companies in case of harm being done.

No
Option 4 should be implemented, as we know from historical precedent that this type of company will use 
any loophole/excuse to err on the side of profit over human life.

Instead of Guidelines have Laws that provide for sufficient punitive measures to be a deterrent to companies who would ignore guidelines. See my answer to question 6.

Jenny Green No

Currently there is a lack of mandatory rules to protect customers such as those who are medically compromised and those in 
current times who have had their power disconnected and then fees charged for this and for reconnection...  In the current 
climate in our country this is simply not acceptable.  Many years ago, I was with Contact who were very good to me as I had been a 
long-time customer and as I had a breathing machine they would always let me know when the power was being disabled for one 
reason or another. Nowadays it appears that in many cases the social conscience of companies seems to have faded away!

Yes Yes, but a full set of the guidelines should be provided.
Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 provides this protection. it is important that you commit now to mandating the 
full set  of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.

No

It is important that you commit now to mandating the full set  of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in 
future.  There are also other consumer issues that require urgent action.  Please investigate and consult on 
the following issues as soon as possible:  - Disconnection fees  - Prepay prices  - The lack of public data on 
disconnections, including prepay disconnections.

There is a need to investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as possible:  - Disconnection fees  - Prepay prices  - The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.
As above please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as possible:  - Disconnection fees  - Prepay prices  - 
The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.

Fiona Campbell No Profit before people lacks compassion and recognition of other people's lives. Not sure option 4 the way to go for most comprehensive customer care No 4 provides blanket coverage; the others don't

Frances Mountier No
I acutely remember the week that a woman died in Auckland because of an SOE cutting off her power.  (It was a big week for us, 
too; we were exposing another SOE Solid Energy, on another kaupapa). All these years and years later, the Consumer Care 
Guidelines are still not mandatory. They must be made compulsory as urgently as possible.

Yes All of the above, and part 9 - fees and bonds.  Then I encourage you to make all of it mandatory asap.

I strongly support Option 4. That is the only one that will protect people ie consumers. We have watched power companies take profits and continue to 
rely on fossil fuels in some instances, when so many households are struggling with the cost of living. I recently met someone who was asking for money 
on the street in Wellington who said he had spent hours the day before getting the power reconnected, and would likely find it off again when he got 
home. There are so many other hardships that people face - this should not be one of them. A climate justice future includes affordable power, guaranteed 
for all, with strong consumer protections.

No Option 4 is better. Please do option 4. If it is to be done in two steps, then please include part 9 - bonds in the first step.
Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  Those on prepay not getting the discounts that others receive.  The lack of public data on 
disconnections, including prepay disconnections.  The managed transition (state-led) to fully 100% renewable electricity 
generation.

[REDACTED]
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

I had no idea there were mandatory guidelines.  Having just switched power company when I moved it was incredibly confusing, 
and I felt like I was highly likely to end up paying significantly more than I needed to.  I think that there needs to be mandatory 
guidelines around service provision when that service is a mandatory part of life.  

Not sure
Yes, these are. But only if they are mandatory. Otherwise power companies do not have to follow these, and in that case, they 
provide no protection.  I also think that there need to mandatory guidelines around additional fees, and the way in which 
companies manipulate the spot price for electricity. (e.g., the Meridian case where they spilt water to ensure prices did not drop)

Only option four provides full protection and coverate.  1 - no change, consumers still at mercy of power companies  2 - no change  3 - does not address 
management of resources or pricing/fees  4 - provides protection and oversight. 

Yes

I think that option four is better.  Industry without oversight and management is never performed with the 
consumer at the heart, only and always with financial benefit as a driver (refer Meridian's behaviour).      
Without full mandatory guidelines power companies are free to act in their own best interests without 
sanction and management.     Cost can be kept down, and competition can be present, particularly when 
everyone has a single set of guidelines which they use. 

Prepay electricity - making the vulnerable pay more and increasing their vulnerability  The plethora of plans and pricing 
options which are not clearly outlined, and make it extremely difficult to identify which company provides the best deal  

Scott Walters No
Basically we are still hearing about consumers being over-charged for electricity, not being able to pay their bills and then being 
cutoff

No
Part 2—What Consumer Care Policy, who knew?    Communications are often one-sided and the power company considers that 
anything sent has been received—it might not have been—and understood—it might not have been and see non-response as 
complicit response  

Option 4 is the only viable choice. It is also a waste of time if compliance isn't monitored and enforced  No Option 4 doesn't allow for wiggle room and will result in action not litigation
The Electricity retailers model is to maximise profits and with falling demand their only way to maintain profit is to increase the price—thus stimulating further savings.  Already too many sitting in bed all day to stay warm 
during the winter.

The pricing of the line's charge shouldn't be separate and should just be included in the price charged for power.  There 
should be standardised pricing across the country.  Why are some of our more remote consumers paying so much for a unit of 
electricity  

Paul Bruce No
The Electricity Authority should commit now to codifying (making mandatory) and strengthening all protections in the Consumer 
Care Guidelines as fast as possible.  

No
Yes, but the other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making the FULL set of 
Guidelines mandatory as soon as possible. If this work must be done in two tranches, then Part 9 (fees and bonds) should be added 
to the list of priority areas.   

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 provides this.  No No. I prefer Option 4. Please commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory.  
There are also other consumer issues that require urgent action.     Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of public data on disconnections, 
including prepay disconnections.  

There are also other consumer issues that require urgent action.     Please investigate and consult on the following issues as 
soon as possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay 
disconnections.  Fixed charges which don't encourage conservation    

Leila Boyle No
The Guidelines are not currently delivering their intended outcomes. Te Mana Hiko's own review showed that retailers are not 
consistently following them! This is harming consumers. Te Mana Hiko should codify and strengthen all protections in the 
Guidelines as fast as practicable.

Yes

I selected "Yes", so I hope this note gets recorded!    So my full answer is Yes, but...    Here's my "but..." bit:    All parts are 
important, and Te Mana Hiko should make all Guidelines mandatory as soon as practicable.    If this work cannot be done in one go, 
then it must be done in two tranches. In the first tranch, part 9 (fees and bonds) should be added to parts 2, 6, 7, and 8, and those 
five parts should be done as soon as practicable. Then the remaining parts should be done in the second tranch as soon as 
practicable.

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines and only Option 4 provides this, so this is what Te Mana Hiko should implement. No
No, Option 4 is the best option. Te Mana Hiko must commit to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory as 
soon as practicable.  

Go ahead with Option 4 as soon as practicable! Mandate the full set of Guidelines and if the work must be done in two stages, include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage.
Other consumer issues also require urgent action. Te Mana Hiko should investigate and consult on the following issues as 
soon as practicable:    - Disconnection fees  - Prepay prices  - The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay 
disconnections.

Julie Bell No
NO, the Guidelines are not currently delivering their intended outcomes. The Electricity Authority’s own review showed that 
retailers are not consistently following the Guidelines. That is causing harm to consumers.   

Yes Option 4 No
Option 4. Because if there are things that power companies don't "have" to do they won't. It's cutting corners 
to protecting their clients - everyday New Zealanders. 

Not that I can think of
Keeping the competition of retailers and not making a monopoly of the sector as that gives us Nz'ers a choice to shop around 
for good prices 

Patricia Gould No
There needs to be legislation to protect people from having their power cut off, especially people dependent on medical devices 
like oxygen machines, but also the elderly, the very young, and people with disabilities and/or ill health.

Yes Only option 4 is sufficient Only option 4 provides sufficient protection for the vulnerable 

Markus Reiberg No

John No Currently power companies are ignorant of vulnerable people's circumstances. It's something that needs to change Yes Hidden/extra fees for late payments and/or disconnecting + reconnecting 
Voulantry guidelines leave consumers in the dark.  Mandatory enforcement of guidelines may increase prices but ensure the most vulnerable are 
protected and are aware of options IF in difficulty of paying.

No Option 4 all guidelines protect the vulnerable not just some of the guidelines. Unsure
Power companies make huge profits from low cost sources. These profits should be shared with consumers each year & 
shareholders as appropriate  

Paul Livingstone
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

I understand that some suppliers are trying to meet these guidelines.  Consider that it should be mandatory that all suppliers are 
required to meet them.

Not sure
As before,I understand that a number of suppliers do meet the guidelines under parts 2, 6, 7, and 8.  I consider that it should be 
mandatory for all suppliers to meet them

I would prefer option 4 to 3, but if cost is going to be an issue, then option 3 Yes

Bronwen Beechey No People are struggling to meet the high cost of electricity. Yes They should be made mandatory and there should be no additional cost to users. The power companies make enough money. No There needs to be controls on pricing of electricity.

Raewyn Bungard No Not sure Less power poverty No There should be no increase in costs to consumers. ?
Easier accounts for customers to read. and all power companies to give a total cost per KW on the account, so consumers can 
compare more easily.   Get rid of fixed term contracts to create more competition.

Fiona
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

L wANG Yes Yes Option 4: No Option 4 is better 

Jern Chin No
No, we believe all the parts in consumer guidelines should be made mandatory due to retailers not consistently observing the 
guidelines published. We feel this will harm consumers' interest

Yes We also believe part 9 is very important and should be included in stage 1 of making guidelines mandatory Option 4 is the best. No Option 4 is the best imo as it will lead to comprehensive protection of consumers. If making all parts are cumbersome, suggest split parts into 2 stages and insert part 9 into stage 1 About whether there is enough competition in the electricity retailing market

Judith Giddy No Have not received any info from supplier regarding our plan or power usage. Yes

Jonathan Kerr
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Not sure No I don't know don't know

Geoff Wane No No real competition  Confusion for everyone of bundled offerings No Too many examples of disconnecting medically dependent customers Time for all the guidelines to be reviewed No Should be part of a full review of the guidelines This survey is not and should not be a substitute for a full review Insufficient on competition and bundling issues

Lucy Summerfield No
No, the Guidelines are not doing what they're supposed to at the moment. The Electricity Authority’s own review showed that 
retailers aren't always following the Guidelines. It's directly effecting average kiwis. The Electricity Authority should make the 
Guidelines mandatory and strengthen all protections in the Consumer Care Guidelines as fast as possible.  

No
No, the other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making the FULL set of Guidelines 
mandatory as soon as possible. If this work must be done in two tranches, then Part 9 (fees and bonds) should be added to the list 
of priority areas.   

Only Option 4 provides the protection consumers need. We need all parts of the Guidelines.   No No. I prefer Option 4. Please commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory.    

Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.    There are also other consumer issues that require urgent action.     Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as 
possible:  - Disconnection fees  - Prepay prices  - The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.    No one should ever be penalised for being low income or dependent on electricity. That is not how 
we uplift the mana of people in Aotearoa.   

No disconnection or reconnection fees.   No putting people on higher rate pre pay systems.     Again, it is never okay to let 
companies penalise people for their financial situation or dependency on electricity. That is not taking care of the mana of all 
people in Aotearoa New Zealand. 

Will Yes Yes Yes

Hamish Thornton No

Access to electricity is not the easiest utility to set up, and often it can be difficult to access the information required to make 
informed decisions or know what you are required to do as a customer.    If consumer care rules are voluntary for power 
companies there is no requirement for them to helpfully and healthily serve their customers who rely on the service they are 
paying to be provided.

Yes
But the other pats need to be mandatory too, otherwise some harm is still likely to occur through mistakes and lack of information 
being provided.

All power companies having the same understanding of the guidelines ensures information received by consumers is consistent. Ensuring guidelines are 
mandatory provides protection to consumers in terms of receiving notification before power being disconnected or parts of the plan being altered without 
learning of the changes.

No

There is not sufficient protection for consumers under option 3, meaning there will still be space for harm to 
consumers. Option 4 even if it does mean increased fees it will mean access is not affected to as great a 
degree. We all need access to electricity and protection to ensure it cannot be disconnected, prices cannot 
changes, cannot be disadvantaged for being poor. 

More protection for consumers is required, enforced so power companies have to follow them. Particularly around variable fees which people are forced to access due to being poor.

Please protect people that are being unjustly treated for being having lower incomes. Banning disconnection and 
reconnection fees for people who cannot afford their bills. Please ensure prepay electricity plans are not made more 
expensive than pay-monthly plans. Different households have different needs and different abilities of when they can pay 
due to variable incomes.

Jachin Brown No I personally have experienced difficulty dealing with power companies and know other people feel the same Yes These guidelines need to be mandatory to effectively prevent the greatest harm Not enough to sufficiently protect consumers No
No, MAKE ALL THE GUIDELINES MANDATORY, as a consumer I feel significantly at risk, option 3 is not 
sufficient protection for consumers. 

Option 4
Ban disconnection and reconnection fees. Make prepay electricity the same price as pay monthly plans. Publish quarterly 
disconnection data publicly 

Anya Kemp No

No, the Guidelines are not currently delivering their intended outcomes. The Electricity Authority’s own review showed that 
retailers are not consistently following the Guidelines. That is causing harm to consumers. Specifically, the guidelines do not 
ensure the electricity services meet consumers needs. Needs range depending on the customer and all needs should be met by 
better guidelines including health, living conditions, and affordability needs because of the disparities between Guidlines and 
actions of electricity services. I live in a large, run down flat of 7 people that relies on a heat pump to keep the living spaces dry, 
without mould, and warm, it is more difficult to keep our house liveable on a student budget and is stressful to know that care 
Guidelines are voluntary when so much of my flats wellbeing relies on access to affordable and consistent electricity.

Yes Yes, but the other parts need to be mandatory too.
Option 2 would not improve anything because the guidelines would still be voluntary. This is the main issue.     Option 3 would be slightly better but option 
4 should be implemented to ensure consumers are not being ripped off or exploited through higher prices and voluntary care guidelines with no 
consequences.

No
Option 3 does not sufficiently protect consumers. Please commit now to making ALL guidelines mandatory. 
If you need to action that in two stages, please add Part 9 (fees) to the first stage. 

Do option 4 
Please protect people who are being penalized for being poor. Ban disconnection and reconnection fees when people cannot 
afford to pay their bills. Please also ensure that prepay electricity (used by many low income households) is no more 
expensive than pay-monthly plans. Finally, publish quarterly disconnection data (including prepay).

Rayne Aldridge No
The Consumer Care Guidelines cannot deliver on their purpose and intended outcomes if the Guidelines are not compulsory. This 
does not support or protect consumers, and cause consumers harm. The Electricity Authority should commit to making mandatory 
and strengthing all protections in the Consumer Care Guidelines, as far as possible. 

No
No, ALL parts of the consumer care guidelines are important, and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making all 
Guidelines mandatory as quickly as possible.  If it is not possible to strengthen all of the guidelines, then part nine should be 
added to the list of priority areas. 

The Electricity Authority should make mandatory all parts of the consumer care guidelines. Only option four would actually support and benefit consumers 
and care for the well-being and protection of customers. 

No
No. Options 1,2, and 3 are toothless and weak guidelines that don't support or protect the consumers. I 
prefer and support option four. Please commit now to making all parts of the Consumer Care guidelines 
mandatory! :)) 

No, option four is clearly the most preferable option.

It is frustrating and disappointing to discover that power companies can take advantage of people who are struggling 
financially, and essentially and penalize them for being poor!   Please consider banning disconnection and reconnection fees 
when people cannot pay their power bills.  Please ensure that prepaid electricity - which is often most used by lower-income 
people and families - is no more expensive than monthly pay plans.   To have more transparency and accountability, publish 
quarterly disconnection data, including prepay. 

Sophie Crawford No

The Electricity Authority’s own review showed that retailers are not consistently following the Guidelines. That is causing harm to 
consumers. Please commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory and monitor compliance.     Speaking from 
experience as a customer, there is not good communication about what power deals would be best suited to your household. You 
also can’t really figure it out because a lot of it is written in jargon. 

Yes As a bare minimum parts 2,6, 7 and 8 are necessary but more parts could be mandatory too. Option 4 - will offer the best protection for consumers. No
Option 3 does not sufficiently protect consumers. Please commit to making all the Guidelines mandatory. If 
you need to action that in two stages, please consider add Part 9 (fees) to the first stage. 

Please protect people who are being penalised for being poor. Please ban disconnection and reconnection fees when people 
can’t afford to pay their bills. Please ensure that prepay electricity (used by many low income households) is no more 
expensive than pay monthly. Please publish quarterly disconnection data (including prepay). 

Abby No
It's concerning that retailers are not consistent in delivering on their promises to costumers, causing great harm that can be 
avoided. This is based on Electricity Authority's own review. I ask that you commit to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory 
and monitor the retailer's compliance. 

Yes BUT the other parts need to be mandatory too! Option 4 needs to be implemented to protect consumers and prevent further harm. No
Option 3 is not sufficient. Option 4 needs to be implemented to protect consumers. If there need to be 
stages to the implementation, please add Part 9 (fees) to the first stage

People who are poor need to be protected, not penalized. Please ban the additional fees or disconnection and reconnection 
when they can't afford to pay their bills. Please ensure pre-pay electricity (used by many low income households) is no more 
expensive than pay-monthly plans. Please publish quarterly disconnection data (incl. pre-pay)

Briana Collins No They aren't meeting the outcomes because they are not compulsory No All of them, they should all be compulsory Options 3 and 4 are more beneficial than option 2. They are better able to guarantee fair energy for all consumers. No Option 4 is better than option 3 because it includes all of the guidelines which will better protect consumers No, option 4 is good
Ban disconnection and reconnection fees  Ensure prepay fees are not more than pay monthly fees  Quarterly connection data 
should be published

Gabrielle O’Connell No
Electricity is becoming more and more unaffordable with this economic crisis. Payers/users should be informed of cheaper 
affordable options and those requiring medical treatment should not be disadvantaged 

Yes Option three, to safeguard those who are disadvantaged in society, medically and financially Yes Publicising this issue more in society would help…more information on the guidelines How we can achieve more equitable power/electricity cost to households 

Andrew Shaw
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Yes
However, when a customer signs up or is denied a contract (part 4)this can cause a worsting effect as it becomes harder to find a 
supplier, and I hear the the unit price goes up as a Result. 

Option 4 is best. No Option 4 is better. Making it mandatory.  Part 4 is missing from option 3 and needs to be included. 

Elise Ranck No

I think all the consumer care guidelines need to be mandatory as soon as possible! The Electricity Authority’s review showed that 
retailers are not consistently following the guidelines. That’s causing a lot of harm to consumers.   In my experience, an electricity 
retailer (Ecotricity) failed to tell us when rates changed and failed to bill us at a consistent time and we ended up with sporadic 
big bills that we had to pay for from our savings.     If the guidelines are voluntary, I know many who are vulnerable, on a low 
income, or medically dependent will be greatly harmed. Please consider the most vulnerable person you know and make these 
guidelines mandatory. 

Yes Yes but the other parts need to be mandatory too. Make ALL of the guidelines mandatory. No
Option 3 is too light and doesn’t sufficiently protect consumers. All guidelines need to be mandatory - 
please commit to doing this now. If you need to action that in two stages, please add part 9 regarding fees to 
the first stage. 

Please, please do all you can to protect people who are being penalised for being poor. Please ban disconnection and 
reconnection fees when people can’t afford to pay their bills. Please ensure that prepay electricity (used by many low 
income households) is no more expensive than pay-monthly plans. Please publish quarterly disconnection data (including 
prepay). 

sonia Yes

Henry Burgess No No, because 48% of retailers aren't following the guidelines. This means people are not receiving fair service from their retailers Yes
Option 4 would ensure fair and more affordable and well communicated supply of electricity for all people. In particular, this would help the safety and 
financial security of low income households and people medically dependent on electricity

No No, because it doesn't ensure the protection of New Zealanders, particularly the financially vulnerable

Laura Stone No

No. The electricity authority's own review shows that retailers are not consistently following the guidelines. That is causing harm 
to consumers. Please commit now to making the full set of guidelines mandatory, and monitor compliance.   This is not fair to 
consumers and can cause issues with people not being treated respectfully. There is no incentive for retailers to provide these 
morally just guidelines that should be mandatory to better support kiwis

Yes the other parts need to be mandatory too. 
Option 4 would be the only viable option to protect consumers and ensure that electricity isn't taken away from people unjustly which can lead to serious 
harm 

No
no. option 3 does not sufficiently protect consumers. please commit now to making ALL guidelines 
mandatory. if you need to action that in two stages, please add part 9 (fees) in the first stage. 

Please ban disconnection and reconnection fees when people can't afford to pay their bills.   Please ensure that prepay 
electricity (used by many low income households) is no more expensive than pay-monthly plans.   Please publish quarterly 
disconnection data (including prepay)

Judah No Yes Yes, but the other parts need to be mandatory too. Just cos There are no benefits under option one and two, neither is good, option 3 would be okay, do option 4 or you’re a spineless Yes
No. Option 3 does not sufficiently protect consumers. Please commit now to making ALL the Guidelines 
mandatory. If you need to action that in two stages, please add part 9 (fees) to the first stage. Do this or your 
a bozo

Make ‘em all mandatory and end disconnection fees. Pleeeeeaaaaase
Ban Disconnection fees and reconnection fees, make sure that prepay is no more expensive than pay-monthly plans and 
please publish quarterly disconnection data including prepay.     pweeeaaase
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 Q3: What do you think the benefits to domes c consumers will be under op ons 2, 3, and 4? Q5: Are there any other options you think we should consider? Q6: What issues that fall outside of the current Guidelines would you like to see us consult on next?

First name Last name Response Can you tell us more to support your answer? Response If no, please tell us what parts of the Guidelines you think prevent the greatest harm from occurring to consumers. Open-Ended Response Response If no, please tell us which option you think is better. Open-Ended Response Open-Ended Response

Q1: Do you think that the Guidelines are currently delivering on their purpose and intended outcomes?  
Q2: Do you agree that parts 2, 6, 7, and 8 are the parts of the Guidelines that prevent the greatest harm from occurring to 

consumers?
Q4: Do you agree with our preliminary preference for option 3? 

Lovinia Pluck No
Only 48% of power companies follow the Consumer guidelines which is negatively impacting consumer’s lives; sometimes 
detrimentally as people can rely on power to keep them alive. 

No No because the others are other parts are still very important and could cause harm and need to be mandatory.
Option four because 1 and 2 aren’t enough. Option 3 also doesn’t address all of the financial harms to consumers. Option four is the best because it 
addresses all potential harms to consumers and it ensures that power companies follow the guidelines by law. 

No Option four is better N/A

Chris No Yes All Consumer Care Guidelines need to be mandatory, not just these parts Option 4 No
Option 3 does not sufficiently protect consumers. Please commit now to making all the guidelines 
mandatory. If you need to action that in two steps, add part 9 to the first stage

Julie Hardwick
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Briony Whitehead 
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Kathryn Taylor 
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

I was unaware that there were these guidelines Not sure 4 They should all be mandatory No 4 Unsure without more in depth research

Chris No
The low user daily amount is being removed and the energy companies are suppose to reduce the kwh rate. They have't, it has 
increased.

Not sure

Cameron No
People are being disconnected because electricity is unaffordable. Power companies are making record profits while still 
increasing prices.

Yes I think option 2 will not change anything. I prefer option 3 as it will make the most important things mandatory while providing cost savings vs option 4. Yes Overall pricing of electricity and promoting more competition. 

Paul Fletcher No
The Electricity Authority’s explained that retailers are not often following the Guidelines, thereby causing harm to customer. The 
Electricity Authority should commit to making sure all protections in the Consumer Care Guidelines happen as fast as possible.  

Yes Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 provides this.  No No. I prefer Option 4. Please commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory.  
Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.    There are also other consumer issues that require urgent action.     Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as 
possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections  

Inga Mark No Guidelines are just an advice, but not the rule that power companies have to follow Not sure
option 3, but I also would like power company to be able to share real time power consumption and also incurred cost or outstanding debt. I think this 
should be mandatory for every power company so that consumers get control of power usage, adjust behaviour if required (say, using most of the power 
during free hours) or switch to another provider.

Yes

Norman Holm
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Yes Option 3 Yes Y/N question confusing. I agree with option 3 Line charges need to be reduced, especially  to incentivise use of solar power 

a a
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Not sure

[REDACTED] No I think the guidelines being voluntary lacks any power or consequence.  they should be mandatory Yes I vote for option 3 to avoid the price rises and to focus on the most vulnerable Yes no I'm happy with the suggested priorities becoming mandatory not sure

Henry
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Melissa No
The guidelines are voluntary and there is no penalty for non compliance. Larger companies are probably failing on many points eg 
building positive relationships, this is difficult when pricing and locking people into schemes that are far from transparent. 

Yes
Assuming the guidelines are to be mandatory then 2, 6, 7 and 8 are key to preventing harm. Another important aspect is 
transparency e.g. if you sign up with us, receive xx promotion but cancel within x months then you will need to repay x dollars plus 
interest. All fees and bonds also fall into this category

Depending on your analysis relating to increased costs (prob slightly more costs than under option 3), my choice is Option 4. This increases the EAM power 
factor when monitoring and provides equal opportunity / level playing field for competitors supplying electricity.  Consumers would benefit refer answers 
re transparency. 

Yes
Please refer to my Q4 answer. While keeping costs down for all is a great idea, analysis might show that 
some can afford to pay a bit more or support others with a percent donation. There must be ways to enable 
choice for the customer but the starting point is a level playing field. 

1) No one person should be disconnected because they are unable to pay or cannot afford to pay.   2) Enabling debt should not be an option e.g. buy now pay later  3) Suppliers should be publishing statistics relating to 
disconnections (where and how many) so we get a clear picture of who is going without power and where they live  4) Plain language contracts, build in examples to support financial literacy

Contract transparency   Tips to save power e.g. use your dryer between these times and save

Helen McKenzie 
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Did not know the guidelines existed

Kate No Not sure Yes

Ineke Riley No

Yes. I am sad to hear about the struggles people have paying their electricity bill due to disconnection charges and re-connection 
charges. This takes people further into debt. These charges can be high for a minimum of work that the electricity company needs 
to do. This is not just.   Harm is being done when people decide not to have any power because they can not afford it. The elderly 
living in a cold home will become ill and some will die due to this. Children need to be in a warm home and have power so they 
can eat, have warm water, do their schoolwork and be like their peers.   The guidelines ask to foster positive relationships with 
domestic consumers, maximise their potential to access and afford constant electricity supply and minimise harm. The guidelines 
are not adhered to. They are voluntary and need to become compulsory as soon as possible.

No The guidelines are there for a good reason.  All aspects of the guidelines are important. Option 4 is the way forwards because it offers the most protection to all people. No
Option 4 is much better because the electricity companies have a responsibility to their consumers. They can 
not just keep on taking and not give back. Care for consumers is required now.

I live in the BOP Tauranga and am upset about the highest energy part of the of electricity price in NZ. At the moment we are 
the highest in the country. This is not just. Why should we pay a higher price then Whakatane or Hamilton or Auckland …. I can 
afford it but others can not

Mika Hervel No

As simple guidelines, they lack the teeth and enforcement power to actually stand up. In a 2023 review, half the retailers (48 per 
cent, serving one in three households) either admitted they did not fully follow the Guidelines or did not even respond to the 
Electricity Authority with a self-assessment. 48% of the electricity companies not following the guidelines or not even responding 
with a self-evaluation is appalling. The guidelines are, well-meaning, but toothless and weak without proper enforcement, and 
need to be strengthened to live up to their intended purpose and outcomes.

No

No, I believe all of the guidelines prevent harm from occurring to customers. I agree that the parts highlighted above are critical 
and should be made mandatory, certainly, but the other parts should be as well. I would like to highlight in particular Part 3, 
section 14, subsection a, subpoint iii. which provides that retailers should have regard to a customer's preferred language when 
communicating. I think this is also a critical measure in preventing harm, because customers could be easily exploited if they do 
not even understand the full implications of the electricity companies communication because of a language barrier. There are 
also massive potential for economic exploitation in Part 9, which could be very harmful. If companies are allowed to charge large 
fees for random things not related to the electricity supplied or the distribution services provided to the  customer, like a break 
fee or reconnection fee, which are immensely harmful to low-income people.  Althought the above mentioned parts prevent the 
most obvious types of harm, great harm can still be caused if other parts are left relaxed and optional. ALL parts of the Consumer 
Care Guidelines must be made mandatory.

Option 4 is the best. Option 1 leaves all the potential and already occurring harm unaddressed, which is not feasible. Option 2 is too toothless to do 
anything, especially if there has been a review that shows companies are not complying. Option 3 is a step in the right direction, but does not offer the 
protections required to truly prevent harm and exploitation, and makes unfair and unjustified distinctions between different types of harm when this is 
unnecessary. Here is an opportunity to address much more harm, and it would therefore be folly not to commit to the welfare of New Zealanders and pick 
option 4.

No

Option 4 is the best option. A preliminary preference for option 3 is nice, and option 3 is miles better than 
options 1 and 2, but there is genuine harm which will not be addressed by option 3. As I have already 
outlined, power companies do not have to regard language preferences unless Part 3 of the Consumer Care 
Guidelines (CCG) are made mandatory, which leaves the opportunity wide open for those who don't have 
literacy in English, like some of our most vulnerable or disadvantaged people, such as refugees, migrants 
and Maori communities, to be exploited. Part 4 concerns the ready availability of key information. Without 
Part 4 as a mandatory requirement, companies have no obligation to communicate key information, such as 
price differences in plans and why a customer has been refused. This could lead to customers being conned 
into expensive contracts when there would have been a cheaper option. This again would affect lower-
income people the most, which I find to be unacceptable. Without enforcement of Part 9, companies can 
surreptitiously and subtly charge large fees for services not even related to providing electricity, like 
administrative costs for disconnecting customers, another cost which disproportionately affects lower-
income individuals. Without making Part 10 mandatory, how is the Electricity Authority able to guarantee 
compliance from power companies for monitoring purposes? It strikes me that Part 10 is crucial to ensuring 
the rest of the consumer care guidelines are understood, monitored and complied with, and should also be 
made mandatory. I therefore strongly submit that option 4 is the most sensible and intelligent option to 
move forward,

Nope. Go for option 4.
I would like to see disconnection and reconnection fees banned entirely. I think it is amoral and cruel to punish people for 
being poor and unable to afford power with more financial hardship, not to mention the hardship of living without power. 
That as a concept seems ridiculous to me and I would like to see these fees abolished.

Mary-Jane Monaghan
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

All I know is that it is difficult to engage with either of the power companies I have used in New Zealand. Consumer Care seems to 
be a bit of a joke.

Yes

Ruth Lolo No These need to be mandatory.  Electrical companies are putting profit over people consistently. Yes But ALL of them are important and should be made mandatory! Option 4 is the only one that offers the needed protection to consumers. The others allow companies to continue putting themselves first. No Number 4 is the only one that actually genuinely protects consumers. Please commit to number 4 now
Option 4 is the best. Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is 
important that you commit now to mandating the full set of Guidelines please!

Please also look into:    Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay 
disconnections.  

Kyle Parker No
There is too much energy poverty and hardship in New Zealand. We need to take better care of our people and ensure a 
consistent level of care across the whole country.

Yes
Fees and bonds is also important and most of the others relate to a greater or lesser extent to privacy, personal situations, and 
personal information.

Strong support and preference for Option 4. Do not support Options 1 or 2. We need to strengthen the guidelines as much as possible to provide maximum 
support and care to customers (particularly those most vulnerable). We need to level the playing field. Game theory teaches us that those who do the right 
thing without actions being mandatory may not get the best competitive advantage in an open market.

No
Option 4. If you can't do Option 4 then Option 3 is an inferior alternative. We do not support Options one or 
two. CCG should be mandatory. Option 3 looks like a quick fix but option 4 has greater protections for 
consumers which is desperately needed in the current cost of living and ecological crisis.

The whole thing should be mandatory.

All bills should look exactly the same and have the same calculation methods and language so it is easy for consumers to 
understand them and provide a price comparison with others provider and provide clear and simple information about how 
to switch.  Greater transparency as to what carbon emissions profile the company has to incentivize more renewable energy.  
Invest in Education of Consumers and advocates.  Encourage energy efficiency, reduction of peak load through pricing, 
education and incentives. Increase minimum amount of renewables they must have on their books driving change towards 
100% renewable by 2050. Encourage systems and infrastructure that supports micro generation and community renewable 
energy projects feeding in safely. Implement feed in tarrifs for households generating energy to get a fair payment for that 
energy as it enters the grid - should be AT LEAST the market rate for consumers - this builds increase in our capacity and 
pushes us further towards resilient, renewable energy. Personal data should be owned by the individuals. 

Moana Yes I have no complaints about my power company Yes Benefits for vulnerable consumers are important.  Yes

Tony Last Yes

Richard Read No

The intent of the guidelines is good.  The EA's own research indicates they are not being followed consistently.  This is likely in 
part because they are voluntary and but also they are not as clear as they need to be.  As we move to lower emmissions, 
electricity is the best energy source for households, so dependence on electricity supply is increasing for people.  That requires 
more responsability from electricity retailers which in part should be provided via consistent minimum levels of compulsory 
conduct.

No
Parts 2, 6, 7 and 8 are indeed important, but part 9 is also similarly important.  The other parts relating to information and reporting 
are imporant to ensure that parts 2, 6, 7, 8 and 9 are being complied with so not sure how they can usefully be separated in practice.

Option 2: useful but inadequate.  This is likely to improve the situation a bit for some consumers.  Option 3: better but still inadequate, it should at least 
include Part 9.  Without parts 3, 4, 5 and 10, how will the EA know a retailer is compliant?  This should help improve the health and wellbeing of poorer and 
more vulnerable people which is important for society at large.  Option 4 is the most useful option but should also include part 10 so compliance can be 
verified by the EA.  This will help protect our poorer and more vulnerable people and provide data consitent data (if it's done well) to measure the impact 
and support wider targetted assistance to these people by other agencies (government and NGOs).  By do as much as we can to support the heatlh and 
wellbeing of poorer and more vulnerable people, this puts less pressure and wasted resources on other parts of society such as the healthcare system, 
emergency services, emergency welfare, and justice (legal) system.  A bit more care up front saves a whole lot of money and time down the track.

No

Option 4 is better, and it should include Part 10.  Part 9 is as important as the other parts listed in Option 3 
and if you don't have information disclosure, (Parts 3, 4, 5 and 10) how do you know the othe parts are being 
effectively carried out?    I apreciate this stuff takes time to do well, so a sheduled delivery of compliance to 
the various parts makes sense with focus on the parts with direct outcomes (Parts 2, 6, 7, 8 and 9) and then 
delivery of information compliance, parts 3, 4, 5 and 10 to demosntrate compliance with the other parts and 
provide useful (aggregated) information on poorer and more vulnerable people so wider assistance can be 
provided.

Yes.  I'll call this Option 5.  Codify Parts 2 through to 10.  Part 10 is important for monitoring compliance to the other Parts and for providing information to other agencies.  Part 1 is the Purpose, you don't really need to codify 
the purpose, you only need to codify what needs to be delivered which is Parts 2 to 10.

I think there is going to be a need to have guidlines around consumer generation (e.g solar) and storage (e.g. batteries 
whether stationary or in an EV) and the ability of a retailer or  lines company to have partial control of buy back including 
from storage to manage peak loads.  This may be needed to smooth the load on the network and therefore avoid some 
infrasturcture build which ultimately leads to higher energy costs.

Peter Crawford Yes

The guidelines seem good but the actual practice by electricity companies doesn't match the words.  We purchased a new house 
in April, taking ownership in mid-June.  We had difficulty getting an electricity connection because the advanced meter was 
faulty.  Even Commission staff were not helpful when we contacted the Commission for advice, insisting the house did not have 
an advanced meter.  The electricity company that finally took on our account took two months to initiate the process of getting 
the meter fixed after follow up from us and last week sent a bill with revisions to our previous bills, but with no details on the 
changes made.  I have phoned and emailed the customer service team and am still waiting for details on the revisions.

No
The other aspects, such and clear information and being able to establish an electricity account are equally important.  Our issues 
with the electricity company are not related to our ability to pay or past bills not paid

Option 4 No
There seems to be too much focus on vulnerable customers and not on other customers trying to establish 
an electricity connection to their house or resolving billing issues

There are challenges when one part of the supply network fails, but our primary point of contact is through the retailer.  For 
example at an earlier house we owned we had multiple power cuts.  I phoned the retailer (Meridian) and they advised I 
needed to contact PowerCo.  I contacted PowerCo and they advised that I had to resolve the issue through Meridian.  When I 
phoned Merdian again they were very helpful and offered to contact PowerCo but weren't able to get through to them.  They 
eventually suggested I make a complaint through the PowerCo website, which I did, getting an acknowledgement it would 
respond in the next 28 working days.  Three weeks later a PowerCo employee phoned advising they had no record of power 
cuts in my area and asked for details on when the power had gone off.  Fortunately two of the power cuts had occurred on 
dates when we had events on so were able to give them two specific dates.  The issue was finally resolved when broken 
switch gear was replaced in a street box near my house.  It was broken, but the contractor was pushing it back into place, 
rather than replacing it.  Large trucks driving down the street were shaking it out of place.  I was pleased it was finally 
resolved, but concerned there seemed to be no one taking responsibility for recording the power cuts that were occurring or 
taking any effort to stop them occurring.    I have mentioned in my earlier responses our difficulty getting an electricity 
connection.  Vector Energy was keen to resolve the issue with the faulty meter, but that process could only be initiated by a 
retailer and not me as the future home owner

Jenny Bunce
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

I do  see written material with monthly bill for those who are medically dependent on electricity, but my company has never 
initiated or suggested anything to keep electricity services affordable.

Not sure The parts 6, 7, and 8, listed above are fine but do not affect me. I support Option 4, and am against Options 1 and 2.    Voluntary guidelines do nothing to change the behaviour of commercially oriented organisations. Yes Option 4

Guy Smith No

In my experience energy retailers are difficult to deal with and bureaucratic. By way of example, 11 months ago I shifted to 
Mercury as a retailer. They heavily promoted a rewards programme, but the programme had very unclear privacy terms and 
seemed on the face of it to not be of much or any value to consumers but essentially to be an appropriation of personal 
information by Mercury. Trying to get straight answers out of them about this was extremely difficult.

No
The parts of the guidelines relating to ordinary consumers should be the most important. It is certainly important to protect 
vulnerable consumers, but regular mum/dads struggle with energy companies (not just the bills) every day.

Anything is better than Option 1. The voluntary guidelines have not provided any meaningful protection. No
I prefer Option 4, because it can address the difficulties faced by ordinary New Zealanders in dealing with 
their energy provider.

The Guidelines should mandate pricing consistency and comparability, and require energy companies to provide all of their 
plans for consumers on the price switch site.

Neil Buchanan Yes Yes

Tracy Price No Big failures from all on the affordability requirement. Yes Option 3. Yes It would be lovely if we could cap profits at a set point. Rather than the drive to ‘grow profit’ - because that is always at the expense of the customer/public. Not sure.

Thomas Kay No

No, the Guidelines are not currently delivering their intended outcomes. The Electricity Authority’s own review showed that 
retailers are not consistently following the Guidelines. That is causing harm to consumers. The Electricity Authority should 
commit now to codifying (making mandatory) and strengthening all protections in the Consumer Care Guidelines as fast as 
possible.

Not sure
Yes, but the other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making the FULL set of 
Guidelines mandatory as soon as possible. If this work must be done in two tranches, then Part 9 (fees and bonds) should be added 
to the list of priority areas.

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 provides this. No
No. I prefer Option 4. Please commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory.    It ensures 
greater protection for consumers.

Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.  There are also other consumer issues that require urgent action.  Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as possible:  
Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.

Lilly
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Yes Option 3 Yes

Elizabeth Bruce No
Retailers are no consistently following Guidelines.  Please commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory, and 
please monitor compliance.

Yes Yes, but the other parts need to be mandatory too No Please commit to making ALL guidelines mandatory
Protect people who are being penalised for being poor e.g. ban disconnection and reconnection fees when they can't afford 
to pay;   prepay is no more expensive than pay monthly plans;  pupblish quarterly disconnection data (including prepay)

Sylvia
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

My experience of voluntary guidelines (in a totally different sector - ie health) is that providers (generally but not always) comply 
with what they MUST do, and generally avoid doing anything that ISN'T mandated. This also applies to reporting information that 
isn't mandatory, or in a way that can be compared easily with other providers, if that isn't compulsory as well.  I don't know if this 
is the case for electricity providers, but I would expect it would be so.

No

If you don't have consistently reported information you cannot monitor what the power companies do, and how effective those 
actions are in caring for, or preventing harm to consumers. Therefore, I think that Part 3,  Information and records relating to 
consumer care, is the most important section to ensure that what power companies say they do is what they actually do.     It is also 
essential (ie much more than a nice-to-have !) that consumers have readily available information, in language they can easily 
understand, explaining both consumer, and power company, rights and responsibilities (ie Part 2). Such a document should include 
Parts 6, 7 and 8 as above.

Option 3 is the best of the options provided above, but is not sufficient.  Part 3 must also be included to ensure the Electricity Authority CAN monitor 
compliance.

As above, Option 3 is the best of those provided, but is insufficient to ENSURE providers are compliant. Part 
3 is also needed.

As above, Part 3 must be mandatory as well as parts 2, 6, 7 and 8.
I'm concerned that people who struggle to pay their power bill are charged at a higher rate for their power. I know these 
people are higher risk to the company, but they are also the ones who can least afford higher charges.

Leonie Simpson No The guidelines are voluntary which undermines why there should be guidelines No
Medical dependency should be extended to include customers who use CPAP machines. Not being able to sleep and breathe 
should be included.

Do not keep the guidelines as they are - the voluntary nature of the guidelines provides no incentive for power companies to comply. Options 3 and 4 
should be implemented, with increased costs subsidised by the companies, and minimal cost passed on to the customer.   Companies should be compelled 
to participate in processes that facilitate a social license to operate in Aotearoa. They should be penalised for non compliance.   The exorbitant profit that is 
extracted by the companies should be reinvested in green power options, and subsidising costs for vulnerable customers.

Yes

Michael McLennan
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Generally agree

Rosalie Robertson No The communication we have with our provider is the account, each month.  sometimes a self-congratulatory blurb.   Yes I definitely agree with Option 3. How ever I feel any increase to the company fees could be absorbed by said company. Yes
We don't feel qualified to offer suggestions, as, to be honest, we actually have been fortunate, and haven't encountered  any 
problems. Fingers crossed.

Alan Beard
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Alison
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Not sure option 4 No

Ray Wells No
Retailers need to make their billing documents clearer and itemize all aspects of the bill and not just have combined rate. Let the 
consumer see how much is charged for billing, meter reading, etc...

Not sure Option 4 No Option 4 as I do not trust a self governing organization like the EA to to monitor themselves.

Electricity Retailers have no control over the rates charged by the local network companies. Local network companies need to 
make their "Disclosure Documents" more transparent and accessible and not be 'buried' in their individual websites. A 
suggestion would be to have a webpage on the EA website specifically dedicated to ALL Network Company "Disclosure 
Documents". 

Lucy
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Yes Yes
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 Q3: What do you think the benefits to domes c consumers will be under op ons 2, 3, and 4? Q5: Are there any other options you think we should consider? Q6: What issues that fall outside of the current Guidelines would you like to see us consult on next?

First name Last name Response Can you tell us more to support your answer? Response If no, please tell us what parts of the Guidelines you think prevent the greatest harm from occurring to consumers. Open-Ended Response Response If no, please tell us which option you think is better. Open-Ended Response Open-Ended Response

Q1: Do you think that the Guidelines are currently delivering on their purpose and intended outcomes?  
Q2: Do you agree that parts 2, 6, 7, and 8 are the parts of the Guidelines that prevent the greatest harm from occurring to 

consumers?
Q4: Do you agree with our preliminary preference for option 3? 

Caril Cowan No

While many people are fine with the current situation there is a significant sector of the population who are not well served. 
These include people whose health is dependent on having good access to electricity. I think of my friend who need an 
electrically operated hoise to get in and out of bed, on and off the comode chair and an electric wheelchair to get around. She 
lives in fear of disruptoin to the power supply with no back up.  Then there is ar epeople who are struggling to pay for thier 
power. They get extra costs for reconnection if the power is disconnected, which further exacerbates their poverty.

Yes
it actually does not make sense to me that essential services such as power are privatised so that profit rather than service and 
viability is the economic driver.  These guidelines unfortunately need to be mandatory

I think i covered this in the last comment. While power supply is privatised service and viaibility are not the top priority for this service. They are requried 
to work at a profit. This creates a tension where the end user (consumer) is at risk. These guidelines are mandatory.

Yes Privatisation of this essential service
Essential services should not be with private companies where profit for shareholders must be made. This leads to the 
challenges we have to ensure 100% of the population has consistent supply. Privatisation as we had prior to the changes 
brought about by Rogernomics 

Bruce Newburgh
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Pat Lythe Yes Yes Option 3 Yes New ways of generating electricity must be climate friendly

Susan Bramley No Electricity is unaffordable for low incomes. Those on prepay contracts pay a higher rate and can get cut off more easily.

emma crawford
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

i Don't know much about the consumer care guidelines. From what i have heard in the media- its voluntary compliance from 
retailers and most of them don't seem to comply.   From personal recent experience when i had a massive out of character 
increase in power usage i would have thought the company i was with would have given me some kind of notification through 
email or the app but there was nothing. (especially since the app tracks daily and hourly usuage). I just happened to be using the 
app and noticed it ( 2 weeks of it by this stage) and if i had not gone into the app i wouldn't have realized for another few weeks 
until the bill came.   A friend also had a similar thing happen with her supplier as her hot water cylinder was fault, which made a 
huge increase on her power usage which was only picked up after about a month when her bill came. If the company's would 
notify us we could have found the faults earlier which would have saved us having huge powerbills which creates finical strain. 

Not sure Unless it is mandatory i don't have faith that providers would follow it option 3 or 4 would be the only options that consumers would benefit Yes
i think that the power company's should have a responsibility to notify you if there is a massive increase in your power 
consumption (as mentioned previously). as for lower income households if there is a fault we can sort it before the power 
bill becomes to high (and if someone is genuinely using the power they can modify their usage if they are able too)  

Errolyn Jones No
Find the power bill hard to follow what parts are compulsory payments, which variable and what other plans are available that 
would save money, without having to go to a comparison site to search that information out.  Especially confusing as we a selling 
power back to the grid and the rates are paid for our power vs what we pay for power are outrageous.

Not sure
The part about medically dependant customers allows insistence on a medical certificate to verify dependancy on power. That is 
onerous therefore even though we have a family member dependant on an electric wheelchair we never step through the hoops 
to get that noted. 

Option four Yes
Well they have not managed it well by themselves have they, it needs compulsion, enforcement and 
transparency.

it is all about cost so what options a consumer has to bring the cost down, lay out the plans in plain english so informed 
choices can be made, don't obscurificate information

Kathy N Yes
I am with Contact. My experience is they are open to looking at different ways of packaging electricity. As a low user of electricity, 
I am not always eligible for these, which is a limitation.

Not sure
My difficulty is I am not in the position of having difficulties with paying the bill. The company did advise me recently - when I had 
my largest bill that I could discuss with them payment options. I am always aware that they have reinstructed a standard payment 
option. 

I think it is important to have the guidelines manadatory, so preference is Option 4, and at if not that Option 3. People say they will do things, but its too 
easy to make exceptions without things being mandatory. Internationalisation means other countries often have high ownership of some of our 
companies, so this could impact implementation if guidelines are voluntary. The voluntary options have not been fully implemented to date, and all 
companies have had time, but have not prioritised this. 

No For years electricity has not been a level playing field. Buig companies, pay less. 
Would love you to work out the pros and cons of a proi+ompt payment discount versus free hours of electricity. There is a lot 
of critique on the former, but the benefits of the latter mainly work for large households and to me, lead to a misue of power 
as people use the opportunity to utilise the option. 

Ian Sage No

'access electricity services that are affordable' misses the supply side.  Electricity companies (retailers) can only work with the 
cost from Electricity generators (wholesale market) which include Government owned enterprises.  The price is also dependant 
on the Government Electricity strategy for the future, which is woeful.  So, unless you include all parties in the strategy & provide 
transparent contracts, profits & returns to shareholders (including government), anything done in the 'Consumer Care Guidelines' 
space is a 'tickbox' smokescreen.

No
See previous answer, although these sections help, its the overall price gauging of wholesalers & gen-tailers (Generation & 
Retailers) that causes the problem.

Option 2, the unintended consequences of bureaucrats injecting themselves into the situation are more dangerous that anything. No See previous answer No, it may help a few people but see previous answers as to why its mostly BS
Incorporating the Energy Strategy & structure to achieve secure supply & fair prices & fair profits with the least bureaucracy & 
include a review of all generation options in the strategy (encourage public debate) 

Muriel Morgan Yes Yes I prefer option 3 because leaving the guidelines voluntary could lead to some failures to comply with them. Yes no

Kate Lindberg Yes

Richard Fitzgerald Yes Yes Option 3 Yes

Dee
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Yes

Kevin No Not all power companies are following these rules and only do what suits themselves Yes
Option 3 is acceptable, but I believe option 4 should be instituted as soon as possible once option 3 is in place, but not at the cost to consumers as this will 
just be an excuse to charge exorbitant prices for customer customer care which should be a priority for their consumers.

Yes
I think that especially in these tough economic times caution should be applied before someone gets disconnected for non or late payment. More care needs to be taken that none of the vulnerable are put at risk and different 
payment options or plans formed even if a temporary reprieve for the consumers

As I mentioned in the previous question, those who are in a place of need and cannot afford full retail prices need to be 
given a reprieve or smarter option to cut their bills

Maree Hunt Yes Yes
Option 4 is essentially government supply of electricity so subject to political decisions and no competition to police this .  Option 3 could potentially 
increase power costs for what is known as the squeezed middle.  Option 2 at least will make things consistent and clear

No
Prefer option 2 with Government assistance for power costs of the most vulnerable separate from the 
power companies 

Would not mind just having mandatory requirement about switching power off or refusing to supply
There are some areas where continuity of supply is under threat and/or there are limited options for supplier making any 
positive impact of competition non existance.  There is also the question about how to work fairly with those who can 
supplement supply with solar.

Linda Topley No
The Electricity Authority should commit now to codifying (making mandatory) and strengthening all protections in the Consumer 
Care Guidelines as fast as possible.    Also investigate unfair disconnections and prepay prices which are harming households on 
lowest incomes.  

No
Yes, but the other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making the FULL set of 
Guidelines mandatory as soon as possible. If this work must be done in two tranches, then Part 9 (fees and bonds) should be added 
to the list of priority areas.     

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 provides this.  No No. I prefer Option 4. Please commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory.  
Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.    There are also other consumer issues that require urgent action.     Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as 
possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.  

Terry Woods No

The wholesale market pricing is designed so that when less new generation is built, generators earn more profit. Delaying 
building more generation means more profit. This is counter to the idea that electricity is a basic need, as it tends to extract the 
maximum amount of profit possible from people rather than making it as cheap as possible.    The high cost of electricity reduces 
people's wellbeing by reducing their available money for food and healthcare. Less generation means an increased chance of 
outages, which increases risk for those that have life support equipment. I don't see the wholesale market pricing system as 
being fit for purpose.

No
No, I can't agree because this needs a scientific study done to actually find out. My opinion (or anyone else's) on this won't make 
any difference as to what's true or not. Fund a quality scientific study and you'll find out.

Yes Wholesale market pricing, which doesn't seem to be fit for purpose (see my previous comments).

Gail Mosey Yes Yes

Option 1 seems to be working to me. Option 2 would achieve little, and be more expensive. Options 3 and 4 are not necessary for the benefit of domestic 
consumers, and would likely increase their costs. They also put an strait-jacket on suppliers ability to interact with their customers, and could well lead to 
the government-regulated absurdity that I experience when trying to deal with the banks, where regulations that are suppposed to be for my benefit are 
most decidedly to my detriment instead.

No I think that the current approach is working. Therefore, I see no reason for change and prefer option 1. No. None

Ian Holyoake
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Not sure They seem very complicated to me.    The main thing to me is to be fair to all concerned. Yes Greater reimbursement for those using solar panels and returning unused to the grid. Nil.

Steven Perreau No

Trying to foster or force social responsibility on a commercial entity whose unequivocal purpose is to return profit for their share 
holders is an obvious conflict of goals.    I see recently with dismay that Contact Energy has again increased their low power user 
daily charge and cites the government as the reason for them doing so! I quote: "As a low user, you may know that the 
Government began a phase out of low fixed charge tariff regulations. This is the main reason behind the increase you’ll see in 
your daily charge rates below."    That is rubbish, the staged enforced removal of the maximum daily charge for low power users 
does NOT make it mandatory for power  retailers to raise the daily charge and this was made clear to power companies.  That is 
combined with yet another increase on the kWh rate from 30.8c/kWh+GST to 32.0c/kWh+GST.    This is simply pure profit for the 
retailer.

No There's a lot of "should" statements here. The power company doesn't actually have to do any of it. Option 4 No

Option 4. Any leeway given to a a commercial entity will see only the required mandatory items 
implemented, any optional items will not be implemented.    This is because if any optional items involves 
more cost, and they implement these additional options but their competition doesn't they will be 
disadvantaged. Thus they will only implement what is mandatory.    All the power companies will fall into 
this practice or only implementing what they must.  

Bring back the low user mandatory power plan, the removal is have the exact effect I and many other predicted, increasing power prices across all of NZ and the promised balancing and reduction of power prices for those on 
higher user plans has no occurred.

1. Bring back the low user power plans with very low daily charge rates.  2. Publish a mandatory Feed in Tariff (FIT) rate to 
encourage the uptake of solar properly. Mandate a FIT rate of 50% of whatever the kWh charge rate for power is for the 
retailer, and increase the FIT to 75% for any customer with solar battery storage equal to a minimum amount of stored kWh = 
at least maximum approved generation. Example, 9.2 kW solar max production (as by the maximum output of the connected 
inverters) requires a minimum of 9.2 kWh stored battery capacity to get the FIT rate of 75% of the prevailing kWh charge rate. 
In this way we strongly encourage micro generation and make solar very attractive.

Susan Foster
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

I was unaware of the guidelines.  From my dealings with power companies I would think that the guidelines are not delivering on 
their purpose or intended outcomes.

Yes
I think option 2 is the better fo the 4 options as it will increase understanding by power companies without adding additonal costs which will be passed 
onto consumers.  Option 3 and 4 are likely to increase costs to consumers and may not improve the outcomes.

No Option 2 is the better option as it does not increase costs to all.  I can not think of any other options at this time.
I am not well versed in the guidelines but I think is it important that Power companies continue to invest in infrastructure and 
ongoing power supply from a renewable source that is not fossil fuels.  

Kevin Prestney
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Jessica Niemack No Yes Yes

John Maley No I don't believe the suppliers are proactive in ensuring customers are on the best pricing plan. Not sure Yes

Kevin Klempel No

Power companies make it very difficult to contact their customer support directly by telephone.  Some provide for a web chat 
service but not everyone has access to that and while the chatbot runs the interaction time is wasted getting to something close 
to the real problem.  In most cases a problem could be solved quickly with a 5 minute conversation but it seems to take in my 
experience over an hour to get a real person on the end of the phone.  This is not promoting a positive relationship.  As to 
affordability, transparency of pricing is extremely obscure and to get a real idea of cost it is necessary to get a quote for the ICP 
number which is being queried from individual retailers.  Even the power check software on offer to compare electricity pricing is 
not accurate in this regard (not even close) and so is equally unreliable due in large part I suspect to the deliberate obscurity in 
the different power companies pricing models.

Yes
Option 4: - Voluntary guidelines do not work and where profit is the motive for a business to operate (a necessary motive I accept) voluntary requirements 
will be squeezed when bonus's are under scrutiny.  However a compulsory guideline needs an effective enforcement regime, one does not work without 
the other. 

No
as previously noted - Option 4 is preferred  Guidelines have a purpose, making some mandatory and some 
voluntary creates the grey zone for application.  Otherwise previous comments cover my reasons why  

Companies that provide bundled deals which involve telecommunications need to be bound by the telecommunications disputes tribunal.  Currently that is an optional matter for them and their provision of communications 
services falls under what is a vital social need.  Certainly the company that I deal with has opted out of being part of this disputes process with the consequence that they have no incentive to resolve their problems so they 
don't. 

Telecommunication bundling with power accounts and accountability for failures in that sector of their operation

Jacqueline Lewis No I am trying to compare different providers, but the way the bill is set up and the differing methods for calculation are confusing.

[REDACTED]

Barry M
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Jim Fletcher No They do not fellow them, and when they get caught they say it was a mistake Yes Option 4 Yes Option 4    As they will find many excuses and mistakes etc. as to why they did not! Yes
Justifying thier price rises  with the true facts.  Like now plenty of water but no price drop! Come summer price increases with 
low supply of rain!

gloria heperi No 2 Adults 15, 14 and 6 yr old in the house - power bill due Sept 2023 is $431.  July and Aug was higher. Yes Make it mandatory Cost of supply compared to charges for electricity.  Profit  margins are excessive,  This is not in the interests of the consumer

Denis Tinkler No Have in the past received very vague answers to questions regarding cheaper plans. Yes

Ce No Bad pricing behavior doesn't build positive relationships No If power unaffordable, get poor outcomes & harm Option 4 No Ok, on balance maybe 3 is better . Bad pricing behavior doesn't build positive relationships 

Jenny Logan No Not sure I think that option 3 is the best option. Yes

Rose
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Not sure

Janet MacDonald Yes I have never had any issues when I need help or have an enquiry, my electric supplier has always been curious and helpful. Yes
I have never had the need for help with not being able to pay my bills so far, but is I have an enquiry about my bill I have always 
been treated with respect and kindness.

Option 3 should be the correct way to go. Yes This should be mandatory for all electrical compamies. no [REDACTED]

Gaye Oldham
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

I have not heard of these guidelines however I do think that electricity is way too expensive. I am of the senior variety and do 
NOT use a heater during the winter, I just cannot afford to do this, sad but true. 

Yes
I think it is a good idea that power companies look into the reasons why people are unable to pay their bills, however while I have 
difficulty I have chosen to pay an amount fortnightly therefore I remain in credit with my power company. It would be good if 
people were told very clearly this option was available.

I am not sure on this question however I would prefer any option that keeps power costs not increasing willy nilly. as long as vulnerable customers are not impacted that is okay with me I don't think so

Christopher Kemp No Because they are only suggestions and not compulsory Yes Option 3 Yes

Karen
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Electricity is extremely expensive, I manage to pay for it but have no idea what would happen if I suddenly couldn't. Not sure Improve the guidelines BUT implement a system to properly manage the cost to consumers. Yes

Jude No
they are making enormous profits by charging exorbitantly, so by the time the retailer sells it to us it has become almost 
unaffordable, and luxuries such as a warm home (or even just a warm room) are denied us. 

Not sure clearly options 1 & 2 aren't working as intended Yes unsure fair cost

Desrae Burke No Yes Option 2 - nothing changes  Option 3 - they would have to change and take of consumer welfare  Option 4 - More care but more cost Yes Option 3 is the best option at the moment

Jocelyn Stewart No
Like most business power companies are driven by money and therefore need regulation to provide integrity to customers 
otherwise their duty of care may slide to the benefit of the company and not care of the customers

Yes Option three Yes Consider the existing four options using existing guidelines Its important to protect financially and physically vulnerable customers and to be fair

Mark No They need to go further and be made mandatory. No Parts (4) & (9) should also be considered to ensure better outcomes.
Option (4). But the costs should not be passed onto the consumer. This guideline should be compulsory for any existing energy retailer and the minimum 
required standard for new entrants.

No Option (4). See my comments from Question 4.
Fees should be more strictly scrutinized. My current provider requires me to give them 30 days notice to terminate my account or incur a $150 early termination fee. This meter is read remotely & does not require a physical 
reading. How is this justified?

Max Clark
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

[REDACTED] Yes
If Electricity Authority has considered  it necessary to issue guidelines in 9 parts as protection to the consumer then all 9 should be mandatory. 
Furthermore, if guidelines are required, because power companies are not behaving, then the cost of monitoring should be borne by the companies and 
not passed on to the consumer. So, option 4 is appropriate.

No
It sounds as though you have already decided to adopt Option 3, but please see my answer to previous 
question as to why I consider Option 4 to be more appropriate, subject to no cost for it falling on the 
consumer.

i do not have sufficient knowledge of the problem to answer this question.
In our case, an important issue is the need for collaberation between the three companies who together govern our domestic 
power supply. Why do we need a lines company, a retailer of grid power and a retailer of solar power. 

Vino R
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Gail No No help to keep electric affordable Yes it should be option 3. Yes no

Allan Kelly No

[REDACTED] Account: [REDACTED]   I write to you as accountant for the [REDACTED].  We have had ongoing issues with [REDACTED] 
since we opened our building on 2 November 2019.  The main issue has been their complete inability to read our meter and bill us 
fairly for actual electricity usage.  We have tried endlessly to resolve these issues including numerous phone calls and 26 emails.  
Email log attached.    Despite believing that we had fully settled what we owed they are now harassing us via BayCorp for money 
we do not believe we owe them.     A brief History:  The Hub was opened on the 2 November 2019.  Our first account through the 

  new meter was for $2,379.08 Paid 22/11/2019  Their 2nd Account to the 31/10/2019 to 29/11/2019 $5,824.91  Not paid – disputed. 
[REDACTED] were calculating the usage as if it was a 6 digit meter when in fact it is a 5 digit meter. This inflated the usage by a 
factor of 100!  From the date of switching on the meter until I took a photo of the meter in early January the meter read @ 106.97 
multiplied by a factor of 60 giving a total of 6,418.2 Kwhr used between switch on and the 8/1/2020.  On their invoice up to 
29/11/19 they had charged the Trust total of 31,800 Kwhr usage. (many times what we actually used let alone what was used 
between then and the 8/1/2020.)  Please see the attached schedule of my contact with them over this matter. Together with 
numerous phone calls.  It was not until I got Aotea Wanaka (Our electrical installers) involved in early January that we were able 
to resolve this matter which involved my sending them numerous photos of the meter reading.  We terminated our contract with 
[REDACTED] on the 20/3/2020 and as I did not “TRUST” their competence in getting our usage correct.   I took a photo of the meter 
which showed a reading of 153.70 (by a factor of 60) which worked out our total usage from start @ 9,222 Kwhr. (From start up 
until the date we terminated the contract).   Last week I received a BayCorp demand for $1,169.68 when I thought the account had 
been settled in April.   Please see my spreadsheet on my take of our power bill to the 20th March 2020.        I was an accountant for 
27 years at the Tiwai Smelter (the last 16 years as Senior Management Accountant) and I had a lot of dealings with the Meridian 
Power account.   I have never experienced such incompetence and unprofessional dealings with utility as I have with [REDACTED].  

  We would appreciate it if you would;  •Have a look through our usage and what we have paid them and advise us if you think we 
  are being unreasonable and if you can see any flaws in our logic.  •Ask [REDACTED] to have BayCorp stop harassing us.  •Do we 

have any claim against [REDACTED]?  I have spent 56 hours dealing with this so far and feel that we should be sending them a bill 
for their incompetence by way of compensation for my time.    Allan Kelly    [REDACTED] 

Not sure

Heather Armishaw Yes I think the key things are that the power company provides the power, the consumer promises to pay for it.  Yes I think option 3 is best as it safeguards  the most important aspects for customers Yes I think option 3 is best, for the above reasons
I think if you shift house, you should be able to take your power company with you if you like them and want to remain loyal.  
This is not always the case with retirement villages/embedded networks. [REDACTED].

Al
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Yes Option 3 has significant benefits, albeit it would be good if all this could be made mandatory without any passing on of cost Yes More transparency around lines charges, and also better self sufficiency options for (especially rural) customers 
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 Q3: What do you think the benefits to domes c consumers will be under op ons 2, 3, and 4? Q5: Are there any other options you think we should consider? Q6: What issues that fall outside of the current Guidelines would you like to see us consult on next?

First name Last name Response Can you tell us more to support your answer? Response If no, please tell us what parts of the Guidelines you think prevent the greatest harm from occurring to consumers. Open-Ended Response Response If no, please tell us which option you think is better. Open-Ended Response Open-Ended Response

Q1: Do you think that the Guidelines are currently delivering on their purpose and intended outcomes?  
Q2: Do you agree that parts 2, 6, 7, and 8 are the parts of the Guidelines that prevent the greatest harm from occurring to 

consumers?
Q4: Do you agree with our preliminary preference for option 3? 

Dennis SMITH
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

HAVE NOT PERSONALLY BEEN INVOLVED.

WAYNE
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Stewart Gavin No
 Cost of services is a concern.  The retailers were allowed to double their line rentals for a minimal reduction in unit cost.  The 
effect is to negate the effect of users reducing their expenditure by using less power by increasing fixed costs over which they 
have no control.

They are important.  But one of the power companies increased profit by 45% in one year.  This is unacceptable and greedy in the 
extreme

No

With record profits why should the consumer pay for all the monitoring?  There should be punitive action 
against unreasonable and unjustifiable increases in costs.  There is a strong case for price control to be re-
introduced as prices continue to soar.  Remember, these are compound increases.  Year 1 profit (say) 10 
percent  Year 2 profit at the same rate becomes 11 percent, or 10 percent more then year 1, and so on.  The 
consumer has no say on what charges the companies set.  And one made 45% increase in profit!!

Price justification for increases above the annual CPI. HUGE compound profits well above annual inflation or the CPI

Sally Selwood No
My power company does not tell me when my fixed plan finishes and what plan would best suit my needs. When I rang and asked 
for this information it took 1.5 hours to get through and then I got told the wrong information. I was made to feel an 
inconvenience despite being a customer for over 8 years. The first two points were not present.

Not sure Power companies are making huge profits now so should be required to comply and absorb the costs themselves Yes
Easy and clear comparisons between companies power switch goes some way to meet this but the various ‘tempting’ offers 
make it hard to compare    accounts should show expiry of fixed term contracts so people know when they can change rather 
than having to seek this out themselves

Bridget
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Yes Yes

Janice Coombe No
How are they showing customers respect when they keep increasing the price while making an absurd profit for 
shareholders.They offering some people free time periods for power and not others

Not sure

Colin Yes The website periodically advises whether you are on the best plan, gives advice on saving power etc. Yes Option 3 should cover most issues Yes No I think profits, and the extent to which they are justified by capital expenditure plans should be monitored 

Elaine [REDACTED] Yes

While I am reasonably sure that the Guidelines are currently delivering on their purpose and intended outcomes, I wish to add 
the following:  1.  Existing structures of companies providing electrical services requires that they compete with other companies 
providing a similar service, or with companies generating electricity as well as providing a similar purpose.  2.  New Zealand 
economic society seems to demand that companies maximise their profit as much as possible.  3.  A huge prescriptive document 
such as the Guidelines almost requires a degree in something to understand, interpret and apply its conditions.  Or far more staff 
(thus incurring higher cost) than would possibly be necessary.

Yes Option 4. No Option 4 No.  If electricity providers are not sufficiently familiar with the existing guidelines, then they are not performing adequately, and in good faith.

I would like to see an overall starting statement that electricity providers (and other similar companies with a captive market, 
and essential product) are required   1.  to be fair,   2. not to maximise profit,   3. be fully New Zealand owned,   4. and to 
include some independent consultation to audit/verify their performance.   Costs of such consultancy could be borne or 
shared by (say) MSD.

Thomas Oestreich Yes

Kirsty No Guidelines not mandatory causing inconsistencies in service No When loss of power occurs many customers become vulnerable however this doesn't appear to be recognised by the Guidelines Option 4 No
Option 4 as many people become vulnerable during a loss of power.  e.g flash floods in Auckland on 27 Jan 
2023.

Introducing standards for communications for consumers when loss of power occurs so it is consistent regardless of where you live or which retailer you belong to

When a consumer calls the retailer when power is lost, instead of directing the call to the lines company the consumer has to 
start again and call the lines company.  The lines company will often direct consumer back to retailer so the consumer then 
has to start again. Consumers should be able to call retailer and where necessary retailer transfers call to lines company so 
the consumer doesn't have to start the process again and call lines company. 

Margaret Hoskins No Following the guidelines should be mandatory for all suppliers to protect consumers No All parts are important, Part Nine is a very important area which needs to be attended to Option 2 not satisfactory, some power companies will not follow guidelines #3. not good enough #4  needs to happen Power companies can afford it Yes Option 3  OK Don't know Education about green ways of living 

Ian Furkert No
Even with power switch it is very difficult to work out the most suitable power offer. No option with Genesis for example has the 
same name as our current plan as labelled by the company.

Not sure I dont see any reason notto make the options mandatory No

Annie No

In my experience the electricity companies make it as difficult as possible for the consumer to understand their billing process, so 
that we give up and don't bother trying to understand it.  eg, they all have different ways of advertising and structuring the fees, 
some add GST some don't, some charge a daily rate, it's all very complicated and not user friendly.   I've never experienced them 
as wanting to build a positive relationship with customers.   Last time I moved house they required a months notice to cut off my 
electricity, which seems bizarre when someone else was moving in the same day, so surely it's just a matter of closing one 
person's account and cutting off the power, they don't actually have to come to the property.

Not sure
I've never had personal experience of this, but have heard that many power companies don't follow the guidelines, I think the 
guidelines should be made compulsory

I think the guidelines should be compulsory so either option 3 or 4. Yes

Sarah
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Not sure

Jennifer van den Eykel No The process around disconnections is not delivering. Not sure
Option 2 - no, they should be mandatory  Option 3 and 4 - would like to see detailed information on how they calculate the costs that are passed on to 
consumers.  Can't see a need for the cost to be huge.

Yes

Jacqui Balk
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Not sure Yes

[REDACTED]

Lyall No

The reason I've answered "No" is that my previous supplier (Genesis) definitely didn't have respect or care for customers, and just 
unilaterally canned their customer rewards scheme without having anything to put in its place, although there were vague open-
ended promises that something would replace it - just patronising and inept.    My current electricity and gas provider (Mercury) 
has done a much better job of respecting and supporting us as customers.  They also seem to have a prepay option for those 
having difficulty with budgeting for a monthly power bill, which makes more sense than just disconnecting people.

No
While the parts you mention ARE important, so are most other parts, including:  - Part 3 - Information & Records  - Part 4 - Sign-up 
or Denial  - Part 5 - BAU account management  - Part 9 - Fees and Bonds  - Part 10 - Information and Monitoring

Options 1 and 2 are NOT appropriate as these only incentivise the good retailers to play nicely and leaves the less honest players do what they like without 
any consequences.  Option 3 gives insufficient consumer protection.  OPTION 4 is the only appropriate option to choose - Make parts 1 to 9 of the 
Guidelines MANDATORY.

No As already stated, this option does not give consumers sufficient protection.

There are some aspects of the Guidelines which I think are totally inappropriate, specifically Part 1 clause 5 A(d) on page 5 which states that      "MDCs are not to be disconnected for non-payment of debt or for obtaining 
electricity or distribution services by or involving deception."      I was shocked that any business would not be allowed to disconnect someone for obtaining services by deception! If a customer is going to do any sort of 
deliberately deceptive practice (including tampering with the meter or making false statements) then it's entirely possible that the MD status of the customer was also obtained by deception and should be immediately 
disregarded!

There are some aspects of the Guidelines which I think are totally inappropriate and need to be changed, specifically Part 1 
clause 5 A(d) on page 5 which very bizarrely states that     "MDCs are not to be disconnected for non-payment of debt or for 
obtaining electricity or distribution services by or involving deception."      I was shocked that any business would not be 
allowed to disconnect someone for obtaining services by deception! If a customer is going to do any sort of deliberately 
deceptive practice (including tampering with the meter or making false statements) then it's entirely possible that the MD 
status of the customer was also obtained by deception and should be immediately disregarded!

Louise McLean No
There needs to be consequences for companies when they don’t provide consumer care. People shouldn’t be fearful to use 
electricity and penalised with excessive fees if they cannot afford to pay for reasonable useage.

Yes Option 4. Our vulnerable struggling kiwis need the optimal protection. No Kiwis need more protection and lower cost electricity.
How can electricity be provided cheaper and will consistent prices to consumers regardless of where they live. How can we 
encourage more affordable options for wind and solar generation of electricity.

Julia
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Yes 2 or 3 No

Bob No

The outcomes are all bullshit. As are the purpose.  What is  positive a relationship.  I want the power and I have to get from a 
theiving bastard.  What is new? It is dangerous stuff and can kill you or set your house on fire. The cost is the cost and just has to 
be paid, which means going with beer, drugs, & lotto.   If somebody doesn't pay then it means I have to pay more.  That is 
certianly not a positive relationship.

No
Harm from electricity or harm from trying get somebody me to [pay fro somebody being irresposible?   The greatest likely hood of 
harm comes from electric shock or a fire.  That is controlled by the wiring regulations.

[REDACTED] No Power companies are not transpaent and their commuication could be improved.  Their main aim seems to be making money. Yes Option 3 and the power companies should absorb increased costs if any, they make enough profit. Yes

David McTaggart
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Not sure

Matthew F No
Profits are excessive, costs are unreasonable, and competition is stifled by wholesale prices which the government has no 
interest in fixing as a shareholder.

Yes
Option 2 is the bare minimum and, accordingly, probably the most likely to be adopted, as tends to be the way with meaningless consultation.    Option 3 is 
the middle ground.    Option 4 is probably the most desirable as increased compliance costs could be offset by decreased pricing from competition and 
profit limiting.

No
Option 4 is probably the most desirable as increased compliance costs could be offset by decreased pricing 
from competition and profit limiting.

Limiting wholesale profits for generators in order to increase affordability for consumers and fund stronger regulation.    The funding of Powerswitch.org.nz

John Mathias
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

I wanted to get a better deal and had a job to be able to talk to someone.  Finally got what I wanted but it seemed all they wanted 
to do   was do it by computer.

Not sure I feel companies should be more understanding to their customers problems and try to help them instead of not wanting to supply them with power. I feel that the cost of power is too expensive when they all purchase at the same price. Better pricing

sheila reed No 48% of retailers are not following the guidelines. Yes
Option 2 - would ensure that retailers know what the expectations are. Option 3 -this would take away the choice retailers have to comply Option 4 
benefits most people and takes away the choice of whether to comply with the guidelines  

Yes Repayment options at a manageable level need to be considered for those who fall behind in payments

Chris Rance
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Not sure

Martin Karl Yes Yes 3 Yes

Jill
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Nicola White
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Until this survey I wasn’t aware of the guidelines Not sure No I think option 4 should proceed.  It provides most protection for wider range of customers 

Gayle McLean Yes

Hanneke Kroon No

I had te renew my 1 year fixed contract with Genesis. They wanted me to continue with "Energy Plus", without telling me what 
other options I would have, such as Energy Basic or Energy EV. Energy Plus only makes sense when you have a smart meter. We do 
not have a smart meter, because we have NO mobile reception where I live in the Marlborough Sounds. They should have put us 
on the Energy Basic, which is cheaper when you cannot make use of off peak periods. I only found out as I went to the Genesis 
website. I have no fixed line phone, since our road was seriously damaged a year ago. I tried to contact Genesis using live chat, 
which is possible according to the letter I received from Genesis, but that is NOT true. Only new customers can chat with a robot. I 
had to contact the Utilities Disputes, who gave me an email address for Genesis. I have not had any reply yet (email sent 30 Aug 
2023, new plan commences 15 Sept 2023.  The Kenepuru road was badly damaged in July 2021 and Aug 2022 and is closed, except 
for the residents and emergency services. So, no meter reader to read my meter. After half a year or so, I received a letter from 
Genesis, stating that they were going to disconnect us, because the meter had not been read. As if we are the cause of the meter 
reader not reading our meter. I emailed them our readings and our use had been overestimated. So, no problem. But no, I had to 
take a photo every month of our actual use on the meters.   To me it is clear that Genesis only cares about its profits, not at all 
about the need for electricity of its users.

Yes
Option 4. All guidelines should be mandatory, it is the only way that all Power companies have to follow the Guidelines. They should also give their users 
more ways to contact them, such as an email address of a real live chat.

No
Option 4 is the best option. Maybe the Consumer Care Guidelines needs to be extended, such as more ways 
to contact them, or at least alerting their users that there are several plans and a calculator to know which 
one is the cheapest for them.

No, number 4 is the best option.

1. Electricity companies should have a number of ways for their users to contact them. They should also not suggest ways, 
such as chat, that do not work or only connect you to a computer.  2. Electricity companies should tell their customers what 
plans they have, suggest to them the CHEAPEST plan and not suggest plans that are of no benefit to the user. I received such a 
letter. No smart meter, so no off peak electricity use possible, but Genesis suggested it was the best one because we were 
on it. Which is what they suggested a year ago.

Desi No
In the past our now default provider as result of the Trustpower sale, chose to lose as customers rather than meet the going solar 
rebate rate. They were rude and unhelpful 

Not sure We only hear about issues when they are published on social media or press Protection against abuse and unfair practices. The power companies need to be answerable and therefore option 3 should be mandatory Yes Don't know 
The length of the contracts. We were locked into two years and landed up with the same provider we left for poor service 
and attitude 

Mia No No, because vulnerable consumers are being left with huge debts and harmful power cuts Yes Yes, but the full set of guidelines should be made mandatory to protect human rights
Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 provides this.    Under option one and two consumers receive few real 
benefits, there is no balance for  the profit motive    Option 3 is a step towards improved wholistic wellbeing for kiwis

No 4 is better, particularly because it includes part 9, which needs to be mandatory
Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.    There are also other consumer issues that require urgent action.     Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as 
possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.  

Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.  

Pip Sidey No

The cost of electricity has increased hugely and we are told this will continue to due to increased demand and inconsistent supply 
from seasonal variation. All the while, electricity companies are making record profits. This makes life uncertain and unsafe for 
consumers as power outages may occur and some consumers wont be able to afford electricity to keep warm in winter so their 
health is at-risk. Electricity companies to invest their huge profits into infrastructure to reduce the inconsistent supply so they can 
keep up with demand and keep electricity at an affordable level for all New Zealanders. We have an abundance of water, wind, 
solar and geothermal resources available to us so the electricity companies need to find ways to harvest the energy again, so we 
have an affordable, consistent supply.

Not sure

[REDACTED] Yes
Although I haven't had difficulty paying our power bill to date, I'm concerned that the cost of power is rising so much that this 
could be possible in the future.  I have real concerns for those who can't pay their bills.  I feel the big four companies control the 
price of power and the government has no real interest in reducing the price of power as they benefit as well.

Yes I don't think options 1, 2 &4 are an option and I don't think option 3 should result in a cost to consumers as the power companies make record profits Yes
I don't think the big four companies should be controlling the price of power and making it so hard for the smaller player to 
compete.

Don
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Yes

Paul Collard-Scruby No guidelines should be mandatory.

Edward Calvert No I have related to several providers and they use subtle ways to get you onto the plan that is worst for you Yes

Power companies are powerful beasts that are disadvantaged by mandatory compliance. I have recently taken both a bank and an ISP to dispute and they 
were both totally cavalier until a regulator was involved. One the ombudsman/ tribunal was involved fixed the issue promptly. I suggest you regulate them 
in option 4. While I have sympathy for the few people who have difficulty paying and have health issues the much bigger impact is on the rest of us who 
they try to get onto the worst plan.

No
As I said in the last question while I care about the vulnerable the majority care about being able to be on 
the best plan for us - the opposite motive for the power company who wants us on the best plan for them. 
OPtion 4 is best. 

The most important issue is that the provider has a range of plans and it is easy for the consumer to find the best (financially) 
for them. There is huge power imbalance between the Corporate and the individual and there needs to be an equalising 
force for a fair community. 

Joy
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

The fact that a person living alone can not be a Low User is not fair on an elderly person living alone and does have Solar Power Yes

Olive Margaret Smith No Your own review tells us this. Yes but the other parts should also be mandatory
 2 and 3 would mean some improvement, and 4 would also mean a better deal for customers and better communication with them. The extra expense 
could be met from the power providers' profits.

No
4 is better, as it includes more to help and to communicate properly with those who have trouble finding the 
money to pay for their electricity

Yes. It would be better if the Government (not self-interested businesses) supplied the country's electricity for the good of its people. It would also be good if people are encouraged to put in solar power by getting a more 
reasonable return for the power that they contribute to the national grid. Currently it is ridiculously low.

The Government should be responsible for the country's electicrity and for taking care of poorer New Zealanders.

sue letchford
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Not sure

Peter Palmer 
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Jo No Not sure The guidelines should be mandatory
Option 4 is better. Consumer interests should be protected. Corners should not be cut in the interests of 
“competition”

Natalie Yes

Jim Hoskins
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Not sure Yes Notify all consumers of any changes.

Raewyn Bennett
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

I want to cut past the fluffy stuff and get to the cost of power. How does the above make power cheaper? No
All of it. Typical tokenistic policy to cloud the obscene profits. Prefer an explanation of how they can get away with their profits 
and not give proper relief instead of hiding behind fluffy policies. 

waste of time Just shameful, middle class gibberish. You should be ashamed of yourselves.

Andrea
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Not sure

Ingrid Kirk No power too expensive. Not sure do i really have to read all of that.? sorry too difficult for me to follow

Lara van der Raaij No
The Electricity Authority’s own review showed that retailers are not consistently following the guidelines. That is causing harm to 
consumers. Please commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory and monitor compliance.

Yes Option 4 gives the most security to consumers No
Option 3 does not sufficiently protect consumers. Please commit now to making all guidelines mandatory. If 
you need to action that in two stages, please add Part 9 (fees) to the first stage.

Please protect people who are being penalised for being poor.  - Please ban disconnection and reconnection fees when 
people can’t afford to pay their bills  -  Please ensure that prepay electricity (used by low income households) is no more 
expensive than pay-monthly plans  - Please publish quarterly disconnection data (including prepay)
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 Q3: What do you think the benefits to domes c consumers will be under op ons 2, 3, and 4? Q5: Are there any other options you think we should consider? Q6: What issues that fall outside of the current Guidelines would you like to see us consult on next?

First name Last name Response Can you tell us more to support your answer? Response If no, please tell us what parts of the Guidelines you think prevent the greatest harm from occurring to consumers. Open-Ended Response Response If no, please tell us which option you think is better. Open-Ended Response Open-Ended Response

Q1: Do you think that the Guidelines are currently delivering on their purpose and intended outcomes?  
Q2: Do you agree that parts 2, 6, 7, and 8 are the parts of the Guidelines that prevent the greatest harm from occurring to 

consumers?
Q4: Do you agree with our preliminary preference for option 3? 

Kerry M No

As a normally compliant customer who pays their bills on-time, over the few months I have found this diificult due to having an 
accident, being in hospital and a contractual issue at work, I got paid less after being made permanent (currently under lawyers). 
My provider Contact Energy would not be lenient under any circumstances. I was late that's all that mattered to them. I was only 1 
month and 2 days late, I had also paid a part payment toward my account, they threatened me with disconnection within 24 hours 
if I didn't pay the full amount.   Some of which was for a wifi receiver I had purchased in May for $160 but only got charged for in 
August. I had to call during  business hours to talk to their accounts department but I can't sit on a phone call for over 40 minutes 
on hold when waiting to be responded too during my working hours. My lunch break is only 30 minutes. Contact were not 
interested in helping me whatsoever!

Yes Customers would have more leniency when they are late and not subjected to more stress in times of challenge in their lives Yes No

Inge Rudolph No
Electricity and clean water are basic human rights and the rights of all citizens and residents in New Zealand. The dispensing of 
these rights should not be left to companies or retailers who pay dividends to shareholders. Consumers now need full protection 
from these companies/retailers.

No
Full protection is needed and Consumer Care should be mandatory. It is a disgrace that in the 21st century people who are unable 
to pay their bills are disconnected. What about not paying dividends to shareholders, many of whom are no doubt on the rich list

The time for voluntary guidelines has passed. Option 4 provides most protection. No
I answer no because I don't agree with the set-up of the electricity sector and the crazy idea that electricity is 
a resource that should be competed for. Option 4 delivers most protection for consumers

No None at present

Brenda No
I have not heard from my provider since the time I switched (some time ago now). Other than, when they are putting the price 
up. I do think they may have offered me a choice of plans, rather than just raising prices.. I hate using the phone, so am loath to 
ring.  

Yes I support Option 4, but would accept Option 3 if it meant prices did not increase. Yes
I am always concerned that there are people out there (elderly, foreign - not much English) who cannot keep up wioth technology and have a lot of trouble working out how to pay accounts these days. Or even remembering 
passwords if they attempt to use the internet.

Am not familiar enough with current guidelines to have thoughts on this question.

Teresa Tay No consumer are harmed  by retailers not following  the guidelines.   No More should be done to reduce people debt and communicating correcting with customer before cuttting them off option 4 No All of them mandatory Cheaper prices mandatory for pre-paid electricity

[REDACTED] No
The cost keeps sneaking  Up and Northland pays a much higher price per unit than elsewhere while feeding thermal power back 
to the grid 

No It is mostly wishy washy  Meaningless drivel while proving no price control All these should be required as of right without them costing the consumers more. Pier companies have to pay their way from profits No No because how can most vulnerable be protected when they have to pay more No Cost - it is going up as companies profits are also going up. Electricity should be same price wherever you live 

Rob Kenning 
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

No

Panu Gist No Yes

Robert John Ewen No
1. They're not widely known about.  2. Because they're not binding on power companies, there is inconsistent and therefore 
unfair treatment of consumers.

Yes I suggest that parts 9 should be in the first stage, and that all the other parts are important and should also be mandatory. 

I strongly urge you to adopt Option 4 - to make all parts of the Guidelines mandatory. As well as the inconsistency and unfairness mentioned above, there 
is an increasing extant of hardship for many New Zealanders and the need for protection. In spite of the Electricity Authority's introductory remarks that 
the Guidelines' purpose is to support power companies build a positive  relationship with their customers and ...help them..., the reality is that the 
companies, though dealing with a necessity of life, are completely commercial in their outlook, and appear to see their responsibility is to their 
shareholders.

No
Option is the only one that will provide some measure of protection to all consumers, given the companies' 
focus on profits not people, even though they are trading in a commodity that is essential to modern life, 
and indeed its continuity of supply is a matter of life and death to many in our country.

I cannot think of other options within the current guidelines 

Given the poor and still further declining standard of literacy in NZ and the sizable number of consumers for whom English is 
a second language, the guidelines should be written in the most basic words and phrases possible.  The Electricity Authority 
should be required to publish the numbers of electricity disconnection warning notices, and also the numbers of actual 
disconnections.

Arna Morton No Because they’re not mandatory, many companies don’t bother with them Yes Option 4! No
Option 4 is the only option that looks after the most vulnerable people in our population.    We should not 
let corporate greed and capitalism get in the way of looking after our people

Full transparency on profits in plain language to all consumers so they can understand rate increases 

Sandra Yes Yes

Brian R R Lay
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Linda No
Because for some unknown reason the government has decided that low users should not get a lower price on the daily, so they 
are increasing . There for the pensioners and single income people are paying more and more. 

Not sure

Barry Lee No
Access to electric power should be treated as a basic human right, not a vehicle for price gouging which is happening at the 
moment.

Yes
Option 4. The guidelines are toothless unless they can be enforced. The regulatory bodies should ensure that power companies don't use this as an excuse 
to raise prices.

No Option 4 is the only way to make the guidelines work.
The whole privatised structure should be abandoned This enables profiteering out of assets mainly paid for the taxpayers in 
the first place.

Sam Coates No Yes Option 3 should be implemented and enforced. Yes

GRANT SMITH
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Wayne Riddiford
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Judi McLachlan Yes
I have replied yes, but I suspect that not everyone feels the same - based on personal circumstances - health, economics, 
provider, location... Yes Either option 3 or 4 - and I think that with the current profits, the company should be able to absorb any increased costs. Yes

Tom Batchelor Yes I contact the company 3-4 times per year. We discuss options. No

The power company can arbitrarily increase the price, which puts the consumer at risk of not paying their account.     I note that the 
Genesis increased the kwh rate for power this month by 15%. But Genesis did not increase by 15% the price the power paid for our 
solar - that stayed the same!!      The company therefore acted unfairly by increasing its costs of power sold to us but NOT its 
payments for our power sold to Genesis. 

Make them mandatory. Yes
The ability of power companies to increase power sold to the consumer, without increasing the price paid for our solar sold 
back to the power company

Madeleine
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Sara Yes Yes

Prue No Pay more for PV fed into grid  Clearer bills  Not sure Highlight parts consumer considers would be important to most customers  Leave out unnecessary small print 3 Yes No
Highlight parts consumer considers would be important to most customers  Leave out unnecessary small print   Advice for 
reducing power bills

Grant Andrews No
We do not have a positive relationship with our provider as they continue to give us estimated readings every second bill and our 
meter precludes us from their advertised power shout promotions 

Yes Option 3 Yes No All prices quoted must include GST as most customers have no choice but to pay it. 

Mike Hickling Yes Yes

Lisa Beardsley No Electricity is not affordable for a large number of householdsi Yes Parts 6 and are the most important Option 4 No

I prefer option 4 as power companies needs greater regulation. They are providing an important social 
service (as well as being for profit companies) and need to provide improved services to the most poor and 
vulnerable electricity users. They should not be allowed to charge disconnect and reconnect fees to 
purchase and struggling customers. 

Advice on website on best electricity companies, best plans, which companies provide best call centre support and easiest to use app

Consider regulation so that households with income under $80,000 get power cost rebates equivalent to 25% of power costs. 
This would mean warmer homes, less winter illness, fewr people going to hospital with pneumonia, chest infections etc. It 
would particularly help Maori and Pasifika and all of our poorest families. It's a moral imperative to help these people have 
improved health and better life choices. 

Steve Morgan No
The bid 4 generation / retails are controlling the wholesale prices so as they make massive profits from there generation business 
and posting losses for there retail arms. This prevents any retail only suppliers from actively competing making us the consumer 
pay higher prices.

Yes Option 3 as the only way to ensure protection is to make it mandatory Yes

Bevan No
Oddly enough, Genesis are failing on  “Retailers have a right to be paid” by not sending me a bill on time. It’s regular for my bills 
to arrive after the due date. It’s not NZ Post because Genesis are the only service provider with this problem. Curiously, Genesis 
uses a different mail service for their reminders - those arrive promptly. 

Not sure
Voluntary guidelines are useless. Ethical companies will exceed them because it’s the right thing to do - and would do that even if the voluntary standard 
didn’t exist. Unethical companies will give them lip service in public but ignore them in practice. They need to be mandatory. Enforcement needs teeth. 

Yes
Make it easier to compare plans across suppliers. All plans, all variations, all suppliers. Consumers Powerswitch is good, but 
incomplete. 

John Mayes No Using offers bundled with other services does not offer a neutral way of finding the best service for each type of service

campbell jenkins
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Not sure Yes
Push for meaningful competition between retailers which currently does not exist. The so called regulator is a useless group 
of people who should be ashamed of themselves.

Derek Probert
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Ann Devey Yes We changed to Flick and take full advantage of off peak rates with little inconvenience.  The cost savings are great. Yes Option 3 Yes None Don’t know

Lindsay Lorden
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Keith
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Not sure Yes

Fred Dagg No No prices are too high  Support requests often ignored and not answered No It easy to say what you will do when there is no accountability or enforcement.  It does not mean they will be followed No benefit with out enforcement Yes

Pio
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

I didn’t know of these guidelines until now and only because I the survey was communicated in an email from Consumer NZ. Not sure
I didn’t know of these guidelines until now and only because I the survey was communicated in an email from Consumer NZ.   
There’s should be more publicity/marketing above the guidelines so consider are aware of them. 

Start with option 3 and if this is still not working/assisting the vulnerable after say a year/reasonable period then go to option 4 Yes
Start with option 3 and if this is still not working/assisting the vulnerable after say a year/reasonable period 
then go to option 4

No Don’t know considering I have only just learned of the existence of the guidelines. 

Helen Western 
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Yes Option 3 Yes Option 3 No

Mark
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Yes I would weight keeping costs down over mandatory requirements. Not convinced any benefit from the later justifies everyone paying more for power. No
I would lean 2  because I’m not convinced that increasing compliance requirements for retailers will make a 
significant difference to consumers but I do buy that it will increase their costs. 

Perhaps a situation where retailers can be penalised if they’re found to have caused harm by not following tbe guidelines, while still not requiring them to demonstrate compliance. Id guess it is the demonstration that adds 
unnecessary costs

The offering of rates for a fixed period, where retailers can’t guarantee that tbe customer will be better off. I wonder if there 
is a better way to do that. Customers should t have to bet on energy futures. 

Gena Moses-Te Kani No Yes
Options 1&2 allow companies to make profit before care if their consumers and do not benefit consumers    Options 3&4 benefit consumers by ensuring 
active relationship and acknowledging that electricity is vital to the well being of NZ citizens and the Govt needs to ensure consumers have their rights to 
electricity protected

Yes

Bob Robertson
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Paula Le Compte Yes
I believe most follow these guidelines, however after removal of low user which I think was wrong, I would like to see a rate able 
to be applied for those only in dire circumstances that is the wholesale level (no profit margin).  It means continuous supply for 
the consumer in need, no loss to provider but no margin of profit, a true contribution to need. 

Yes Option 3 with costs absorbed by companies within their existing profits Yes Young families (children under 7) & elderly over 75 should have special consideration, just like those with medical conditions 

Lesley
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

This is a very wordy document & I feel peoples with English, especially, as a second language miss out here...    Surely this can be 
simplified... way too long to be read!    I'm a fast reader & this took me half an hour for a first time read... seems a lot of 
unnecessary repetition!!

Yes
Yes, but again way too wordy!    For example:  Part 2 starts with "purpose & over-arching principles".  This should be just "purpose"! 
People who have lower academic attainment & don't read, which there  are more & more of I believe in today's society, (let alone 
those with English as a 2nd language!) would say "What's over-arching?"

Option 3 Yes
But SIMPLIFY the language & make all options understood on ONE page!  These options should be mandatory 
for all electricity companies to present to enquirers/would-be consumers.  The fully worded document 
made available to those consumers who ask ....

No

If unexpected changes occur in electricity needs e.g. suddenly need medical connection but have a previous low billing 
contract that now needs to be "broken" so can accomodate the change & vice versa.... this "immediate change" clause needs 
to be built into contracts...  needs to be simple wherby not difficult for either the customer or provider to implement 
immediately.

Elizabeth Sayers
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Not sure

Jim Coleman No

The power company's hide the real costs in the very fine print. There is no power company that supply to non profit entities such 
as "not for profit incorporated societies". I am trying to get a power supply to our building which is in a commercial area at a non 
commercial rate. It's not happening and could be a factor in us closing down. We rely on donations and the occasional repairs 
carried out within our community.

Yes make them mandatory. If non compliance a very heafty fine should be imposed No undecided The guidelines should include all costs in the main pricing not hidden in the small print answered in question 6

Pare Meha Yes
My power company sends tips on how to save power, let's me know when there's a power outage, and gives advice if I needed 
continuous power supply.

Not sure Your font size is too small for me to read. I am not going to complete the rest of the survey.

Virginia Mccarty 
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Beth Lew
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

i haven't heard of or experienced any issues with my retailer. However I do know of others who are experiencing difficulties. I 
don't even know how people should communicate with their retailer about hardship or if our company invites people to tell them 
if help is needed. This doesn't seem right to me. 

Yes
I think option 3 and /or 4 are probably needed and slightly higher costs would be insignificant if it means more vulnerable consumers are better taken care 
of.

Yes no

Kaye No Doing away with the low user impacts on those that can least afford the increase in Power Bills Not sure Option 4 No Make all the clauses mandatory make all the options mandatory bring back Low User rates

Victoria No Power companies need to actively engage more with it's users. Not sure

Louise 
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Jenny Hoffman Yes
I am as informed as I want to be.  I take care to keep my power account as low as possible because I feel each of us should monitor 
our own power use

Yes Option2 , I feel most power providers do try to provide clear guidelines for their consumers Yes

Warwick Grey No

I left Mercury some months ago after many years of being a good customer because they wanted to get me to have my own 
personal account where I would have to sign in to communicate with them.  They kept pestering me to sign in.  As I'm in the older 
age group I am starting to get sic of utility companies wanting me to create these online accounts with their passwords and so on.  
(OneNz is another one that didn't even ask me if I wanted an account or not.....they just omitted my usage information on my 
monthly bill and told me "I would have to create a personal account to get access to this information."  To me this online business 
is just a form of entrapment to distance you from an ability to contact them directly to discuss or negotiate something with them.  
You caught me in the middle of having this same problem with "Contact Energy" whom I recently swapped to.  I first approached 
Contact by telephone to see what rate they would charge me after Mercury forewarned me about a price increase.  The person 
gave me a quote which I accepted and then we exchanged emails where they gave me the option of two plans including the plan I 
had accepted verbally.  I chose this plan because the prices were fixed until the end of March 1924 and had a 2% discount,  The 
following day I received an email congratulating me on my choice of plan. The whole contract is thus evidenced by emails i.e. all 
the contract elements of offer and acceptance.  However, I suddenly found out when they wanted to increase my rates next 
month (October), that they had placed me on the wrong plan.  I looked back a few months and realized that they had been 
overcharging me by not giving me the promised 2% discount.  Since I informed them of this by return email it has been a bit of a 
nightmare trying to get things put right because you are dealing with different people each time you communicate with them.  I 
feel I am in a powerless position because I'm not sure what they are going to do.  I can supply email details of this fiasco if you 
would like.

Yes But as shown in my case with Contact Energy the other Parts are just as important. I support all of them No Not sure
This trend for large utility companies to effectively force customers force customers into 'personal accounts' and only 
communicate by online means must be stopped.  If you can only communicate with them or sign up to them online you are 
depriving the customer of having evidence of your negotiation with them or, in fact, negotiating with them at all.

Craig Sharp No
I cannot see how price rises at the reported inflation rate helps the average person\family in this country.  It just perpetuates the 
inflation curve.  Especially when some retailers have more than one price rise inside 12 months  

Not sure
I cannot see how any of those parts really help people who have the greatest need\help.  As long as the retailer follows 
"procedure", the inevitable happens

Option 3 Yes No Rising prices to match the Government's inflation figure

Rex Mason No No

Emma Tangaroa 
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Yes Yes

Cheryl Willetts No My bill still is difficult for a normal person to understand Not sure Option 4. Yes Didn't actually know there were guidelines 
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 Q3: What do you think the benefits to domes c consumers will be under op ons 2, 3, and 4? Q5: Are there any other options you think we should consider? Q6: What issues that fall outside of the current Guidelines would you like to see us consult on next?

First name Last name Response Can you tell us more to support your answer? Response If no, please tell us what parts of the Guidelines you think prevent the greatest harm from occurring to consumers. Open-Ended Response Response If no, please tell us which option you think is better. Open-Ended Response Open-Ended Response

Q1: Do you think that the Guidelines are currently delivering on their purpose and intended outcomes?  
Q2: Do you agree that parts 2, 6, 7, and 8 are the parts of the Guidelines that prevent the greatest harm from occurring to 

consumers?
Q4: Do you agree with our preliminary preference for option 3? 

Claire-Louise McCurdy No As they are not compulsory, some electricity companies are cancelling the power supply of people who fall behind with payments Yes
I think Option 4 is preferable - with constraints on the increases in charges.  Charging customers more to ensure profits for shareholders is deeply 
offensive, in my view - yet another transfer of wealth from the poor to the rich. And upgrading and making 'plant' sustainable should have been happening 
much more extensively. already  

Yes
I think 4 is better, but I've ticked 3 only because the chances of changing the basic system are about nil. The 
commercialising of electricity has resulted in an increasing number of companies selling a profit-making 
commodity to clients, rather than providing an essential service to citizens.

Not much point really.
1. Greater encouragement of local/sustainable sources of electricity;   2. Requiring generating companies to increase 
sustainable sources.

Errol Keown No
These retailers are always coming up with deals and offers to entice people to switch to them.  If one has been with a company 
for a while they don't do anything to ensure you are getting their best deal, unless contacted when a better deal is on offer from 
one of their competitors.  I feel these retailers need to be more focused on their existing customer base.

Yes

Erin Shannon No
Prices continue to rise, and there seems to be limited interest from generators or retailers to make power more affordable. There 
needs to be more transparency around fees, rates and payments

Dawn No Consumers need more help to get power at reasonable and affordable price. Not sure

Tania Wynn No Electricity bills are too difficult to understand and to compare easily, therefore true choice is limited Not sure

David Watson Yes Yes Hopefully protect consumers more Yes Not sure 

Martin
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Wayne
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

R G
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Yes

Frank Stuart No Interaction is minimal by power companies Yes minimal. the power companies will find other ways to maximise profit Yes no na

Robyn Gandell No My power company does not engage with me and makes it difficult to compare prices with other companies. No Part 9 also seems just as important as parts 2, 6, 7 and 9 
No benefits under options 1 and 2 as some power companies will continue to do nothing. Optin 3 is missing annimportant component in part 9. If these 
guidelines are considered important enough to suggest to power companies all parts of the guidelines should be mandatory - option 4

No Option 4

Brian Souter
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Not sure

Happy Stevens
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

I don’t know what even consumer care guidelines are Yes

Lyndsay Gallagher No
Mercury is a perfect example of this...brought out trustpower, and smashed up administration costs AND service fees...!...whilst 
trying to lock you into a fixed term plan and reducing the quality of product while they're doing it (broadband quality in Hamilton).

Yes Yes Reducing the cost of power for all...they're making phenomenal profits...!

M R
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Yes Option 3 Yes

iain brown
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Yes Option 3 looks to provide a good balance between customer protection and compliance costs for suppliers. Yes

Angela 
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Need to be complusery with penalties if power companies don't comply Yes Option 4 No Power companies want to make money. If not complusery it won't happen All power companies should be on Power switch . Big companies should pay more for power switch than small companies

Carol No
A person unknown to us was able to change our electricity supplier without any advice to us. We then found out when over one 
month later we were disconnected from power as this person had not paid the bill.

Yes Support option 3 No A more rigorous check by the electricity company that the customer has the authority to sign up.

Ron Pengelly Yes
I have frequent communications from my retailer advising me of features of their services which may be of benefit to my 
household. I do not necessarily utilise all the suggested features, but that is my choice.

Yes

I have answered yes but I believe the multiplicity of the wording of the guidelines is such that many of the customers who are 
likely to get in trouble with payments, etc. would have difficulty reading through all the terminology in the guidelines. Suggest 
that there is a need to simplify the wording to ensure that the customers, as well as the retailers, understand the intentions of the 
guidelines.

It is undoubtedly the best course of action that all customers remain connected to the electricity supply, as disconnection has ramifications that can quickly 
cause serious problems to the family involved. How communications from the retailer are presented to the consumer will, in my opinion, have a major 
effect on the subsequent outcome. I have not had time to read through the full guidelines but if there is not a clear definition of the modes of 
communication required, it is possible that misunderstandings are likely to occur. In our present society where it is almost taken for granted that every one 
has all the necessary technology to be easily reached, I can imagine how in some scenarios, a customer may be disadvantaged, unintentionally, because 
they do not have direct access to such equipment. How should the retailer be required to ensure that any communication that they send is in fact received 
by the appropriate consumer? 

Yes No comment. No comment.

Doug Ashby No
Suppliers still act in their own interests, with their only thoughts around the affects of there actions, being how consumers will 
react and the effect on their reputation.

Yes As long as they are observed Yes No None

Hannah Lett No I don't believe they will be effective until the guidelines are compulsory. Yes
Option 4 will provide the most protection for consumers by requiring that all aspects of the guidelines are followed.  The other options allow retailers to 
put their own interests ahead of complying with the guidelines and the interests of domestic consumers.

No

I think option four is a better option. The guidelines should be mandatory and enforceable with 
appropriately persuasive fines for retailers who fail to comply with them.   As domestic consumers we rely 
on regulation to ensure that large corporates are giving us a fair go, as we rarely have the ability to achieve 
this as individuals. This is especially the case for industries with strong established players and high barriers 
to entry for new competitors.

The authority could immediately make the parts of the guidelines in option 3 mandatory, with the remainder of the guidelines to become mandatory after a set period of time (say 2 years), to allow retailers time to develop 
any policies or processes necessary to  comply with them.

The costs of prepay power services and disconnection and reconnection services. These costs effect the most vulnerable in 
our society and we should be trying to ensure they aren't burdened with unnecessary additional costs when already facing 
hardship.

Martin Garrood No
Prepay rates are too high and the system prevents people in debt from getting cheaper electricity by changing suppliers    Also, 
the protection for medically dependent people doesnt work when the code is voluntary

Not sure Make it all mandatory - anything less doesnt maximise protection No Option 4 - make everything mandatory No
You have got to stop big generator retailers gouging the system and bring electricity prices down as the market was supposed 
to - it did for 2 years then the next 20 it hasnt done a thing as the gentailers know the regulator wont do a thing

Troy Fell Yes

Anne French No
Power prices are too high, and because the Guidelines are voluntary, power companies pay lip service to them.  Instead of being 
focused on customer service, they are focused on making a profit.

Yes Option 3. The notion that it will increase costs for power companies that they must pass on is absurd. Yes

Any option that makes companies behave in a socially responsible way - and actually care for their 
customers - is a good idea. Power companies deliver an essential service. That means they must be 
regulated. The power imbalance between the company and the individual customer is extreme. This will 
redress it somewhat.

Unsure - though I think the Authority has been timid over this issue.
 Climate adaptation, including working with customers who wish to generate electricity using solar PV, and offer them a 
sensible buy-back price, and incentives to shift to solar.

Paul Glover No Industry continues self serving Yes Yes

Peter Wiles No Yes This is all politics.  It's nothing to do with the efficient and reliable delivery of electricity.  This should be handled by MSD / Work & Income. No The so-called vulnerable is an issue for Work & Income to deal with, not the retailers of electricity. How about having a discussion about the reliability of the system.  About time-of-use pricing.
Why aren't local lines charges built into the $/kWh rate?  My supplier can do it, so why can't everyone else?  Afterall, 
Transpower's charges are built into the $/kWh rate.

[REDACTED]

K Nathan No

John Yes

Wendy Lewis 
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Kenneth 
Geoffrey

Wellington No
I didn't know there were Consumer Care guidelines, and having now browsed through them, I don't know if any of the electricity 
companies I have used take any notice of them. These are important safeguards in the market led system we have in New 
Zealand where making a profit is the first (and I suspect, the priority) step in maximising the benefit to their shareholders.

Yes
See answer to question one. The government's priority should be the welfare of the people of the country. All the parts of the 
guidelines are important, and should be made MANDATORY.

Option 4 as a first choice, maybe starting with Option 2. There is no doubt that even making no change (option 1) will still lead to increased power prices as 
leaving things as they are just means any company that does follow the guidelines will not be able to compete with those that don't. Level the playing field 
please.

No
Option 4. See previous answer. In a market led system, unless the the regulations are monitored and 
policed, some will try and fiddle their way around the rules (see the US electricity system - little 
maintenance/investments in their lines, creating sparking leading to dangerous vegetation fires, blackouts).

Option 4 Is there a way of complaining to the electricity authority?

Alexander Jeune Yes Yes Yes

Helen Phare
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Me Me No Power companies  only want profits. Everything  else is just talk to look good. Do anything so long as there is a profit  No None 4 Yes What competition?

Greg McPheat No
I recently had a hot water loss due to ripple control failure. My supplier did not act as my advocate against the lines company and I 
had to pay a callout fee for the lines co to repair their own equipment.- The lines co is judge jury and executioner is these 
circumstances

Yes Option 4. It is clear that profit drives all decisions about consumer relations. A voluntary code is a ludicrous solution no doubt due to lobbying. No
The EA is too close to the companies and does not have consumer interests prioritised ahead of Company 
Interests.

no

Pippa
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Beckie No Yes

Gael Donald No

mike Benham No
Almost impossible to have contact with a human. Customer care is poor and always seems designed to create barriers if there is a 
problem.

Angela Gibson No I don't think innovation and competition is encouraged and guidelines should become mandatory. Not sure

Ralph-Peter Hendriks
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Should probably be compulsory.

Robert Gallagher No Yes Support option 4 No Option 4 is better Easier switching  Offering current customers same options as new customers  

Dave Jones
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Yes
Voluntary invariably fails so option 2 is a non starter.  Options 3 and 4 should not have incresed costs for customers considering the recently announced 
profits made by the companies.  Option 4 would give the most control over ensuring compliance and is preferable

No Difficult to say as the increase in costs (if any) are not stated but would prefer option 4 No Profitability

Gail Dyeming No I have recent experience in a power company not being transparent about it's charges when I was looking to change providers Yes
Option 1 Doing nothing means nothing will change and there is always room for improvement.  Option 2 still comes with a cost somewhere.  Options 2-4 - I 
think consumers will benefit from everyone being on the same page with good understanding.  Options 3-4. Mandatory while costing usually gives clear 
positions or rights and redress.

Yes no
I have found difficulty trying to change provider because I can't get clear quotes on prices that enable me to compare apples 
with apples - pricing needs a standard

Alan Middleditch Yes Voluntary guidelines who decides if they have been adhered to and what happens if they are not  Yes parts 6 & 7 I like option 3. Does these guidelines apply to lines companies? The should because I live rurally and more than half of my bill is lines charges Yes Lines companies

Louise

I would like a more direct consultation with a person by phone or email. At present the email option is not available with Contact 
online. Really frustrating.  The consumer experience when the outside meter board is shared and the meters belong to different 
providers who fixes the wiring at the bottom of the meter board into the separate town houses? Vector says it’s your supplier but 
Vector own only one of the meters. 

Yes Option three is preferred Yes No
Clarity about who is responsible for the wiring coming into the meter board when there are different owners of meters and 
different suppliers involved

Anne No
The Guidelines are not currently delivering their intended outcomes. The Electricity Authority’s own review showed that retailers 
are not consistently following the Guidelines. That is causing harm to consumers.

Yes
Yes, but the other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making the FULL set of 
Guidelines mandatory as soon as possible.

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 provides this.  No No. I prefer Option 4. Please commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory.  
Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.    

Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of 
public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.  

Victoria
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Yes

LINDY SIEGERT
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

This is the first I have heard of them Not sure Plain English wording anyone? Yes Try testing the wording on actual human beings to ensure titcan be understood? Test all that bureaucratic wording with those ordinary consumers!!! 

Stephanie No My electricity bill is 35% more than it used to be 2 years ago even though I'm a low user. No
Low users shouldn't be punished for conserving energy. Everytime I get my monthly bill I get praised by Mercury for being a low 
user but now get no benefit from that. I also used to always pay on time & still do but get no benefit from that either anymore.

Option 4 Yes No

Neil
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Maurice Murrell No Aren't publicized, not known by a lot of people Not sure "Should" three times not MUST More pressure on companies  do what they should Yes
Prices  1 Daily supply fee, way excessive  2 More incentives to use power when it is supplied most by renewables, For 
example, all customers able to access mid-day lower cost electricity for water heating when photo voltaic is at maximum 
output

Alice Hicks No
Very few people are aware of the guidelines and the consumer care requirements of the providers and consumers   That power 
provision is profit driven for shareholders when the original infrastructure was paid for by public money is also a compelling 
reasoning for more open disclosure by the power providers 

Yes Option 3 Yes No
Provision of protection or discounts for low income earners could be considered   Rebates from all power providers should be 
distributed to ALL consumers 

Robert Yes Yes
I believe in consequences, and if companies are forced to introduce policies that allow poor behaviors by consumers, then we all suffer from higher costs.   
Option 2 will make clearer the duties of companies without putting undue burden on consumers who do responsibly pay their bill on time and in full.  

No
I am not happy that all consumers are forced to pay increased cost to help a few consumers that don't control 
electricity use or budget properly.  

no Solar rates of credit for power produced by private consumers.

Anne Campbell
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Yes Yes

[REDACTED]

Geoff Nairn Yes

Leigh Catley
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

I've not heard of these guidelines but I guess it's to ensure the service provision of electricity maintains a certain standard. 
Hopefully the days of them cutting off people without warning are over? If they aren't, then these guidelines aren't working. I 
don't think they explain their pricing very well and I don't know of any power company that supports its customers to conserve 
energy in a significant way. Given how much more we are going to depend on electricity generation in a future without fossil 
fuels, I would think a power company could afford to help finance low power-using appliances into homes or give away LED light 
bulbs without it destroying their annual profits.

Yes

I say yes, but the other parts are of almost a much significance. Part 2 should be a given, as is Part 8. Anything about the contract a 
customer signs is also very important as are the fees the company decides to charge, and when.    Also where is the part about 
dedicating resource to enabling a safe, climate aware future through encouraging a reduction in the use of fossil fuel-burning 
electricity generation and fossil fuel reliant household appliances?

Option 4. If it's not mandatory, they can pick and choose what they do. If the bills get too high, we will change to another provider. There is (just) enough 
competition in this market to make that possible.

No see previous
Climate change awareness. As I said in an earlier answer, electricity companies are going to do very well out of the reduction 
of the reliance on fossil fuels. Commitments to reducing their own carbon emissions AND to assist customers to reduce theirs 
should be mandatory. 

Jack MOIR No I think the big three are manipulating prices No This hasn't got anything to do with pricing Yes no Give the little guys eg Kiwi electric a fairer go

Karen No

Rosina Price No
Providers pay lip service to the the obligation to ensure that consumers are on the cheapest plan possible by ensuring that their 
daily charge is high so no matter how little power you use, your daily charge will be high.

No
Providers seem to consider that online warnings (if any) serve to cover them in cases of non-payment. Their only aim is to cover 
themselves in cases where their cutoff causes bad publicity for them.

Option 4 is the only one that actually places customer rights over suppliers profits. Saying that competition will benefit the consumer is a joke, as there is 
no competition.

No
Option 4 is the only option that actually protects customers. The electricity sector has no desire to provide 
cheap power for consumers as that would lower their obscene profits and maybe they would have to accept 
lower salaries and bonuses. There is no competition in the power industry.

Martin Manning No

I have had to help people who lost their power connections when they had sudden financial problems and could not pay their 
bills. The power companies themselves should care for these people and allow for them to catch up with their bills over time. 
Power reconnection costs are clearly designed to punish people rather than representing an actual cost to the power company. As 
studies by the Otago School of Medicine has shown, people on lower income pay more per kwh for their electricity than people 
who are well off. That is not fair.

No Parts 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 Option 1 is irresponsible, option 2 is ignoring the problem, option 3 is a minimal response, option 4 is common sense. No As mentioned earlier more is needed. No
International studies show that hydro power is the cheapest form of electricity, but that does not show up when you 
compare costs in NZ with what I have paid when living in Canada and the USA.
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 Q3: What do you think the benefits to domes c consumers will be under op ons 2, 3, and 4? Q5: Are there any other options you think we should consider? Q6: What issues that fall outside of the current Guidelines would you like to see us consult on next?

First name Last name Response Can you tell us more to support your answer? Response If no, please tell us what parts of the Guidelines you think prevent the greatest harm from occurring to consumers. Open-Ended Response Response If no, please tell us which option you think is better. Open-Ended Response Open-Ended Response

Q1: Do you think that the Guidelines are currently delivering on their purpose and intended outcomes?  
Q2: Do you agree that parts 2, 6, 7, and 8 are the parts of the Guidelines that prevent the greatest harm from occurring to 

consumers?
Q4: Do you agree with our preliminary preference for option 3? 

Rhys McDougall No Need more clear and easy to find plan and rate information and clear whether includes or excludes GST

Stuart Duncan Yes Power is pretty much available full time.  Power industry is quite competitive. Yes All seem pretty reasonable for both power companies and users Yes No Can't think of any 

robert cameron No NZ Hydro/geothermal and potential Tidal power should be returned to public/State ownership. No Excessive user charges.  Proper cost/benefit analysis is required, and power companies profits monitored by Government. Option 4 - with a review of Electricity Authority costs and performance outcomes. Yes Option 4 response above. Public ownership.

George
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Not sure Yes

Murray Short No Electricity is unaffordable for many and harm is being caused. Some companies do not always follow the guidelines. Yes The "greatest harm" does not mean any unnecessary harm Under Options 1 and 2 nothing will change and there would be little benefit for consumers.   Option 3 will provide some benefit and Option 4 the most No
Power companies have shown little reason for me to think voluntary guidelines will be followed. They have 
lost my trust.

The current model does not seem to work in the interests of the consumer. The issues are too complex for me to understand 
well enough so I'm not sure that consultation would be useful unless detailed analysis and the development of options was 
completed in advance.

Debora Anderson No
A certain amount of electricity should be free. something like water meters. we need electricity for the basics of life. And their 
are low functioning or disabled people who will always need supported on dreadfully low benefits from MSD.

Yes

Sue Wood
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Abby Damen No Yes
I think there’s value for 2,3 and 4. Appreciate there’s a cost to this but I think ultimately these guidelines are about treating humans like humans - so if you 
hire good people you’re not going to sink hours into training common sense solutions into people. I appreciate there are complexities involved but 
electricity is everything so complex cases can and should go to people with more experience.  

Yes
That makes sense - most power providers would say they follow these guidelines anyway right? The 
compliance means that there can be consequences if it’s not followed and consumers have something to 
rely on in the worst case scenario  

Ah

Ken Pullar Yes

John Gibb
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Pablo No Yes No
Power companies could comply with the voluntary code but they aren't so what makes you think they ever 
would. Market driven behaviour dictates that companies will avoid costs if possible and so voluntary cannot 
be expected.    If you want companies to comply with something, make it obligatory.

Sandra
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

No I don't think they make these guidelines readily available so people know about them I think option 3 will make things clearer with out getting people over whelmed with too much information Yes I feel low power users are not treated fairly

Heather Yes My power company does its best to serve its customers well. Yes I do my own research, but I guess mandatory guidelines would be of assistance to those consumers who are less capable. Yes No. I will wait for consultation. I'm okay with things the way they are with my power company. 

Elizabeth
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

I know that such guidelines have been recommended. i wasn't aware of any implemetation or enforcement. Yes
Option 4 seems the best.   I am concerned that some customers may use free access to  power without intention to ever pay their way or make any 
contribution. However, I would prefer that to seeing the vulnerable suffer.

Yes I think Option 4 is better but I think Option 3 would be more acceptable to most people. No.
When my daughter was studying in Canterbury they paid a regular amount each month which made budgeting easier for 
students. At the end of 12 months there was sometimes a credit if less power had been used than estimated.

Louise
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Yes Option 3: so to make things as they should alreadybe..fair and just for your consumers you'll CHARGE them.  ?? Yes Fairness in charges. Work hard to keep them down for everyone.  Communication by phone if necessary

Dave Wiltshire Yes No Yes Either Keep things as they are or pursue Option 3 Yes No I can't think of any at this time.

Ann No I get very cold at night because I don't switch the heater  on  full. Yes THERE IS NO NEED TO CUT POWER OFF WHEN IT IS MADE IN  NEW ZEALAND. Option 4  This should happen and why not? No Option 3 is my preferred option. Look after the vulnerable people and their children. Why are  you   exploring other options ? Save the money to help people is  a better option. Forgot about advertising. 

Ted Wedgwood
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Jon Butler No My supplier only looks after themselves 

Stuart Taylor No

The power companies ignore some of the Electricity Act and Regulations and set their own "illegal rules". To get a resolve the 
customer has to goto Utilities Disputes.  The companies don't care about the customer as they are after all not their customer but 
the energy supplier. One example is the user requires 3-phase power at a new house in a new subdivision to supply their EV but 
the power company refuses to allow this as they claim the subdivision is only designed to have a 63 amp single phase supply at 
each property.

Yes

Bradley MacInnes
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Yes Yes

Malcolm Macaskill
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

I hadn't heard of the guidelines. At first blush, it feels like electricity prices are generally too high but I treat power as something 
that I don't need to think about once I have signed up to a provider.

Yes I prefer 4, full implementation of the guidelines. I don't accept that this will lead to higher prices. No
I would support 3 if you can't face doing 4. Think creatively about how companies implement rules that are 
realistic without charging more - can you do that?

Not that i can think off now. I would like to see the electricity market completely reformed but I assume that is outside your brief.

Hugh Leckie
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

My understanding is that there are some some power supply companies who are also wholesale providers to the net work. How 
reliable are these type of companies in supplying an affordable price to the end user. Unfair advantage.

Yes Option 3 sounds best. No Should a provider power company also so be a wholesale provider of power to power companies.

David Provan No All the cheerful contact and 'Specials' in the world don't make up for high prices and excessive profits No
None of them, including 2,6, 7 and 8.  Voluntary guidelines are pointless in controlling a major item of consumer and producer 
expenditure.  

Option 4.  Plus control of excessive profits. No
Competition is not keeping prices down.  Significant tax on excessive profits and mandatory expenditure on 
maintenance might.

Yes.  Ensure that infrastructure is maintained and updated, and tax excessive profits. See previous.

Heather Symes No
They shouldn’t cut off the poorest in nz then charge them connection fees, outrageous.  Nor should top up s be so expensive on 
pre paid packages, again hits the poorest!

Not sure Option 3 as the poorest will benefit. I won’t but it’s about the greater good! Yes

[REDACTED] Yes

The grammar in bullet points, especially the second set, under your main question is atrocious. I've seen better from Year 7 
students.  First bullet point is hot air. My idea of a positive relationship my not be the same as yours. I can believe that I'm right, 
you can believe that you're right. There's no way to measure positivity of a relationship; it's my word against yours.  Second point: 
Any company, except those run by governments, wants to sell affordable stuff to their customers. Price it too high and the 
customers go elsewhere. Economics 101. The companies do this, and do it well. If they didn't they'd go bankrupt.  Third: Bad 
grammar. Everybody has "enough access to electricity." For companies, other than those run by governments, it's illegal to restrict 
access to whatever it is you're selling. The companies accomplish this as well.  The sentence above the last three bullet points has 
no relationship to the bullet points themselves. I think you want it to say something like "These are the ideals which support the 
guidelines."  Fourth bullet point: Hot air. Of course electricity is important. And what's this "people and whanau?" My Maori 
dictionary tells me that whanau is composed entirely of people. Leave out the "and whanau"  and you'll have a more logical 
sentence.  Fifth: Of course they do. How do you measure it? Is Company A 37% more respectful than Company B? Is Company C 
23% more constructively engaging than Company D? The sentence is nothing but hot air.  Sixth: It should be three sentences. The 
first statement is true. If you take something without intending to pay for it you get yourself into legal trouble. Competition is 
supported. Economics 101. If your company doesn't compete, it fails. Innovation is one of the ways you compete. But you can't 
measure innovation. How do you determine that Company E is 19% more innovative than Company F?

Not sure
Keep the government out of the process as much as possible. Option 2 would hopefully remove the hot air, allowing the existing consumer legislation to 
do its job.

No
See my answer to the previous question. A government has no business telling a company to charge more so 
that people can get something without paying for it.

If you think electricity is "too expensive," do things to make it less so. Compared to nuclear, wind and solar farms are a waste of money, and they harm the environment. Hydrogen is silly because you need 1.5 watts of energy 
to get enough hydrogen to give you a single watt of power. The best way to lower the cost of electricity is to make it easier to produce and distribute.

Treat electricity generation like any other business. If the government thinks the "poor" can't afford it, increase their welfare 
checks, don't take it out of the pockets of people who are responsible enough to pay their bills on time.

John  Mander No

Power companies largely fail on providing advice to their own customers about what plan is best for the customer.  The best 
companies do three monthly reviews, but few companies do this.   Power companies fail in providing equitably priced power.  
Those who use prepay or card type systems often pay a significant premium for their power yet this group is largely those who 
already struggle with paying their bills.   Power companies fail in lack of provision of payment options. Few if any allow customers 
to choose to pay by internet banking.  This unfairly hits cash stretched customers, who are likely to incur penalty fees when direct 
debits put them overdrawn or are reversed. (Banks too could up their game over this issue) Ideally power companies should 
accept internet payments.  Not all companies give advance notice of date and amount to be debited.  The cost of implementing 
suitable account reconciliation systems should not be a barrier to this option. (In fact most electricity retailers can and do take 
internet banking payments but most still bully customers into direct debit systems, by insisting on direct debit at sign up.   Some 
of the power companies also fail in their concerns for affordable power, sitting on huge profit reserves that are not fully justified 
by their given reasons of investing in future generation. 

Yes Option 3 most desirable from the above description. Yes no

Power companies already have excessive power in relation to their customers. Late and failed payments show on credit 
histories sometimes further penalising those who struggle with their finances.  There should be greater effort/responsibility 
to provide reminders and extension windows for payment. Preferably without impact on credit scores if these agreements 
are adhered to.   I also believe strongly that power companies should not insist on direct debit payments.  They already have 
the above power over customers credit ratings. They do not need to insist on direct debit as payment.  Where is the trust??   
for customers who wish to initiate payment on receipt of bill or by due date.  I for one like to control my own finances and 
move finances only as needed into my bill paying account. 

Esther Mallett Yes I have had no dissatisfaction with my supplier. Yes Option 3 seems preferable. No No No further comment

Ken Plowman No

I have changed supplier every two years since 2015, starting 2017 first change. Each time I sign with a supplier it is for 2 years to 
access the lowest rate. At the end of the two years the supplier informs me the preferential rate is cancelled and offers a new 
rate. On every occasion these range around 20 to 40 percent higher than the existing rate.    Now I'm a good customer, high user 
with a large house, pay by automatic payment.  Consequently one must ask why the supplier on each occasion wouldn't seek to 
keep me as a customer.    Some of the possible reasons sound a bit paranoid.    Is it because the supplier knows my age group 75+ 
and don't expect me to be able to run the figures through a spreadsheet.    Do all the big suppliers do this and catch enough 
customers out that it is worth losing a few.    Alternatively all the big suppliers do this and accept that the customers they lose will 
be made up by others shifting on from their competitors for the same reason. That is, the vicious increase in charges.    I accept 
this sounds bizarre but why risk losing a good customer     Could it be the suppliers in a market that is so much in their favour they 
don't need to care about losing customers.    Maybe they're incompetent.      

Not sure
Make parts 1 to 9 of the Guidelines mandatory.    If they're left voluntary commercial pressure will inevitably trump the voluntary code. Any increase in cost 
would be worth the consumer protection.

No

Make parts 1 to 9 of the Guidelines mandatory.    If they're left voluntary commercial pressure will inevitably 
trump the voluntary code. Any increase in cost would be worth the consumer protection.    It needs to be 
remembered that the suppliers don't have a good record of customer care. Indeed they have shown 
themselves to be rapacious when they can get away with it.    See my first comment

no none I'm aware of.

Graeme Carlaw No

Heat pumps are recommended to save cost but are only 70 to 80% efficient compared to a panel heater. If you keep repeating a 
lie often enough it is accepted. Of course you cannot "pump" outside heat from a cooler temperature outside uphill to the 
indoors. The heat pump idea is taken from the likes of Europe where the mechanism is entirely different. These are using 
geothermal energy.

Rod Baxter No

Looking at price per unit, and discounting line charges, there's a huge discrepancy between the price I pay Genesis for energy and 
the price they pay me for the electricity I return to the grid through my solar panels.   While Genesis offers "free hours" electricity 
from time-to-time and discounts the electricity I use for charging my EV between the hours of 7pm and 9am, and this helps build 
"positive relationships", the bad feeling left after being paid a fraction of the retail charge for a unit of electricity, undoes a lot of 
the good. Buying back electricity that you've possibly generated yourself and being charged excessively for the privilege doesn't 
assist positive relationships with the supplier.

Yes

Op. 1.  As I understand it, the "Guidelines" are strictly that. A voluntary code which power companies are free to adopt - or adopt parts of, or reject, so if the 
object is consumer protection doing nothing is not effective.  Op. 2 - Voluntary.  This will probably also be ineffective because it allows power companies 
to opt out and opt in as it suits them/their shareholders.  Op. 3. Making parts 2,6,7 and 8 pf the "Guidelines" a mandatory code of practice would be much 
better than either of the first two options.  Op. 4. The most effective option for giving consumer protection some "teeth".

No Option 4 provides an overview authority which option 3 currently lacks. There may be other options, but I consider that options 3 and 4 address most issues concerning protection of consumer rights.
I'm a pretty non-discerning consumer of electricity, but I do feel 'ripped-off' the differences in selling electricity to a supplier 
and the amount required to buy it back from the supplier. 

Royden Hooper
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Unsure as my own interaction with our supplier has been reasonable if not always satisfactory, but then you have to realise that 
you are not always right

Not sure
Part 2 /   Who reads this stuff and fully understands    Part 6+,7 & 8 are most relevant but not having had to use them I can not 
comment on how effective they are

Option 3 / Mandatory compliance and the power companies have sufficient profit margin to absorb any costs No Ensure that all guidelines are in "plain English" without legalese or corporate speak

Maria
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Robin Millynn 
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Tim Beverstock No

Janet Russell No
The power companies do not care about what the guidelines consider to be 'best practice'....and as there are no 'penalties' can 
ignore them.

No B ecause these are only guidelines....and 'harm' is a subjective term. Option 4......PLUS have an independent call centre to guide consumers towards resolution of their issues.....calling electricity providers does not 'work'. No
A slight increase in costs would far out weigh the HOURS spent trying to get electricity providers to assist 
consumers....and may avoid the hassles that their idea of 'competition' causes the consumers.

Sue
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Yes

Liz Yes can only speak from personal experience Not sure

Ethene Bellamore Yes

Allan Panting No
There are excessive profits at all levels of the supply chain.  Given the drive to greater dependence on electricity as our source of 
energy there needs to be must greater emphasis on and support for micro-generation and grid support.  Solar buy-back rates in 
general are inadequate to encourage this source of supply

Not sure Option3 is probably the preferable choice at present.  Lets see if power companies respond! Yes

Doug No Yes Yes

Karen
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

I didn't know these guidelines existed! Not sure Option 4: The more informed customers are, the better. We cannot trust the power companies to do these things voluntary, imo. No
As previous answer + anyone can become a vulnerable customer in a blink of an eye, so I think everyone 
should have access to information before they could potentially need it...forewarned is forearmed.

Don't know.

I think the power companies should ALWAYS give the BEST prices to their customers. Some customers are better at 
negotiating and asking for a better deal, but people shouldn't have to do that. A lot of people don't even realise there is that 
option available. Power companies should always be giving customers the best possible prices & incentives. It really isn't fair 
that more educated &/or confident customers have the know how of how to bargain/negotiate for a better deal than 
someone who is shy & not so well educated. People shouldn't have to be 'negotiating' with power companies to get the best 
deals. It's inherently unfair.

Robin Yes

John OHara No Too one sided - Solar buyback rate does reflect retailer putting their rates up. These should be in sync. Not sure
Power is generated using previously state-owned assets in many cases. Needs regulated pricing and regulation to allow for the future smart microgrids to 
operate.

No
No real competition until we optimise our power generation. Smart usage levelling demand so we don't 
waste money on single projects like lake Onslow. Rather use technology to level this demand and provide 
more resilience to our grid.

Solar buyback rates and daily connection charge needs to be looked at. low use rate daily charge has doubled then 50% again in a few years.
Use Technology - put pressure on manufacturers so that all appliances drawing a reasonable current, heaters, ovens, 
dishwashers , dryers etc have some smart tech to allowing scheduling.

Barry Anderson No
As a company, they seem to try very hard, but are at the mercy of the big players when it comes to pricing and more creative 
supply arrangements.

No As I just said in previous comment Option 4 No The big players definitely need more controls
To enable locally community owned networks to be set up and community controlled eg with a single ICP point for a defined 
community. I feel this would encourage local resilience, local eg. solar or wind initiatives, and less reliance on the network in 
times of civil emergency

Des Dromgool
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

I've used what is now Genesis Energy since it was WEL energy and Hamilton Gas Company; around 3 decades ago. Since then 
they've behaved like any other commercial supplier, getting as much profit as possible for their products, while staying in 
business.  My task has been to have reliable supply, paying as little as possible for it.  Overall, they've done quite well, as 
demonstrated by their market share, and my continued patronage,  coupled with dividends from the small share parcel I obtained 
ten years ago.    This is the 1st I've heard of the CCG, so obviously they haven't figured anywhere in my past association with 
Genesis; perhaps we've both been doing pretty well, most of the time. :-)

No
None.   Harm prevention results from actions taken by suppliers and customers.  I don't intend to speculate on what other 
suppliers and/or customers do.

Obviously, I suggest Option 1.  If other companies cannot match my supplier, then make mandatory only sufficient regulations (enforced!) to correct the 
shortfall.

Yes

Dave Emery No

Electricity pricing has now reached the stage that it is beyond the means of not only the lower class but middle class New 
Zealanders.  Those electricity producers that are also retail sellers of electricity have conflicts of interest which drives the price 
even higher.  Electricity producers also have the ability to manipulate the wholesale price by withholding generation particularly 
at peak times.  

Yes
Unfortunately the guidelines are just that a guideline which power companies pay lip service to with no end result of cheaper 
power for the consumer

Domestic consumers will only benefit if the guidelines are made mandatory. No It is no longer the most vulnerable that require protection so therefore option 4 should be adopted. It will be difficult enough to get these guidelines accepted so adding additional ones will only draw out the process
One area that needs to be addressed is the time of the consultation process. The longer this takes the more people will die 
due to their inability to pay for electricity at its current price

Julie Yes Apart from giving advice on different affordable plans Yes 3 Yes

Felix Hohener No It's a jungle out there and very hard to compare. Too many retailers and restrictions who can serve whom. Not sure
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 Q3: What do you think the benefits to domes c consumers will be under op ons 2, 3, and 4? Q5: Are there any other options you think we should consider? Q6: What issues that fall outside of the current Guidelines would you like to see us consult on next?

First name Last name Response Can you tell us more to support your answer? Response If no, please tell us what parts of the Guidelines you think prevent the greatest harm from occurring to consumers. Open-Ended Response Response If no, please tell us which option you think is better. Open-Ended Response Open-Ended Response

Q1: Do you think that the Guidelines are currently delivering on their purpose and intended outcomes?  
Q2: Do you agree that parts 2, 6, 7, and 8 are the parts of the Guidelines that prevent the greatest harm from occurring to 

consumers?
Q4: Do you agree with our preliminary preference for option 3? 

Callum Masters No All waffle, and not achieving core requirements   Not sure Guidelines should be compulsory 

Sheryl Gorgulu Yes Yes Ok No No

Anita Lepper
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

No

[REDACTED]

Christine Philp
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Yes

[REDACTED]

murray No Yes Yes

Alan Liddell
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

I had never heard of the guidelines.  On the radio and TV I hear and in my local paper I read complaints  about the cost of power to 
people who are unhappy about it and allegedly cannot pay for it but I do not know what is a reasonable price for power.

Not sure
The benefits of three and four (and I assume they both include option 2) would be to provide consistency so that power companies could not have 
differing interpretations and make sure that they acted in accordance with those rules in the same manner (i.e. did not interpret them correctly but still act 
against the interpretation).  Clearly 4 will be better than 3 as, despite the addit9onal cost, it will be comprehensive.

No
I think keeping costs down for everyone it a good idea.  "Everyone" includes non-consumer users and there 
is no need to exclude them from the benefits that consumers have.

Provided that the choice made is compulsory, I assume the EA can impose penalties for breaches and if it cannot, then that is an option that should be considered.

Look hard at competition.  Make it easy for retailers to do things that are anti-competitive, provided that the activity benefits 
consumers in (a) lower pricing or (b) better service better than it would if the retailers were not allowed to collude.  For 
example, two retailers might co-operate in a computer system that enabled the owners of all electric vehicles to charge 
batteries in a default structured manner that did not overload one retailer at any one time.   The manner could be altered by 
instruction from the vehicle owner but otherwise the default instruction would apply.  Retailers could similarly co-operate in 
the prices that solar panel users were paid for power going back into the grid so that the users were encouraged to put power 
into the grid when it was most needed (and paid for it).  This could all be computerised but it would be much cheaper if 
retailers were able to co-operate in using common systems.

Adolf Stroombergen Yes Not sure People should pay for what they consume. Option 2 Yes Option 3 may increases prices, prefer Option 2. Nothing

Kim Jury
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Power companies will want to sell the most. make profit no matter what is said. Not sure Yes One person households. Line fees. Low user. My bill is ridiculous to cover. I don't use a lot am carefully.

[REDACTED]

Roger Fraser No
They do what the regulations require of them and no more. Frankly, the electricity system in New Zealand is fatally flawed and 
always will be when a social need is provided through an oligoply with profit as the prime motive.

Jo Martin No

in spite of the reduced cost of, e.g. data collection (no more meter readers) the cost per kw/h continues to rise. Power companies 
are ploughing profits back into new carbon neutral generation (or so they say) Are the consumers effectively paying for this?   
Why are we importing expensive coal from Indonesia to power Huntly when we have coal in NZ? The economics of power 
generation have been disregarded because of political ideology.

Yes In my experience working in the power industry, power companies won't do anything until they are legislated - and then they still game the system. Yes Splitting up the gentailers. It's a recipe for price gouging.

Lyn McConchie No I think some of us on the borders may need to be better fitted into the actual events. Yes widen and deepen 8 Yes I think option 8 needs a stronger impact.

Sarah Janse No

If the power retailer that I use is correct, I'm angry that the 4 companies that have a stronghold on the wholesale supply operate 
their retail arms at a loss but because of huge profits on wholesale supply, come out with bloated profits.  This directly impacts 
other power retailers prices & therefore consumers.   I don't understand why this is allowed to happen when the outcome 
directly impacts the cost to consumers.

Not sure I would like to see mandatory rules governing treatment of customers. No
Not having read all areas of the guidelines, but going on information given directly by the power retailer that I use, the 
wholesale market needs to be regulated & therefore consulted on ( with anti-competitive facts supplied).

Andrew and 
Edith

Rackstraw No

When the overhead reticulation of power was installed in many suburbs we were told that this would only be a 'Temporary' thing 
and that the 'Hutt Valley Power Board' (HVPB)  in particular made a promise  to gradually place the power underground  Guess 
what! not one centimetre has been placed underground since the 'Deregulation'   We take pride in our little homes and keep 
them painted and we keep our gardens looking nice   When the HVPB was in existence they had a policy of placing their ugly 
overhead cabling underground at a rate of 3% a year and since the 'New' structure has come about that was deemed 'not 
necessary and expensive' and they even passed the buck and told City Councils that placing the temporary overhead and ugly 
wires underground was now 'their responsibility'  My neighbour Terry has the ugliest pole in the region and I challenge you to 
find anything more ugly 

No
We live in a caring society and we have an abundance of power there is no way we should treat each other in a shameful way - 
counselling  and guidance are the way out of such situations not treating people with no kindness and Bullying 

Are the guidelines sufficient and do they provide a 'fit for purpose' regulation? No I do not understand the question - sorry! We should have an easy access to the decision makers A meaningful debate on such an important subject

Lynn Lander No Power companies should be proactive in ensuring customers are on the best/cheapest possible scheme   No I don’t trust power companies to do the best for their customers. I think the guidelines should be mandatory. Option 4, with compliance costs monitored too. No I think power companies should make their compliance costs clear to consumers. No No opinion

Richard No
Although I sent my previous electricity supplier a copy of the hospital's report on me for sleep apnea, and it recommended I 
should be using a CPAP machine. I am now an occasional CPAP user and the then supplier would not accept me as an essential 
power user.

Yes Option 3 as "voluntary" just does not work. Yes Option 3 is best
A standardised description of how the power accounts needs to be enforced, and every company should have to put it in 
exactly the same order and any discounts need to be explained as to exactly how they are derived.  I have been using 
Powershop and although it may give the best results, I have absolutely no idea why or how.

madi garuka
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Yes Yes

William Cutting Yes Yes option 4 No ok all okl get prices down

Stephen Doyle 
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

[REDACTED] No
Current guidelines are not mandatory, I think they should be.  In my recent contact with electricity retailers I have been asked a 
couple of times if there are health issues and devices impacted by lack of electricity. I have replied no but not all of my contacts 
have asked. Obviously some retailers follow the guidelines and some may not.

Not sure

Again the guidelines should be mandatory. Of concern is the administrative aspects of customers details, their care and 
information being used in sign up, managing accounts, the ever changing and increasing fees blamed on national levies. Most 
retailers are advertising how easy it is to change to their company but until you dig deeper some are not declaring fees for early 
termination, not sure if retailers deny taking on new customers because of poor payment histories. Electricity should be available 
to everyone in NZ not everyone can afford it obviously, I live over the road to a house with no power and irregular tenants. 

Option 4 is the best option, to protect everyone including retailers reputations. I also believe it is extremely difficult to compare pricing as I’ve 
experienced recently. Tried to use Powerswitch, but not all retailers contribute. I did get some information to give a starting point of which retailers to 
consider. What a lot of jargon and complicated terminology and it’s easy to give up and stay put but two price increases in 6 months, regardless if one is a 
national levy increase, is compelling us to reduce energy use to be able to afford the bills. There was no refund for fixed daily impacted by the Cyclone 
disruption to supply. Some areas have $ payouts for lines companies to residents having made millions of $ profit in the year. 

No

Option 4 is our choice. Make the sector accountable and everyone on a level playing field. Some homes 
don’t have smart meters to take advantage of cheaper rates, and some customers don’t live in areas where 
lines companies give residents annual rebates and $ which could be used making a contribution to their 
power costs. I don’t think I should have to pay more for customer care. 

I doing have enough knowledge about possible other options. Hurry up and make the guidelines mandatory and tighten up the sector’s accountability.

Other than disconnection and reconnection fees, and I wonder how many households are disconnected because of bill 
payment issues. No company is going to give their data willingly, showing  who and where but it would be interesting for 
someone to monitor. Those customers that are having trouble paying get penalised again with reconnection fees and who 
knows whatever measures retailers employ to manage bad payers. Does it become an option of eat or keep light and 
warmth. Homes we have visited without a fire of some kind including one  our own family are not warm enough, they just 
layer on the clothes, go to bed, huddle under rugs. That’s one family, one income family, gas hot water and fire (can’t afford 
to use it) and a heat pump. Our grandchildren bundled up in layers for warmth but house is not warm and there are three 
asthmatic people out of five and  often sick. We see first hand the difficulties, fortunately there is one income from work, 
dread to think if they lived on a benefit/fixed minimal income. We live on superannuation and are struggling with cost of 
living and power. We have been researching retailers to see where we can stretch the dollars and with lifestyle choices 
better manage our power usage. It’s been difficult as the information provided by retailers is different or presented in a 
manner making it difficult for direct comparison. Nationally, electricity is touted to be an efficient and economical energy 
use, however generated ( solar) but all electric homes suffer during power cuts. Having been survivors of Cyclone Bola and 
Gabrielle, we are planning towards not relying again on electricity. 

Phil Quinn No The consumer has very limited options in terms of true competition. Not sure

Lizzy No
As the electric companies are privately and publicly owned their main focus is to make as much profit as possibly, within 
regulations.

Yes
 2. No change. 3. Possible change for better service, bound to be at a higher cost to consumers. 4. Best option for consumers, but unless there’s more 
competition, still more cost to consumers 

Yes If we have to be pragmatic 3 is probably the best option. Just that option four, with more competition could be better for consumers 

A Public Works act to allow another dam to be built for hydroelectric generation.  Consumer does a good job of comparing 
different power companies, but the companies do not allow their fees/rates to be transparent enough. I.e. if you ring a 
company and hassle them enough you are likely to get a better deal. If all fees and rates were transparent then everyone 
should be able to get the best deal.   Companies should advertise  ‘power switch’ on each bill, with a link if online bill.  Less 
profits to companies/shareholders, more for future electricity generation.   Govt must not subsidise anything connected with 
fossil fuels.       

peter No Customer's who would like to export electricity to the grid should be given a greater incentive to do so. Yes Option 4 Yes

David King No make the guideline mandatory Not sure Yes if that's what the experts think they I am not qualified to disagree, neither are 99% of the population permit electricity companies to penalise non-payers, or reward on-time payers

Jill Robinson Yes Todate my most positive relationship has been and is with Genesis.  I have previously been with Nova and Contact. Yes Option 4 would create a level playing field. No Option 4 again creates a level playing field for all concerned. No Perhaps take Genesis as the standard to which all others imulate.

George Brown

Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines Yes

Camille

Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines Not sure Option 4

Michael Haines
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

No
That is difficult to ascertain.    There are no penalties for non-compliance by retailers. Self-regulation is not an answer to some of 
the matters addressed (as listed above) when interpretation of those matters are left in the retailers' "hands".

Why should there be costs to consumers for profit-driven companies (some of whom have been making super-profits for decades) to behave responsibly 
within their social contract to exist? That looks very much like a "retailers talking point" with more than a hint of threat in it ("there'll be pain for you if 
we're regulated").  Option 4 for preference, but Option 3 at a pinch.

No
See previous answer. Industry capture is an issue for the Authority to consider very carefully, without any 
"hand waving" occurring or justifying their considered position.

No.

The ease with which retailers raise prices bear relation to maintenance of ongoing profits and externalising of risks, not to 
the contribution of our society in the past to the (renewable and other) sources of energy currently being delivered. This 
addresses the subsidies ("welfare") by whatever means made, via government, to energy generators/retailers by society at 
large. Profits need to monitored and where necessary curtailed to ensure power poverty for consumers is not an ongoing 
issue.

Dave Findlay Yes

Margaret 
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Yes

Neil Funnell
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Nance Bruce
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Dean Reynolds No

Prior to 1990, when the power supply was state owned & operated on a non profit basis, NZ had the second cheapest power in the 
OECD. Today, after disasterous corporatisation & part privatisation, power poverty is widespread because power pricing is profit 
driven & beyond the reach of many people.  The only solution is to re-nationalise power, but in the meantime, the Consumer 
Care Guidelines are the only protection which power consumers have, however, they have be compulsory with huge monetary 
fines for any breaches.  To expect greedy, profit driven power companies to voluntarily observe the Consumer Care Guidelines in 
naïve & ludicrous - capitalism only behaves itself when it's forced to, under threat of penalties.

Yes Option 4 is the best - it gives consumers the maximum possible protection No
Option 4 makes parts 1 - 9 of the guidelines mandatory & therefore prevents the power companies 
weaseling out of their obligations by offsetting one part of the guidelines against another.   As for any extra 
costs, these should come out the dividends the power companies pay to their parasitical shareholders

None

A key issue which should be in the Guidelines is that the power companies be obliged to operate on a non profit basis to 
significantly reduce the price of power to affordable levels. Any shareholders who can't live with this should be bought by 
issuing them with government stock & if the government needs additional revenue to compensate them for their loss of 
dividends, they can institute a wealth tax.

gilles Yes Yes

Peter Tolhoek
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

The only thing i have heard off is that my low use dicount has been stolen from me!! Not sure Yes

Gary Lawrence Yes Not sure
This is difficult as they need to make profit, but here in NZ they are way over priced unapproachable and they all seem to be within 
cents of each other. Smells to much like follow the leader price wise with them all, there is no reason to stay loyal to a service 
provider anymore and I also think they do not care it is purely profit 

No comment Yes No comment No comment

Chris 
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Dave Stevens
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Sandra Dyke
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

steven jamieson No

Chris Ogilvie
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Sounds wonderful, but cannot relate it to the service we get. Not sure Option 4 is my preferred, though when power was supplied by NZED it seemed to be a whole lot cheaper. 
I think rooftop PV systems (and solar hot water) get insufficient consideration. Another concern is the current fashion for 
painting roofs dark colours, then having to turn on the air con cos the house is too hot. The levels of stupidity here are 
beyond comprehension! 

Tony H No
Voluntary guidelines is about as weak as you can get. Entirely inadequate when one considers the imbalance between large quasi-
monopolies and individual consumers.

Yes At least 3, but why not 4 Yes
I'd like you to look at issues raised relating to micro-suppliers, e.g. roof-top photovoltaic. They also have very little market 
power.

Dave S No
Bullet point six:  should read      ".... a price for services delivered which is fair to all consumers .... "    Electricity companies have 
enjoyed huge profits!

Not sure agree with bullets 3 and 4 Yes cannot think of any I am sure there must be some but they do not occur to me at this point

Margaret No Yes

Michael
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Catherine Joyce Campbell Yes Yes
Option 2 would ensure each Company has the same understanding of the guidelines without additional bureaucracy and resultant cost - ultimately to 
customers.

No
My preference would be for Option 2 for reasons set out in Ans 4. Clearly you think the companies need a 
bigger stick to ensure their compliance. You may well know them better than I do!

No No suggestions

Marg
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

It solely depends on members of each board to do the best for consumers. Over the years we have very incompetent board 
members.  

Yes As long as it is administrated correctly.  refer to comments above. Yes BUT as above comments are implemented.

Sam Stephens No
The Electricity Authority’s own review showed that retailers are not consistently following the Guidelines. That is causing harm to 
consumers. The Electricity Authority should commit now to codifying (making mandatory) and strengthening all protections in the 
Consumer Care Guidelines as fast as possible.

Yes
Yes, but the other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making the FULL set of 
Guidelines mandatory as soon as possible. If this work must be done in two tranches, then Part 9 (fees and bonds) should be added 
to the list of priority areas. 

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 provides this. No No. I prefer Option 4. Please commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory.
Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.    There are also other consumer issues that require urgent action.     Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as 
possible:  * Disconnection fees  * Prepay prices  * The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.

Not regulating companies because it causes costs to them is unacceptable, when they have positions of such power over the 
lives of everyday New Zealanders. If private electricity companies cannot meet basic standards of care, maybe we should 
consider renationalisation.

Sue Ray
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Trevor Meyle Yes Yes I like the word ‘mandatory’. I also like the phase ‘managed income’ for people who say they are unable to pay for utilities. Yes Brining back the ‘prompt payment discount’ of a few years ago. 

Sue
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Not sure

David No I take exception to incentives for new customers to the detriment of customers who do not change supplier. Yes There seems to be adequate compliance with the requirements to protect vulnerable customers without imposing more costs. No Not needed. No. High marketing costs based upon customer churn.
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 Q3: What do you think the benefits to domes c consumers will be under op ons 2, 3, and 4? Q5: Are there any other options you think we should consider? Q6: What issues that fall outside of the current Guidelines would you like to see us consult on next?

First name Last name Response Can you tell us more to support your answer? Response If no, please tell us what parts of the Guidelines you think prevent the greatest harm from occurring to consumers. Open-Ended Response Response If no, please tell us which option you think is better. Open-Ended Response Open-Ended Response

Q1: Do you think that the Guidelines are currently delivering on their purpose and intended outcomes?  
Q2: Do you agree that parts 2, 6, 7, and 8 are the parts of the Guidelines that prevent the greatest harm from occurring to 

consumers?
Q4: Do you agree with our preliminary preference for option 3? 

cyril lawless
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Yes
Option two. Because electricity is essential for modern life, especially the sick electricity suppliers should go the extra mile to assure that problems are 
handled as well as possible. But then again their are people who will take advantage of this.

I find this a hard question as mandatory regulation Leeds to bloated bureaucracy so is a double edged sword.  
 Bloated bureaucracy Leeds to more expense and higher prices. 

owen Yes

James Yes
The guidelines were a great first step when they were introduced, and it was the right call to make them guidelines rather than 
Code. They were a significant, positive change from the earlier voluntary guidelines. Now is the right time to reassess that. 

Yes
There is no need at this point to make all the guidelines mandatory - just those parts that offer the most protection to consumers. You don’t want to 
unnecessarily restrict innovation. 

Yes
Voluntary guidelines are still appropriate for the other parts of the guidelines, but you would still want 
confidence that retailers are following them in an aligned way. It’s important to leave space for innovation, 
and you want retailers to exceed the minimum standards in the Code, not merely comply with them. 

Prepay has always been very polarising. Some advisers advocate for it strongly as an excellent mechanism for consumers to 
manage their budgets. Others think it is leads to harm and self-disconnection.     It genuinely costs more than post-pay due to 
it being a higher cost to serve model, with higher metering costs to enable the regular remote disconnection that occurs 
(which has required investment by metering companies to make work). This needs to be analysed and communicated. 

Neville Yes Our supplier meets the guidelines objective.  But still very expensive!! Yes

michael smart No
" help customers access electricty services that are affordable to them "   affordable needs to be defined to recognize that what 
people can afford various enormously, depending on income, size of family, and location in N.Z.    what about " help customers 
access electricity services related to their income and family size "  

Yes Yes
with regards to the price per unit, customers have no idea whether the price is reasonable in terms of company 
profit/cost...need an external body that gives consumers the information that then allows them to change power supplier to 
a lower price per unit. 

Malcolm
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Bill Donaldson
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

A Tariq Saeed-Malik No
Power companies have more influence than individual consumers; the correpondence from power companies around bundled 
services has been found to be misleading.

Yes The above mentioned parts do address the main issues
Option 1 has shown not to have worked    Option 2 is same as option 1. I am pretty sure that the power companies have people smart enough to understand 
what is needed. If they chose not to comply and then blame the wording or need "clarification", then they are being too smart by half    Option 3 keeps the 
focus on the main points    Option 4 may face stiffer resistance from the companies 

Yes Bundles services need more scrutiny. So do binding contracts. Price variation and profits of the companies

gavan mcintosh
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Not sure Yes

Bartlett Provo No Yes Option 4 would provide the best benefits No Option 4 All options should be made mandatory ASP.
move towards a system where no-one is disconnected because they can’t afford to pay their power bill.    prepay power 
prices to be investigated to ensure the people struggling the most don’t pay the highest amounts for power.

Lynda Stevens
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Have just read them and don't understand what they are trying to achieve.  I thought our consumer watchdog did this type of 
thing anyway

Yes

Max
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

This is the first I’ve heard of them. I’m answering the survey to make one point. Providers ought to be required to have 
standardised usage information so that one can comprehensibly compare different providers’ plans. At present it is very difficult 
to compare one provider’s plan with another provider’s options I believe this inhibits competition by obfuscation. 

Not sure Not everyone has a reliable internet connection or the ability to assay the information thereon. 
Unless guidelines are mandatory, there is little incentive for providers to comply other than periodic bad publicity which inevitably leads to we’ll do better 
responses. 

No A prescribed & regulated pricing information obligation that makes comparing plans accessible. 

Aschi No Yes

Des Ashton Yes Yes

Warwick No
I believe few companies are following the guidelines, they should be made mandatory, and the EA should actually get into gear 
and act in the interests of consumers. 

Yes Absolutely Option 4. And any cost increase will be trivial and can be easily absorbed by the companies from their current super profits. No Option 3 seems like the usual EA half-way wimpy response to the situation.
Next consultation should be around the flawed structure of the market and the pressing need to separate generation from 
retailing.

Lloyd Wilson
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Alison
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Jarrod No
Since the denationalisation of the electricity infrastructure prices have skyrocketed while companies spend more and more on 
non-unfrastructure related expenses (such as marketing) to compete. The companies should be febuinely focusing on reducing 
costs.  

Not sure Option 4 provides the best protection No
The sector needs to be highly regulated as consumers cannot trust electricity companies to act in good faith. 
They have never shown they can in the past. 

Gretchen Spalinger Yes
My electricity provider communicates regularly, with complete data regarding my power usage.  They note any changes in use, 
and also recommend possible changes to package.  Thery also regularly offer alternative payment possibilities, should I have any 
financial difficulty.

Yes
Normally, I would say that leaving the Guidelines voluntary leads to self-regulation and all the problems inherent with that.  However, I have looked on 
the websites of several power providers (not all of them), and it seems to me that they currently abide by the Guidelines.

Yes I can't think of any. Information about various package plans, buying supplemenmtary power packes, etc.  seems very unclear to me.

Bruce
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Yes Option 3 Yes

Ian No Whilst companies can be both generators and retailers there will not be an effective market and there is no effective competition Yes option 3 Yes proper competition in the market

John
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Never heard of these guidelines. Being voluntary and knowing how the large power companies are behaving with high prices, it 
follows that they are not working. 

Yes
Option 3 or 4 make sense in the current environment. Some sort of compulsion is necessary. I reject that these obligations would automatically result in 
increased prices to consumers. 

Yes None

Robert No

stan
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

 haven't heard of the Consumer Care Guidelines      

George No They simply don't make a good attempt to address the customers needs No I believe they can and do get away with ignoring the guide lines Option 3 Yes Proceed with option 3 but prohibit any cost increase. No comments 

Mike Burt No Yes Option 3 Yes Option 3 or 4 at least. You cannot trust/ rely on companies whose sole underlying aim is profit.
With any future rules, you should put a profit cap on the companies….if they exceed it then they must reduce prices to the 
consumer. Of course the cap allows for future investment as needed. 

Steve Southall No
The intent of the guidelines is good. just a shame my retailer (Electric Kiwi) isn't following them.  I've had serious issues raised 
with them for nearly a year, and even with EA intervention I've yet to receive a satisfactory response

Not sure Harm comes in different forms.  Lack of transparency can be equally harmful Option 4 - make them all mandatory No
Anything other than mandatory compliance will allow retailers to wriggle out of their responsibilities to 
consumers

Transparency so all information and source data is disclosed and accessible from retailer websites The role of metering companies and customer access to the detailed data available in customer smart meters

Tom Morgan
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Elaine Yes Yes, they are delivering to some extent, at least with the company I deal with. But there is still plenty of room for improvement. 

Jennifer Price No

We live in a rural area close to a coastal village 1 and a half hours from Auckland. We constantly have short outages. There seems 
to be no reason for these. This affects the way we practise horticulture.   We used to also grow apples and pears and store them in 
our own small coolstores for local sale. The electricity prices rose so quickly that we had to abandon growing these essential 
foods.  The marginal costing model for pricing electricity is a licence to print profits. That is stated by a cost accountant with 40 
years experience.  

Yes Option 3 No Makes what is a public good originally funded by the public meet its public obligations.
The effect of increasing costs on the economy.  Restoring the South Island differential.  Making it mandatory to charge 
consumers on the time they use their electricity and make it easy for consumers to do.At the moment it is not.

Lynne No
Think there is still a lack of simply accessed about the pros and cons of different plans when thinking of changing. They explain 
the benefits but not the negatives. 

Yes Option 2 Sorry getting too complex for me

John Jennings 
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Sharon No They are not delivering a cost effective service - largely unaffordable by a considerable portion of the community Not sure Yes

Lynette Newby No
Electricity providers are obviously taking little notice of the Guidelines.  'Plans', Invoices, communications are getting increasing 
unclear, Support services (help desks etc) are only helpful if you know exactly what you want.

No Fees are very important also
1) - no point, not being followed now  2) as above  3)& 4) both possible, but why increased cost if they should already be voluntarily following the 
Guidelines?

Yes Profit at the cost to customer, and the use of said profit 

E M Milner
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Robert Side
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Yes Yes

Jos Kunnen
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Yes Yes

Tracey 
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

I am not sure if the guidelines have made any practicable difference to customer experience or encouraged competition/fair 
pricing between retailers. From my point if view, all I have seen is electricity prices rising and my provider making a massive profit 

Yes
I think most benefit would be for option 3 - but it would depend on what the "added costs" actually are - particularly in light of the large profits made 
recently by the biggest retailers 

Yes But it would depend on how much the additional costs are
Option 2 should also be seriously considered. I don't know to what extent retailers are not currently abiding by the guidelines so do not know the scale of the problem nor the size of the additional benefit from making some 
parts mandatory 

Perhaps some information from the retailer regarding the source of the electricity they supply and its sustainability 

Francis
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

The only communication I get is constant price rise notices Not sure Where is option in guidelines for negotiating rates Option 1 or none of the above. We just want cheaper unit rates!!! No
None of the options will lead to cheaper unit prices so why bother wasting the time and money. Electricity is 
excessively expensive in nz considering most of it is hydro produced by the dams that the taxpayer paid for. 
Launch an anticompetitive investigation!

Refer to answer 5

Marilyn Bolton Yes

John Bull No

Phyllis
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Jenny No

The profit maximisation principle drives treatment of their consumers as evidenced by the ever-increasing price gouging and 
eyewatering profits every financial year. And uncertainties of supply as they maximise profits at the expense  of supply.    
Electricity is a public good, essential for health and wellbeing of NZers, yet not even triple bottom lines are required  of these 
profiteers in their shiny offices with highly paid teams to administer what used to require teams of engineers and specialists with 
an eye on maintaining supply to all NZers wherever they live, in the short and long terms, and secure backups in the event of 
emergencies eg droughts, floods, dam burst etc .

Not sure
see my previous answer - the model is faulty and designed for company profits rather than consumer affordability and wellbeing. 
A rort. 

option 4, and profits are so generous they can well afford to suck up a bit of the costs required to keep the rest of us safe. Yes Option 4, see my previous answer
see my answer to the first question, the industry needs a total restructure  to ensure public good rather than private profits 
from an essential  service

Roy
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Yes Option 3 No

Laurie Healy 
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

No Part 3 should also be added to the list you identified
Power companies, like most businesses, cannot be trusted to “do the right thing”. If they were “doing the right thing”, this consultation would be 
unnecessary. Therefore, options 3 of 4 should be implemented.

Yes Can’t think of any, but I am not really qualified to have an opinion. Don’t know enough about the subject
Electricity companies should be encouraging consumers to install alternative energy systems that feed excess energy back 
into the grid. Currently the rate companies pay is a disincentive - the rate needs to be increased substantially.

Jan Behrens
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Yes
I do not think options 2-4 will materially improve consumer outcomes, but will potentially increase compliance cost, and will likely stifle innovation in 
customer service

Yes See previous response.
Address the fundamental problem and properly deregulate the energy market to break the Gentailer model. We need a retail market that actually functions and is not geared towards excess generation profits. Better 
consumer outcomes will come from actual competition in a working energy retail market. 

Address the fundamental problem and properly deregulate the energy market to break the Gentailer model. We need a 
retail market that actually functions and is not geared towards excess generation profits. Better consumer outcomes will 
come from actual competition in a working energy retail market. 

Rachael No
Getting rid of the low user plan is wrong. Older people, working people and students who don’t use much power trying to save 
money to pay for food have been penalised A LOT 

Not sure Option 3 No Option 3 Not sure Low user plan

Conrad No No

Paul Gurran No

Profits of 0.5 billion $ and 1.5 billion dollars in the last 2 years is a completely damning inditement on how useful voluntary 
guidelines are. They rake in millions while many NZers live in freezing cold houses and for many not having the privilege of 
continuous power as they cannot afford to pay. Pretty simple answer, regulate to limit profits to a certain %age making them drop 
prices in line with that profit margin.

No
It is all just meaningless words on a piece of paper if it is not compulsory. They write the words then proceed to ignore them all. 
Basically consumers have to go without basic needs and have their families sharing beds and missing meals before any help is 
considered. 

Support Option 3 but going one step further and limiting profits as mentioned earlier so electricity costs can be kept as low as possible while providing 
agreed profit margins to all electricity companies.

Yes But with the additional limit on excessive profits. No

Pointless having a 35 page document that is only read by the electricity companies to check how to avoid any legal 
challenges. I do not believe anyone trying to find money to eat let alone heat them homes will bother reading this. It could 
be replaced with one sentence.      All electricity companies to limit profits to x% of total earnings.     No doubt there will also 
need to be some guidance around a %age of revenue to be used to maintain/upgrade networks, but I don't see any way 
without regulating to ensure these companies do what is right. It is simply not in the DNA of people who have fought their 
way to the top of these companies to suddenly become benevolent benefactors of the common man. 

Keith Goebel Yes

ALISON WALKER
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Gavin Major No Low income homes are discriminated against, Power is a right in NZ not a privilege. No All parts are important Option 4 No I think all parts should be mandatory option 4

Dale Woolgar 
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Michael
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Not sure

Mel No

Kathy No
I have seen nothing that suggests electricity companies care about what is affordable to their customers. I don't have any 
'relationship' with my provider (Genesis) other than the bill sent through each month.

Barbara McLay No

We switched providers just over a year ago and have been very happy. Now they want to put their prices up, except if you take 
out broadband with them they will hold our prices. This seems very unfair to us, and we feel blackmailed. WE do not intend to 
take their broadband so will probably switch again. So much for customer loyalty!! We switched from Genesis to Electric Kiwi. Not 
sure what we will do next.

Not sure I like the Option4 as it is the only one that seems to have any teeth Yes As previously stated I will go with Option 4 as it seems to have the most teeth. not sure
putting up prices with hooks, such as only putting them up if you won't sign up to broadband is disgusting and should not be 
allowed. This should be stopped.

Richard Battrick
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

I have only heard about people needing electricity for critical health appliances in their home, and giving people notice before 
cutting off the power; but I think the customer always has to chase after these things.

Yes Option 4 No Option 4 Not sure but vulnerable people need protection.

Philip Plimmer Yes Yes

Jill
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines
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 Q3: What do you think the benefits to domes c consumers will be under op ons 2, 3, and 4? Q5: Are there any other options you think we should consider? Q6: What issues that fall outside of the current Guidelines would you like to see us consult on next?

First name Last name Response Can you tell us more to support your answer? Response If no, please tell us what parts of the Guidelines you think prevent the greatest harm from occurring to consumers. Open-Ended Response Response If no, please tell us which option you think is better. Open-Ended Response Open-Ended Response

Q1: Do you think that the Guidelines are currently delivering on their purpose and intended outcomes?  
Q2: Do you agree that parts 2, 6, 7, and 8 are the parts of the Guidelines that prevent the greatest harm from occurring to 

consumers?
Q4: Do you agree with our preliminary preference for option 3? 

William O'Donnell No

Electricity supply in NZ is a smoke & mirrors operation. Direct Taxes were reduced by successive labour & National governments, 
but INDIRECT taxation came into being immediately. Electricity supply is one of those. The govt. of the day demands a "return' on 
their investment in the 5 big suppliers, so the consumer prices rise accordingly to achieve this. This is an indirect tax ! The minor 
minnows offering subcontracted prices from the "wholesale" market are part of this subterfuge, most are subsidiaries of a major 
generator.  As to Generators being able to be retailers as well as suppliers, well that is fraught with danger too !   The 
Transmission of the power is the only weak link in this chain of deceit, but that is overcome by the levy added on to all rates to 
cover increasing costs of distribution that has never been addressed, in that the majority of power is consumed north of Taupo, 
yet most power generation capacity is south of Taupo. hence the need for an increasing demand for cross Cook Strait cables, a4th 
is necessary NOW, to allow for all the EVs & heatpumps being installed/used in the major metropolitan areas.

Yes
Option 4, because the consumer needs to know that their vulnerability can be remedied without undue hardship , by the Company, without penalty, in 
certain circumstances !

Yes
The best option is to scrap completely the NGOs & put all generation back under the Electricity Supply Authority, the transmission back in their hands as well, & operate a wholesale market , overseen by a Power Marketing 
Authority that creates fair rates, allows for taxation & also for low income consumers to be subsidised by the market. 

As per my previous answer. I was privy to the goings on in the 1990s when this system was installed, against the advice of the 
consultants from Boose Allen etc, as the Govt was adamant that a new structure was better than a revamped single authority 
as recommended. The increased costs of all these management structures is a burden on the consumer in NZ !

Harry No Failing to help their customers access electricity services that are affordable.  Retailers lack real competition and innovation No
Harm does come to consumers who lose access to services and are unable to resign.  e.g. Forced onto prepay, food is spoilt when 
power goes out overnight when they can not top up.    Part 9, which is about fees, should be included in the first stage.  Fee's 
should not be charged since most of those cost are already included in determining the price of services.

Option 4 should be mandatory, so that there is a consistent even environment for consumers and providers. No
There is significant room in profits to be used to offset any potential increase in prices.  E.g. make less and 
not pass on those so called increases.

The Electricity Authority should make all aspects of the consumer care guidelines mandatory as soon as possible.
Current Gentailers need to be reviewed.  All power generation should be split for sales so that any retailer can buy power 
from any generator and use dutch auction rather than high demand, high price model. This could also mean some business 
could buy direct from a generator and eliminate the middle costs.

[REDACTED]
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

No Need to strengthen parts 7/ 8 as a permanently disabled person in a wheelchair i am reliant on access to power 24/7 Option 4 as all parts are interlinked and necessary to deliver this public good. No
Keeping costs down should be the key driver. It is not clear competition has done this. We have more 
etailers than the whole of the US Why??

It covers the key options to protect customers Need for an independent free complaints body with statutory teeth.

Stephen Fullard No Too many electric providers using profit for investors instead of reducing basic price for consumers Not sure Don't think it's working Volunteery never works No Don't trust them at all Unsure Electric providers should be state owned 

Ian Reid 
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Not sure No

Jon No No encouragement for solar panels, pitiful buy back. Not sure Option 3 but all costs borne by power companies with no ability to pass costs on to consumers Yes No

Latimer
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

They read essentially like managerialist jargon. Yes Part 6, 7, 8 are principled, can't be sure this will translate in action. option 3 Yes Not sure here
It would be great if contacting a power company was easier than 1.25 hours and 5 "teams" to tell the tale too ( after waiting 40 
mins for someone to answer the phone). And on-line is not an alternative except in the simplest of issues. My experience 
was with Mercury Energy. We got there in the end. (And it is said Government is too bureaucratic wow !)   

Alister McMillan Yes Yes Option 3 Yes No

Jon Asmus
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

I was unaware of these Guidelines. They appear to cover all aspects of their business relationships with customers. Whether they 
are honored is another thing because you rely on the Retailers to 'fess up' on issues that arise.  Is there, or should there be an 
escalation process as there is for Broadband (Telecommunication Dispute Resolution Scheme)  

Yes I think Option 2 is good, with Option 3 coming into play if it becomes apparent that some retailers are not playing ball. No
As mentioned, I prefer Option 2. Option 3 is has the right intentions but I'm unsure how these protections 
can be measured in an ongoing process.   

I cannot think of any Cannot think of anything

Patricia No The cost of Electricity and poor lines and infrastructure maintenance No Again supply costs Option 4 Yes Maybe Again costs and maintenance

John Brooks
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Tony No Electricity is not affordable Yes Option 3 Yes Watch dog should have more teeth.

Elizabeth Milne
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Yes Yes

Claire

Brian Davison
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Not sure I favour option 4

David Wood
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Main reason I am not sure is because it is far too difficult to make meaningful comparisons between providers. Not sure Yes
users should be more clearly able to compare costs between providers. The current trend for providers to provide incentives 
for "jumping ship" encourage users to switch back and forth without being able to properly assess longer term costs.

Richard Moyle
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

I would say Yes if efficiency of customer services was not directly proportionate to institutional size. There is no socially 
equivalent satisfaction to be found in communicating with machines.

Not sure Option 3 allows a realistic blend of human and automated processes not entirely susceptible to shareholder priorities. No

Keith Davidson No
There are insufficient competitive services for customers to select. Retailers are hamstrung by wholesalers. Daily supply charges 
have got ridiculously expensive, and price increases outstrip inflation. One or two person households are at a significant 
disadvantage with the increased daily line charges.

No These requirements would need to become compulsory for retailers in order to be useful Option 4 preferred. And there should be no increased price, it should come from forced savings by the industry No
Option 4 is best, and the industry needs to pay for it by forced cost savings. They have had excessive profits 
for years. Time they gave back!

Terry Hawker Yes Yes No
The power companies need to be restricted in the charges.   Power should be considered a necessary not for 
profit service.  The current model is deeply flawed.

Power production and delivery should be government controlled and not for profit.

Richard Morgan
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Angela Oliver
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Not sure Yes No 4 - they can adhere to these guidelines as a minimum and better them if they can Can't think of any Standard less complicated  invoicing

Murray Campbell-Cree No
I don't believe the relationship is positive in fact quite the opposite, nor do I think electrical services are affordable and little 
effort is spent trying to make this better.

Yes Mandatory requirements are the only way to ensure consumer protection. Yes No

Ross McAuley Yes companies should have fair, competitive pricing with reliable service. Yes option 3, but concerned by increases to cost being put on consumers Yes

Deana
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Marite Tweeddale
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Louise Templeton No Prices are too high Yes Option 4 Yes
Consumer care should be paramount. While I understand this is 'business' and profits are important to the power companies, I don’t see this industry as purely for profit as it is providing essential to life services so their duty of 
care care should be paramount. If that means regulation then so be it….I would prefer the companies had the social conscience to do what is right without govt intervention and tight regulation but I doubt that is feasible! 

Lynda McCalman No

Clare Wall Yes

Jim Yes

John Palmer
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Not sure

Leila El-Hinsheri Yes TrustPower sold us to Mercury. TrustPower complied. Imagine Mercury will too. Yes Option 4 No

[REDACTED] No Electricity is a right not a consumer commodity and no profit should be made from it No Power should be a human right and not unaffordable. The most vulnerable should get it for extra low cost or free It goes someway to provide an even playing field No
I don't think any of these options are the total answer . My belief is that all New Zealanders have a right to 
free power and big business should pay.

No Stop giving these companies huge profits at the expense of consumer 

Diana Houtman
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

[REDACTED] No
I have ptsd due to non notification of power cuts.   I am on oxygen 24/7 and [REDACTED] are aware of this,  but do not advise me.   
When I contact [REDACTED] to ask why I wasn't notified,  they say they were not advised of the power cut.

No
The power companies are a law unto themselves.   They have a monopoly which is dangerous for the consumer and they have 
become bullies.

Option 4 is preferable. No - due to power companies having a monopoly - I disagree.  Option 4 is better. no Due to the bullying currently being a part of the power ego's - it is important to slice up the monopoly - more 

Angela Stratton No
I believe electricity is a basic right for kiwis and should be provided by the government without individual companies profitting 
from supply. 

No
Many of the public are not educated enough to read contracts and this is going to be more of an issue with the youth now, who are 
even less able. 

I'll follow your recommendation, but I'm concerned about consumers' comprehension. How do we protect the vulnerable, as the Treaty requires? The Treaty, 3 Ps, are not being followed. 

Sheena
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Keith Martin Yes Yes No Definitely shouldn't be left up to the Electricity sector to comply or not

Faye Goggin
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

We get reminders about reliance on electricity when paying bills but it is seems like a marketing ploy. Not sure Am not sure folk can be denied. Assured supply with the latter. Yes Maybe Does the company not think they should provide a service and foot part of lost fees? 

John
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Not sure

Johanne Yes
Yes it only very recently, it was only yesterday I received the first communication from them saying that my power account/usage 
was higher than usual & offering some reasons why this might be. My account is paid by direct debit monthly.

No

I think the greatest harm can be disconnection, I’m unsure if there is still an option for pay as you go metering (which in the past 
has been much more expensive for those customers) but this did allow them to get assistance from MSD to pay for power.  Debts 
of this kind are very difficult to manage for both parties because the bills keep coming so the power companies have to make long 
term arrangements for the debts to avoid continuation of indebtedness, I think MSD have a part to play here they can clear the 
debt & deduct in very small amounts from benefit. Lack of communication from the customers is possibly a really big factor.   Bonds 
are quite different, customers would normally go from retailer to retailer to get a lower bond, but landlords may not allow this, 
there has to be some sort of affordable maximum on bonds. 

1 & 2 useless, 3 & r best options but if 4 costly it would partly defeat the objective. Yes The power industry is becoming far more complex with retailer offering power, gas, phone & internet, I think it’s making it more difficult for people to understand. More discussion between retailers & MSD (with users permission)

Eric Pollock 
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Yes Option 3

Sue Jarvis We are happy with our supplier

Alison Valentine 
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Not sure Option 2 No If the issues can be adequately addressed option 2 will be cheaper for consumers No

John Pringle Yes We want electricity supplied at the best possible price to support our home and family needs Yes Option 2 No Option 2 No Supply and keeping costs down

Kevin Gain Yes Yes Guidelines need legal backing. Option 3 good comppromise Yes No Don’t know

Toni Jacobs
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

No
Part 3 should also be included as its important. Customer information that is compromised can also cause harm. The harm can be 
significant in terms of personal information being stolen and used for identity theft for example.

Option 2 Doesnt have any substance, if they guidelines are voluntary why would it matter if power companies understand them or not.  Option 3 Selecting 
parts of the guidelines as mandatory and could cause confusion for power companies. Lack of clarity for consumers as well.  Option 4 provides that best 
coverage for consumers and would encourage more power companies to be compliant.

Yes No

Retailers should be limited to how many times a year (2-3), or how much per annum ($) they can charge a customer a 
disconnection and reconnection fee. I am thinking about people who are in extreme hardship and get into a regular cycle of 
being disconnected. More needs to be done for this group, there is no current incentive for retailers as they make money off 
the fees charged. If the customer receives support from WINZ, the retailer knows this will be paid regardless of the amount, 
or times disconnection occurs. I use to work for a Power retailer and this issue always concerned me.

Cathie Smith
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Yes Option 3 No Option 3 is only a start and it would be much better to include the other options right away

Gail Webster No
I think power companies charge far too much. I’m not a high income earner and cannot afford to run a heat pump. I’m pretty sure 
there are a lot worse off than me too.

Not sure It seems if we want better care, we pay extra. I would like to think power companies should be offering better care as part of their business. Yes Reluctant yes as I feel 4 should be the case without the rise in costs. The cost in proportion to the profits made.

Valerie Stace-Chadwick No Increasing cost of power to consumer higher than is justified Not sure We need regulation that ensures consumers can afford power No
Profits have been paid out to shareholders as dividends instead of using them to strengthen infrastructure. We saw the 
results of that after cyclone Gabriel when huge swaths of consumers were without power for unacceptably Ling perods

Roderick McLeay
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Yes Yes

Michael Ward No
Power prices are rocketing up.  Given that so much is produced from cheap and renewable sources,  this seems like we are being 
ripped off

No There are still disconnections occurring Make all parts mandatory No Make ALL parts mandatory.  It is the only way to ensure compliance Re nationalise the production of power production and distribution Nil

Michelle Yes

ALAN No
PRICES/PROFITS KEEP INCREASING  DUE TO SYSTEM LOADED IN FAVOUR OF HIGHEST PRICE IS CHARGED BY ALL REGARDLESS OF 
COSTS INVOLVED

Not sure OPTION 3 IS THE ONLY CHOICE TO PROPERLY CONTROL THIS SEEMINGLY OUT OF CONTROL PROFIT DRIVEN ESSENTIAL SERVICE Yes
THE DAILY CHARGE WHICH APPEARS VERY HIGH AND I FEEL SHOULD HAVE A REQUIREMENT FOR JUSTIFICATION WHICH DOESNT 
APPEAR TO HAVE CURRENTLY

Maxim Mertsalov 
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Janet Clifford
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Yes

Naomi Macleod No
Electricity is very expensive and becoming more unaffordable every year. A lot of plans seem to force you to be locked into two-
year bundled contracts to get the cheaper rates. 

Not sure Fees and bonds - is there enough real competition in the market? Option 3 or 4 would be best. No point having guidelines if they are not enforced. Yes

Alan Simpson
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Consumer care went out the door when we got hit by Gabriel, and more than likely right now in the South Island, when you are 
disabled and rely on Electricity to get by in life it's very difficult, like my Hospital Bed got left in an upright position for 11 days, my 
Bidet for toileting failed, could not shower, we have been forced into buying a Generator for standby.  

Bill McLeod Yes Not sure Yes

Nomes
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

The first I ever heard of a company trying to make electricity adorable and to help and protect users was when I heard about Nau 
mai ra.  I didn't even know there were guidelines for electricity providers

Yes
I think that option 3 is going to have the best outcomes, as it will incur some increase in cost, but probably less than option 4. And it will also ensure that 
there are legal protections in place for our most vulnerable whānau.  I feel like this is also more likely to be accepted by companies than trying to make 
everything legally binding, as people, and particularly companies,  don't respond well to rules. 

Yes

Mike Henderson No
Because these are only guidelines and are not mandatory, and because not all electricity retailers are signed up to them, they 
cannot deliver on their purpose and intended outcomes

Yes I support Option 4  No
I support Option 4  I believe that all parts of the consumer care guidelines should be mandatory as soon as 
possible.  All electricity providers should be caring for their customers, particularly their vulnerable 
customers, and they should all be following the Guidelines now.

If the Electricity Authority chooses option 3, I think that the remaining guidelines should be made mandatory as soon as possible.
I believe that prepayment power prices should be investigated to ensure the people struggling the most don’t pay the 
highest amounts for power.
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 Q3: What do you think the benefits to domes c consumers will be under op ons 2, 3, and 4? Q5: Are there any other options you think we should consider? Q6: What issues that fall outside of the current Guidelines would you like to see us consult on next?

First name Last name Response Can you tell us more to support your answer? Response If no, please tell us what parts of the Guidelines you think prevent the greatest harm from occurring to consumers. Open-Ended Response Response If no, please tell us which option you think is better. Open-Ended Response Open-Ended Response

Q1: Do you think that the Guidelines are currently delivering on their purpose and intended outcomes?  
Q2: Do you agree that parts 2, 6, 7, and 8 are the parts of the Guidelines that prevent the greatest harm from occurring to 

consumers?
Q4: Do you agree with our preliminary preference for option 3? 

Robert Jackson Yes Yes Option 4 is best with costs to be paid out of existing profits. Over time companies should pay into a central contingency fund that supports vulnerable etc. Yes Option 4 is the ultimate, but at a cost.

Julia Peters Yes
My supplier offers incentives - ie points are given to walk distances, answers questions and pay bills on time. Also power free 
days are given annually.  Points accrued can be used for discounts on bills.  USER FRIENDLY app available

Yes part 2 is essential Options 2. There should always be some flexibility to address concerns when and if they occur.

Ian Miller Yes

My answer is, yes but...  I think the reliability of the network is not all that it might be, and in some cases we have outages when 
trees blow over the lines. Everyone knew the trees were there so maybe more protective  maintenance is required. Similarly for 
old transformers.    This seems to be one of the few industries where maintenance and advance are generated from current 
profits rather than from investment. I think the captive market has led to higher prices than should occur

Not sure

Part 8 seems unfair - if it is a medical condition where life is at stake the government should take care of the patient where the 
patient cannotn take care of him/herself.    For the rest, I am not sure too may care about whether a company publishes its policy or 
not. As fo0r not paying bills, the question then is, why not? If it is because they have too big a mortgage, then that should have 
been settled before the mortgage was given. Since losses are passed on to others, I don't see why the genrarl public have to carry 
the can for over-enthusiastic house purchasers.

Be clear - losses will be passed on in increased costs to other consumers. No

I disagree with any op0tion  that effectively asks others to pay for your electricity. For the medical cases, tht 
should be the government; for people that are simply overcommitted, that should have been supported; for 
tho0se who are simply too poor, that should be  sorted through social welfare. Private suppliers of any good 
or service should not be welfare agencies tht can pass the costs on to others, thus creating a new marginal 
poor, by stealth.

Stuart Yes

Heiko Mueller-Cajar
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

W C Choi Yes

win No

James
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Education about Consumer care guidelines 

Brenda No Mercury did not inform me my power could be cheaper if I joined another plan No Mercury automatically linked my new account with my joint account, which gave my ex access to my own account
Option 3 but more transparency and open advertising between companies on all social media platforms so all consumers can read, see or hear what 
packages, pricing options are available in layman’s language

No Based on your recommendation More simple marketing Already covered  Although I have no idea if Mercury offer a power rebate

Judy Brooking No

David Wilson Yes

Jill Smith No
The reason any group of humans have power is to enable life to run more smoothly than without it.  If consumers of power cannot 
afford to purchase the power it's defeating the purpose and all other considerations are somewhat irrelevant.

Yes i support Option 4 with the power providers at all levels absorbing the costs. No
I'd like to have gone with Option 3, but experience of company/human behaviour in A/NZ has shown me 
that stricter regulations which are followed up work the best for all citizens.

Regulation of profits need to be considered for any of this to work for  everyone.

Peter Doody No You have the feeling that power companies do what they want. Not sure Part 2 a waste of time the other parts do provide some protection for the vulnerable voluntary guidelines do not work so mandatory protections are necessary option 3 Yes
Lumping further costs on consumers as option 4 would do. This is charging consumers to ensure providers 
are acting responsibly.

meaningful penalties should be in place - major breaches should result in the company concerned providing free power to its consumers for 1 day upwards
The new offers power companies make available to entice new customers should automatically be available to existing 
customers

Steve Conway No

You can't expect an organisation who's primary goal is to make a profit for its investors to be concerned about the people that pay 
for its services. If the reason I exist is to make a profit, then that is my primary focus and nothing else has the same importance, so 
what is in place that makes me comply with looking at aspects not directly tied to making a profit? Some guidelines which I self 
monitor? The reason we have a criminal code is because you can't expect even ordinary law-abiding citizens to always do the right 
thing, why then is it considered logical that a self-monitored profit making organisation is going to do any better?

No

Because they are guidelines that are monitored by  the companies themselves, there are lots of self-monitored guidelines in the 
private sector and they have not resulted in appropriate and fair behaviour because that is not what those doing the self-
montoring are in business for. They are their to make a profit and that is their primary focus and they will not be side-tracked from 
that just because someone says you need to be fair. There has tobe something in place to ensure that companies act fairly, this is 
one of the reasons NZ is being milked by the foreign banks, because you are expecting thieves to monitor there own behaviour 
with guidelines.

Option 4 is the only one that makes sense, none of the others provide for a standard and enforceable set of behaviours across the industry. No

Competition would be important if it were really a thing, companies know how much their supposed 
"competitors" charge and it doesn't result in affordable electricity. The NZ taxpayer paid for all the 
infrastructure that provides these companies with profit yet we see no benefit from that fact. The only thing 
that would keep costs down is a regulatory body that enforces a cap on profit making like that which existed 
prior to the 1990's. A power company will charge as much as it can get away with not what it thinks is a 
reasonable return on investment. The purpose of a private sector company is to wring the greatest profit it 
can for the least amount of effort and cost, to think that they will provide a fair service is delusional.

No what you are proposing will have nill effect.
Enforce a cap on profit making to ensure that companies aren't gauging cusotmers who have virtually no choice as to making a 
valid change.

Joanna No

My experience as a customer is poor. Too often we have power outages in our region. When the power goes out there is little to 
no communication from the electricity provider. We use Contact but they refer onto Vector, who then don't get back to you.     Our 
neighbour has now bought a generator because the power is out so often. Friends of ours down the road have a new baby who at 
2 weeks old ended up in hospital with a respiratory condition. Partly because they didn't have any power for a night. NZ is a first 
world country not a third world one!    There should be penalties if providers who do not provide the service. How many times 
have people had to throw out food because of power losses. Businesses have also suffered having to send customers home.    
There should be penalties for providers that fail to comply with the Guidelines.    It is not fair that some electricity providers 
follow the guidelines and others don’t.

Fred McMillan Yes most seems to be common sence Yes option 4 No no 4 all questions ansseed promptly

Reuben 
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Yes

Kerry Miller
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Rose No Prices out of control while the companies make huge profits. Hard to campare prices. Not sure I think the ordinary customer also has difficulty with all dealings with power companies including prices The guidelines dont really control prices which is the biggest problem. So I dont know that making them mandatory will help. I dont have a preference. here are pluses and minuses with all . Will probably just end up as window dressing No
The difficlty of comparing prices between companies. I know Consumer tries but not all providers are covered and prices 
change faster than Swihch seems to be able to keep up with. Also hidden costs.

Bruce Francis No too many power outages Not sure

Tony Novis No Not sure

Sue Buckler

Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Andrew Webb Yes
I believe that in general the guidelines are delivering however I have a definite "maybe" (?) whether all services are being 
delivered affordably to some.

Yes I believe the guidelines should be made mandatory - Option 4 No Everything mandatory, Option 4 - that way suppliers are on a level playing field No, go for Option 4

Jake B No
I would have preferred answering this question as “Mostly Yes”. The reason is that, electricity is far from affordable. In spite of 
moving to mostly renewable, NZ electricity is becoming more expensive year on year. Providers have taken full advantage of the 
Low User phase out by charging more to low users. 

Yes I have been lucky that I have not had to use these support services from my provider but I have read that they are supportive. 
Option 1. Good providers will automatically comply without regulation making it mandatory. By making it mandatory, power companies will use it as a 
reason to increase prices  even if costs remain the same. 

No Option 1 is better. I provided my reasons in the previous comment. No
1. Practise of increasing fixed charges without decreasing unit charges.   2. Increased responsibility to ensure no power cuts 
during winter especially at night. 

chris fidoe
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Not sure

Chris Handley
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Francesca [REDACTED] No
My energy company ignores my requests, never responds to emails and their 0800 no can involve a very long wait.    Worth noting 
that when I do call I am told there is an error on my account but after a year it is still not fixed 

No They do not prevent harm at all. See answer to Q1 Option 4 No A voluntary code is toothless as you well know. That is why you prefer it- so nothing will change A mandatory code is essential Companies ignore voluntary guidelines and consumers are treated very badly 

Peter Wynne-Jones No Power companies exploit their customers and are extremely focused on their own rules with zero focus on their customers No Power companies disconnect first and ask questions later 1 and 2 do nothing   3 is ok but 4 is the best way forward No 4 us better because power companies need to be reined in  No
The power companies bill smoothing is a rort. They set the periodic amount MUCH more than is required as refuse to reduce 
this amount to the level actually required. The consumer often has a significant credit balance which gives the power 
company "free money" .

Wallis No
The electricity companies AND gas companies are sneaking up the “daily charges” in a sneaky way of charging more than they are 
legally entitled to charge! This slow creep doesn’t seem to have been noticed by any control  bodies. I’m astonished that it is 
being ignored by the control authorities.

Not sure

Genevieve Utting No
Media reports show that the vulnerable people are being charged excessive fees beyond their means.    I have solar power with 
batteries but receive only 8 cents per unit for power generated but have to pay 48 cents for power used. 

Yes
Option 4  Power is a basic need and the power companies need to accept they are part of society's infrastructure and not solely to make a profit for 
shareholders 

No see previous answer Global warming ramifications should also be considered with the environment protections

David Broome No Some seem to match but not all. Yes For ongoing protection of this resource to customers Greater compliance to consumer welfare protection Yes

Debbie
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

I think the Guidelines work when all electricity providers follow them. Unfortunately, that is not always the case. Yes
I'm not sure that Option 2 would make any difference to those suppliers who are currently not following the guidelines. Option 3 would ensure that all 
consumers are protected for the most important areas of their supply connection. Option 4 would definitely increase supply costs to all consumers; that is 
undesirable in the current economic environment.

Yes No

Rex Paddy Yes Yes Yes

ERic Lamb
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Mark Percival Yes Suppliers state to contact them if you have difficulty paying and to inform them of you are a critical user of electricity Yes
2 - is good if your supplier is already complying with the guides lines  3 - A better option to ensure welfare is taken care of  4 - The best option as all 
suppliers would have to comply with each part of the guidelines. I would be happy to pay extra to ensure this happens

No As stated in the previous question, Option 4 gives the best protection even if there is a small cost increase

Michael Desmond No
I believe that most power companies are content to milk their existing customers without passing on new offers or benefits to 
these existing customers 

Yes Sounds reasonable to me Make it mandatory but allow for extra charges for customers with special needs to recover the expense. These extra charges could be subsidised by MSD No
Charge customers who are difficult, delinquent, frequently behind in their payments or who have special 
needs more to recover the costs and charge the expense to MSD. Don’t pile the compliance costs of dealing 
with these people onto ordinary customers who pay their bills on time.

Recover the expenses of dealing with difficult or needy customers from the Government not responsible customers who pay their bills on time. Reward responsible consumers with better prices 

jeff No
first hard to get hold of them.  where there is a complaint they ignore using inertia to get rid of most complaints  if you accelerate 
to  resolution they settle.  This is the very worst of misuse and obstruction of customers.  Given the gentailers manipulation of 
market there is no competition

Yes
option4. Given the enormous profits they will oncharge everything until they are controlled.so it cannot be an answer that it will cost more because it 
already does

No
there is no real competition.there is currently a cost plus model and whatever option is chosen that will not 
change until there is tegulation.Therefore the most mandatory and protective model should be chosen.

there is a need for price regulation.particularly for gentailers who manipulate price by defering despatch.  in particular there 
should be adequate online and phone servicing ( wait times under 30 sec)  immediate mandatory reference to resolution 
service if not resolved at first complaint( at companies cost)  provision that fines and setvice off bottom line ie cannot be 
passed on to customer.  much tighter control of the despatching for gentailers with presumption they are hoarding that they 
must disprove.The impossibility of proving intent by commssion is clear in previous investigations.

Jeremy Lynch
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Jack McKerchar
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

I had never heard of these guidelines until today and then only became aware of them through a third party. Which leads me to 
think you have not been succesful informing the piublic.

Not sure being unaware of the guidelines and not having to engage with a provider in terms of Parts 6 to 8 I have no ability to judge
Option 1 doing nothing usually achieves nothing  Option 2 is little better than option 1  Options 3 and 4 go some way to protecting consumers but the 
performance of the Electricity Authority will need to improve for the changes  to be effective

Yes Not from the little information I have. But this question indicates the Authority has already made up its mind
Beacause of my minimal knowledge I have nothing to add. I would note my experience is that more rules do not necessarilly 
improve outcomes, they need very careful drafting.

Thomas Ranford No Sometimes our night hot water doesn't get switched on Yes Option 4

John Drayton Yes Sounds about right. What every retailer should have. No surprises. Not sure 4 , most obvious No No one will listen anyway, why bother. Ease of comparing retailers pricing.  Only average at the moment

Terry Brunton 
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

First time I’ve heard of the consumer guidelines. But think they’re a good idea. Yes Option 3 Yes Not sure Not sure

Fred No
The prompt payment discount and other discounts were taken away. This penalised good loyal customers. Please bring them all 
back. Why punish good customers? 

No
It is harmful to both customer and business to take away the prompt payment discount and other discounts were taken away. This 
penalised good loyal customers. Please bring them all back. Why punish good customers? 

No
Some of us don’t care about  this.   The prompt payment discount and other discounts were taken away. This 
penalised good loyal customers. Please bring them all back. Why punish good customers? 

Bring back the  prompt payment discount and other discounts which were taken away. This penalised good loyal customers. Please bring them all back. Why punish good customers? Discounts to good customers. 

Bruce Parkes No They have the potential to do so.    They would be improved by making them a mandatory requirement for retailers Yes Part 2, as it makes contract terms explicit Option 3 No

Warwick Bishop Yes
It is all about price really - there are huge differences across the sector - we pay 10 to 15 cents per kWh - others pay well over 30 
cents. It is quite crazy.

Yes If they are all the same why have more than one supplier? I do not really know - it depends!
Could consumers pick a company that just uses, hydro, sunlight, wind and geothermal? They are not loudly promoted that 
way.

John Irving
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Both the purpose and the outcomes seem trite and if they are so important to the sector, one wonders why they havent been in 
force for the last few decades

Not sure
What is the problem they are trying to solve? It looks like they are designed to enable power compnies to lok like the good guys 
when they cut power for non payment!

Power compnies have a monopoly and don't deserve specail protection. Make the guidelines mandatory - as they should have been all along Yes What ever. What ever Offer net metering to enable consumers to install rooftop PV!

John
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Yes Yes

Bob
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Not sure don't know

Sylvia Granville
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Caroline Thomas No

When my husband died I asked them to remove him from the account which was in both our names but they refused and said I 
would have to open a new account under my name. I said that would remove my "continuity of service" and could affect my credit 
rating. They still refused to remove his name. Now all communications I receive from them begin with Dear Stephen (my late 
husband's name) and the account is still deemed a joint account

Yes Yes

Michael
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Michael Campbell No
I have a solar system Ev and sometime next month a tesla battery which will allow me to charge my car on solar only so i am doing 
all i can for the environment and my personal costs. Only a couple  of companies give more than 12 cents a kwh for exported 
power. I believe this gives excess margins on solar power purchases to the detriment of solar uptake.

Yes Yes Solar buyback to support adoption of residential solar

Kathy McCann
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

My power company has been bought out recently by Mercury.  Trustpower prior to that we’re nonly in touch to tell of changes to 
power costs or when sold.  Mercury have been in touch by phone to explain about things we didn’t know about, like free power 
days

Yes Option  4 No I think option 4 is more fair and equitable to all consumers Fair purchase back for solar power to encourage use of solar power and environmental savings

Debbie Bliss Yes

Lyn No Services not affordable to all. 

Keith Howie No
Recent involuntary change from Trustpower to Mercury appears to make valid supply competitor evaluation even less 
transparent.

Yes
Option 3 mandatory requirements will ensure that power companies uniformly comply with guidelines at minimised extra consumer cost.  If I were 
running a power company with non-mandatory guidelines, I would seek all means to minimise cost/mazimise profit.

Yes No.
Standardise billing terms and require discounted/free hours and pricing to be included for transparency to the consumer.    
NZ Consumer's Power Switch does not allow valid comparison between supply companies due to inconsistent terms, 
conditions and clarity.

Linda Hodson No Electricity is mostly not sustainably produced and is too expensive

Ross
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Not sure Option 3 Yes
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 Q3: What do you think the benefits to domes c consumers will be under op ons 2, 3, and 4? Q5: Are there any other options you think we should consider? Q6: What issues that fall outside of the current Guidelines would you like to see us consult on next?

First name Last name Response Can you tell us more to support your answer? Response If no, please tell us what parts of the Guidelines you think prevent the greatest harm from occurring to consumers. Open-Ended Response Response If no, please tell us which option you think is better. Open-Ended Response Open-Ended Response

Q1: Do you think that the Guidelines are currently delivering on their purpose and intended outcomes?  
Q2: Do you agree that parts 2, 6, 7, and 8 are the parts of the Guidelines that prevent the greatest harm from occurring to 

consumers?
Q4: Do you agree with our preliminary preference for option 3? 

David No

Guidelines should be compulsory.  The major problem is the structure of the electricity system - particularly a pricing system that 
provides financial incentives to run the system at the margin as the marginal price is paid for all generated in the applicable time 
period.  Thus gaming the electricity market appears to be a problem - e.g. one of the generators being accused of spilling water.  
That generators that are still majority owned (51%) by the public and have incentives to indulge in gaming the system to the 
detriment of their majority owners (the public) is evidence that the electricity market should be re-designed.  Another issue is 
the pace of investment in renewables like solar and wind.  Substantively increased investment in solar and wind combined with 
hydro storage would decrease the need to run fossil fueled power stations and thus decrease the price paid to the generators - so 
they don't have sufficient incentive to invest substantially more in renewables.   Rather they have incentives to invest in less but 
sufficient renewables and battery storage to then sell that electricity when the price is higher.   And when the big existing players 
get resource consents to build solar and wind generation but then do not actually build them, it can put off investment in solar 
and wind by new players who have to go through resource consent processes and need contracts from big retailers.

Not sure
I support option 3.  But as indicated in my earlier comment, it would be better to address the flaws in the design of the electricity system. These 
guidelines, even if mandatory, cannot be expected to address the flaws.

Yes The design of the electricity market.

Alan Hodgson Yes Yes Option 3 Yes No

Charles Hollings Yes Yes i support 1 and 2, system working well. no further compliance costs please. No no further costs please no

John
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

I guess I expected there to be Guidelines, but wasn’t aware they actually existed in a form for the public to view. Not sure Ideally, option 4, WITHOUT any cost impact for consumers (costs are already too high, and supplier profit levels are inappropriately high). No Option 4, but without any additional cost to residential consumers No Cost control - there needs to be a means of reining in suppliers whose charges are beyond a reasonable return

Ian Wooffindin Yes

Ron Smith Yes Yes Yes

William CHILD
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Not sure Option 4 No Option 4 All power companies should introduce smart meters that tell the consumer how they are using power

Shirley Calvert No The shameful way the Dunedin City Council and Aurora treated and continue to treat the consumers of Central Otago. Not sure

Ngaire No

Mihi Hakiwai-Whaanga No
Electricity in New Zealand is far too expensive. Most is generated thru some type of natural environment eg hydro or wind even 
geothermal, yet we are charged at a premium price. Majority of New Zealanders are struggling and power prices are one cause. 

No Part 6, 7 and 8 should give customers the opportunity to engage with other services to help the customer sort themselves out. Option 3. I was going to say option 4 but we dont need something else power companies can add a charge on for. Yes Nope i think those are the options l
I think there should be more pay as you go type electrcity options. Some people are really struggling out there. I think if they 
understand the usage of their power, they would be able to change some habits.

Don Edmonds
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Not sure

The ridiculous wholesale pricing mechanism needs to be completely overhauled. At present generators game a system 
whereby they all get paid the price of the most expensive "last" megawatt in the half hourly auctions. A price which has zero 
relationship to their cost of production. It is notable that in recent times of exceptionally high hydro lake levels the "market" 
has managed to ensure that every half hour a very small amount of generation is extremely expensive coal fired - and low 
cost wind/hydro/geothermal generators reap the extremely high price for all their generation.

Melissa No Yes Yes Price hikes of more than 50%

Linda No
They're keen to give extras to new customers but don't care about existing ones. More interested in paying shareholders than 
keeping costs affordable for this essential service. 

Yes But they actually don't care. Option 4 is the only reasonable one. Otherwise they'll weasel out of caring for customers. No
Option 4 is the only one that will keep providers in line. This is an essential servuce, not a nice to have. 
There shouldn't be competition for such a service. It's a right to have affordable electricity. 

No Cost and fair trading are the only requirements. 

Bryce Johnson Yes

Lord Richard Blee
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Noel Wylie Yes
With a buy out of Trustpower by Mercury, and a change of address, the use of computer loaded information was automatically 
sent. However with a phone call problem rectigied, the only thing which could have been better was to transfer to operator 
instead of back and forth relaying.

Not sure Flexible to listen and respond important. Yes

elizabeth Yes Yes Yes

Warren Pinker Yes Yes Option3 should be mandatory to protect the vulnerable No

John Johnston Yes

Anne
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

robert freeman
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Keith Williamson
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Not sure

Andrew Burgess Yes

Susie Yes Yes Option 4.  The company is entitled to make money but we consumers are unable to operate without power do great imbalance No Imbalance means need option4 Bringing power back into public ownership.  At least as an option 

Fiona Kennedy 
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Owen Ridgley No Yes

Mary Rotgans
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Sandi Gamon No
Its up to the consumer to make decisions on power plans etc - there should be an auto review every 6 months by the company 
guiding towards the best plan    No contact with the customer unless you get behind in payments

Not sure Option 3 or 4 is the most preferable - there should be some oversight on how much power companies additionally charge for this implementation Yes Guidelines around solar - discounts for having it and better buy back rates

Claire Thomason No
Should include retailers ensuring that consumers are being charged a fair price and that if a cheaper price is offered by the same 
retailer a consumer should be offered that.

Yes Option 3 Yes

glenn
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Well, thus far my toaster always turns on in the morning, so I haven't needed to consult the guidelines. No Parts 3, 4 and 5. Probably option 2; definitely not 3. No As I said, probably option 2. But either 1 or 4 would be better than 3, which focuses on the wrong things. No. None.

John Smith
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Jennifer Valentine No

No, the Guidelines are not currently delivering their intended outcomes. The Electricity Authority’s own review showed that 
retailers are not consistently following the Guidelines. That is causing harm to consumers. The Electricity Authority should 
commit now to codifying (making mandatory) and strengthening all protections in the Consumer Care Guidelines as fast as 
possible.  

Yes
Yes, but the other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making the FULL set of 
Guidelines mandatory as soon as possible. If this work must be done in two tranches, then Part 9 (fees and bonds) should be added 
to the list of priority areas.   

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 provides this.  No No. I prefer Option 4. Please commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory.  
Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.    There are also other consumer issues that require urgent action.     Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as 
possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.  

[REDACTED] No
While the guidelines are the gold standard, they ought to be compulsory.  I've struggled to pay my bill before and can't say that 
my power company demonstrated any of the above.

Yes
Nevermind 2. It should be 3. We all now know that power companies are creaming it. This would go a way to show that they are making money, but also 
care.

Yes N/A

Shonna No Yes Option 3 would be most practical and ensure the consumers have peace of mind that they are being protected Yes No No

Jaimee No

The Electricity Authority’s own review showed that retailers are not consistently following the Guidelines. That is causing harm to 
consumers. The Electricity Authority should commit now to codifying and strengthening all protections in the Consumer Care 
Guidelines as fast as possible. This way, it will prevent any further harm being caused to those that are overcharged, getting into 
debt, and being disconnected - especially if such disconnection could be life-threatening. We have all heard past headlines of 
people literally dying due to this. Please make sure this does not happen ever again.  

Yes
Yes, however -  the other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making the FULL set of 
Guidelines mandatory as soon as possible. If this work must be done in two tranches, then Part 9 (fees and bonds) should be added 
to the list of priority areas. 

Option 4 - Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines No Option 4 to help save lives and livelihoods no
Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as possible:  - Disconnection fees  - Prepay prices  - The lack of 
public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections  

[REDACTED]

Tyrone Stevens No

Mirelle Quin No Yes 3&4 protect the safety of consumers Yes

Darlene
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Yes

Therese Fatu
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Yes
Understanding of the guidelines, regulation of guidelines and enforcement of regulation for the benefit of the consumer who, let's be real, won't know 
what their rights are in this space. It should be on the power company to front-foot an ethical approach to providing their precious resource 

Yes No

Emma Simpson
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

I haven't read the guidelines. The summarized purposes and outcomes read well though. Yes

Options 2 would support consistency, but not ensure it, because the outcomes aren't mandatory across companies.  Option 3 seems like a safe option, with 
a bit of compromise.  Option 4 is the most comprehensive, ensuring everyone is protected the same way. I'd say it's important for consumers to know what 
to expect with how their treated and their accounts are managed. It might also give some accountability around what innovation is taking place, to better 
support pricing decisions, etc.

No
Option 4, but if this is just a starting position, then starting with option 3 is fine too - especially as it is likely 
the cheaper option.

It's not clear if companies can opt in to making all outcomes mandatory, so option 3 with extras.
I'm addition to welfare, I think it's important to protect people's account information, putting the emphasis on resolving 
meter disputes on the company (rather than the consumer). 

Tabitha Arthur No Electricity is bonkers expensive! It's a basic need. I have no idea if we're on the best plan with the best provider for us. 

Zoe Drayton No The guidelines should not be optional. Yes
If the Guidelines are going to be made mandatory in two stages, we think part 9, which is about fees, should be included in the first 
stage.

Option 4 is my choice. I do not think that power companies need to increase costs, perhaps they can use some of their astonishing profits to make sure 
consumers are being taken care of.

No
Considering the profits being made (again) customers shouldnt have to pay more so everyone gets 
consistent levels of care from their electricity provider. This should be part of the providers costs.

Please consider making the guidelines mandatory

I would like to see you move towards a system where no-one is disconnected because they can’t afford to pay their power 
bill.  Disconnection and reconnection fees should be investigated – people should not be penalised for experiencing 
hardship.  Prepay power prices to be investigated to ensure the people struggling the most don’t pay the highest amounts for 
power.  The Electricity Authority can publish information about disconnections, so there is a clear picture of the number of 
households going without power.

Veronica No

The power companies' main focus is not the well-being of their consumers; instead, it seems like their sole purpose is to make 
huge profits. They offer "incentives" for consumers to switch to them but there always seems to be a "catch", e.g. they offer free 
periods of power but then their daily rates go up. Electricity is a necessity and when it becomes too expensive, the lower socio-
economic groups suffer because they cannot afford to cook regularly or heat up their homes.

Not sure I have never had an issue with not being able to pay my bill or have anyone dependent on having the power on all the time. Option 4 would be my choice but I don't see why the cost should go up for consumers when power companies are already making huge profits. Yes

Kerry Anne Mills
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Yes Option 4 No
Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of 
public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnection  

Mike & Carol Dee No
'No' as a  default, since corporate bodies with the profit motive cannot be trusted with the care of consumers' health and safety 
without rigorous government oversight [VW emissions scandal, Theranos blood tests scandal, Brown & Wilson cigarette chemical 
enhancement scandal etc]

Yes Option 3. Option 4 is better but people are facing cost of living increases Yes No To progress regulations and recommendations around individual solar and wind alternatives to the national grid

Alyssa Yes From my experience this appears to be adhered to. Not sure
I think either option 3 or 4 in terms of making guidelines mandatory. Compliance is most likely to align across companies if the guidelines are mandatory. 
There is no choice but to follow & act in the best interests of the consumer.

Yes Agree. It provides a balanced approach without impacting cost further. No

John Lawson No Your review showed that retailers are not consistently following the Guidelines. Yes No
As your survey revealed, consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 
provides this. Please commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory.

Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.

Please investigate and consult on these issues:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of public data on disconnections, 
including prepay disconnections.

Zed No There seem to be no active controls over pricing Not sure Yes

Josie Ashworth No The guidelines have no teeth, so electricity companies have little incentive to do more than pay lip service to these principles. No Ideally, Part 9 should also be included in this list. Honestly, why do half a job?  Option 4 would give the best outcome for the most New Zealanders. No Option 4 - do the job properly. It would also be good to investigate companies' pre-pay options, which effectively mean the poor are paying more for their power than the more well-off. Pre-pay systems

Ken Robson
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

This is first I have heard of these guidelines Yes Option 4 otherwise we are giving them ways out No Option 4 is best as this gives them no wiggle room No
The biggest issue is that because we have lines and usage charges no matter how much you try to save you cannot reduce the 
lines charge. We need more justification for this cost.

Alysha No
Retailers are not consistently following the guidelines. My electricity provider left me on the wrong plan and did not alert me that 
I could be saving money on a different plan. 

Yes
Yes, but the other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making the FULL set of 
Guidelines mandatory as soon as possible. If this work must be done in two tranches, then Part 9 (fees and bonds) should be added 
to the list of priority areas.

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 provides this.  No No. I prefer Option 4. Please commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory.  
Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future. Electricity retailers do not have consumers best interests at heart they are just looking to make a maximum profit, so guidelines need stricter 
rules. 

Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of 
public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.  

Andrea Lord No No Option 4 gives much better guidance and direction for all companies to follow. Option 3 is too basic. 

leomie wade Yes There are many people facing unexpected trials at them moment and they need support not further debt. Yes

Joanna Fadyl No
The guidelines themselves are very good, but there is evidence that electricity companies are not consistently following them, 
meaning that the outcomes are not being appropriately met. 

Yes Yes, but this does not mean I don't think the other parts of the Guidelines are crucial too - they are important and necessary.

Option 1: at the very least nothing would change, and there is a chance that consumer protection may get worse because of the increasing pressures that 
face both companies and consumers at the present time (see next point also).    Option 2: This might help with understanding but there is no guarantee 
that understanding would lead to compliance. This option makes an assumption that companies have a strong enough drive to protect the public, and 
unfortunately this ignores the reality around the pressures that companies are likely to respond to - the public is only one stakeholder here, and the 
smaller subsection of the public who are vulnerable people are the ones with least visibility and least voice when it comes to company policies.     Option 
3: Realistically, I think this would protect vulnerable people only in relation to the parts that are made mandatory. Observing the way companies behave, I 
do not believe it is viable to make part of a guideline mandatory and part of it voluntary if the real effect we are wanting is for companies to follow the full 
guidelines (which it certainly is in my opinion). It is highly likely that making only part mandatory would have the effect of making the non-mandatory part 
of the guideline seem more optional than they were when the whole guideline was voluntary, because sends a message that these are the bits we really 
care about and we won't pay too much attention to the rest. While cost considerations matter somewhat, I believe the power differential between 
companies and their vulnerable customers by far justifies the cost of compliance to these things that should be upheld as basic rights.     Option 4: This is 
the option that will do the most to protect vulnerable people. All parts of the guideline matter to this kaupapa.

No
Option 4 is better.  As discussed in more detail in my response to the previous question, I believe that 
making only part of the guidelines mandatory will produce an increasing disregard for the non-mandatory 
parts, which are also extremely important.

No, Option 4 is a good choice!

Chris Naylor No
The Electricity Authority's own survey found that roughly half of Electricity retailers are not following the Guidelines. The 
Guidelines are considered to be minimum standards for customer care but if they remain voluntary then, clearly, the current 
situation will not change

Yes
However, surely the purpose of making all the Guidelines mandatory will mean that customers will not be harmed, rather than the 
"greatest" harms are mitigated.

Obviously, Options 1 and 2 are allowing harm to happen at the whim of the retailers. Modern management systems mean that compliance costs would be 
minimal. What is the cost to society as a whole if its most vulnerable citizens are being harmed by unscrupulous companies!

No
Currently there is not a level playing field as the unscrupulous companies can dodge their obligations. 
Option 3 is merely a half-way house to rectifying this.  I prefer option 4 as the best way to ensure protection 
of consumers, competition and the best financial outcome for society as a whole

Publishing lists of breaches of the guidelines once they are mandatory
The issue of whether de-carbonising our energy system is best left in the hands of private companies and the effect they 
have on such decision making

Louise Fruean No

lin shen Yes

Geraldine Koopman Yes Not sure Option 3 3
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 Q3: What do you think the benefits to domes c consumers will be under op ons 2, 3, and 4? Q5: Are there any other options you think we should consider? Q6: What issues that fall outside of the current Guidelines would you like to see us consult on next?

First name Last name Response Can you tell us more to support your answer? Response If no, please tell us what parts of the Guidelines you think prevent the greatest harm from occurring to consumers. Open-Ended Response Response If no, please tell us which option you think is better. Open-Ended Response Open-Ended Response

Q1: Do you think that the Guidelines are currently delivering on their purpose and intended outcomes?  
Q2: Do you agree that parts 2, 6, 7, and 8 are the parts of the Guidelines that prevent the greatest harm from occurring to 

consumers?
Q4: Do you agree with our preliminary preference for option 3? 

Aaron McGlinchy 
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Matlhatsi No

Joanne Davidson No

No, they are not. The Electricity Authority’s own review showed that retailers are not consistently following the Guidelines. This 
is causing harm to consumers. The Electricity Authority should commit to mandating and strengthening all protections in the 
Consumer Care Guidelines as soon as possible.    Some of the harms include being left on the wrong plan (overpaying), or being 
charged unreasonable fees, or being disconnected with inadequate notice. I'm also aware that some people who are medically-
dependent on electricity fear being disconnected, they should not even have to think about that in their circumstances.  

Yes
Yes, but that doesn't make parts 1 and 9 unimportant. It would be best if the Electricity Authority committed to making the FULL set 
of Guidelines mandatory. 

Voluntary compliance unfortunately doesn't work and is not working now (or has inconsistent outcomes). The Guidelines must be mandated in full, 
therefore my preference is option 4.

No
See previous answer, option 4 is better. Electricity retailers made record profits in the last financial year, so 
they should not be using the mandating of guidelines as an excuse to put prices up for consumers as they 
can easily afford additional costs to put these protections in place. 

No, please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. 
- The gentailer business model which ensures the retailers who have the monopoly on generating electricity are making 
excessive profits and limiting the ability of other providers to be competitive and give consumers a real choice  - 
Disconnection fees

Gerald Parsonson No
Many households on the lowest incomes are finding it hard to cope with disconnection and prepay prices, and protections for 
them are not mandatory.

No Parts 2, 6, 7 and 8. There must be clear and mandatory protection for those on the lowest incomes and those medically dependant.
Option 4. The EA should make mandatory and strengthen all protections in the consumer care guidelines as fast as possible. It should investigate 
disconnection fees and prepay prices.

No
Option 4. The EA should make mandatory and strengthen all protections in the consumer care guidelines as 
fast as possible. It should investigate disconnection fees and prepay prices.

Jessica Niemack No Consumers don’t have sufficient information to seek help when things go wrong. Yes 4 5 and 9 also point to financially vulnerable consumers and should be included. Options 3 and 4 should be mandatory Yes But include option 4 as well Engage with communities so they have sufficient time to access information, understand the information and are better able to make submissions. Payments and community engagement 

Marion Porter
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Not sure

Maggie Taylor No Voluntary regulation has proven time and time again to be no regulation. Time to go with mandatory regulation Yes I favour option 3 Yes

daisy No Not sure No Clear guidelines of prices, change of address without additional cost, monthly updates and listening to consumer grievances. consumers should be treated fairly and part of the 'consumer group' not as slaves. 

Heather Denny No They are not being followed consistently, causing harm to customers. Yes
Yes, but the other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making the FULL set of 
Guidelines mandatory as soon as possible. If this work must be done in two tranches, then Part 9 (fees and bonds) should be added 
to the list of priority areas.   

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 provides this.  No  I prefer Option 4. It is important to make the full set of Guidelines mandatory
Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.    There are also other consumer issues that require urgent action.     Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as 
possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.  

No. Only what has already been said

Elizabeth
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

I had no idea that there were Consumer Care Guidelines in place for electricity-providing companies, nor that they were voluntary Yes Option 3 Yes To stop selling our utility companies to overseas buyers, including management of these utilities

Robin Harris No
I feel it is essential that all members of our society have access to electricity. Access to a basic guaranteed  electrical supply could 
be made part of a basic income entitlement .

Yes

Fiona McClure No

No, the Guidelines are not currently delivering their intended outcomes. The Electricity Authority’s own review showed that 
retailers are not consistently following the Guidelines. That is causing harm to consumers. The Electricity Authority should 
commit now to codifying (making mandatory) and strengthening all protections in the Consumer Care Guidelines as fast as 
possible.

Yes
Yes, but the other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making the FULL set of 
Guidelines mandatory as soon as possible. If this work must be done in two tranches, then Part 9 (fees and bonds) should be added 
to the list of priority areas. 

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 provides this. No I prefer Option 4. Please commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory.  
Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.  

There are also other consumer issues that require urgent action.     Please investigate and consult on the following issues as 
soon as possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay 
disconnections.

Jackie Powell No
The huge profits for greedy shareholders at the expense of the consumer is  criminal.  It's an essential service and should be put 
back in the management of the citizens of NZ.  This business model only serves the investors.

No

[REDACTED]

Theresa Hunt Yes Yes
Option 1 - Continue identifying ways to improve   Option 2 - Guidelines to be implemented by all and education for all to have the same understanding 
across the board  Option 3 - support  Option 4 - support  

No
I leaned towards option 3 and 4, option 3 being the initial top preference as option 4 would mean increased 
costs which would not be beneficial for whānau that are in straitened circumstances 

Danell No Not sure

Jill Brown No [REDACTED] Not sure option 4 No option 4

Maree Hunt No
As a nurse I see a cross section of the community on the ward, often at their lowest moments.  Trying to deal with a power 
company from a hospital bed is never easy, especially for the elderly or impaired.... a more compassionate system is needed.

Yes
Option 4  If issues are important enough to be recognised in a guideline, they should be enforceable.  We can't trust for profit entities to abide by best 
practice guidelines if there is no penalty if they do not. The motivation is for profit, and taking care of customers only in order to maximize profits is not 
enough of a safety net for the most vulnerable. 

Glory Topham No

No, the Guidelines are not currently delivering their intended outcomes. The Electricity Authority’s own review showed that 
retailers are not consistently following the Guidelines. That is causing harm to consumers. The Electricity Authority should 
commit now to codifying (making mandatory) and strengthening all protections in the Consumer Care Guidelines as fast as 
possible.  

Yes
Yes, but the other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making the FULL set of 
Guidelines mandatory as soon as possible. If this work must be done in two tranches, then Part 9 (fees and bonds) should be added 
to the list of priority areas. 

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 provides this. No No. I prefer Option 4. Please commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory.
Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.    There are also other consumer issues that require urgent action.     Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as 
possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.  

Val Scott No
The companies can chose or not to follow the guidelines. Many chose not to or are not consistent in the way they do follow them. 
The CC need to be made compulsory and there needs to be monitoring and consequences for those retailers who do not follow 
them.

Yes
Yes these sections are important, but so are other parts. The entire CC needs to be made compulsory and regulated as soon as 
possible.    I have seen too many people get into debt unnecessarily. Also the pre-pay meters enforce a punitive regime, are 
charged at the higher rate and are hard to cancel.

Option 4 - they must be mandatory. No Option 4
Cost of pre-pay; making it mandatory and be required to prove/document  all the ways each company has taken before they 
disconnect power for non-payment and record how many disconnections it makes.

Ian Gemmell No They are not being implemented consistently by energy providers who can ignore them if they wish. Yes I think option 4 is likely to be the best one. No I am not sure it covers everyone that is needed and really all the guidelines should mandatory. Disconnection fees, Prepay prices and the lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections are important areas.  I don't know.

Glenn Riddell No

No, the Guidelines are not currently delivering their intended outcomes. The Electricity Authority’s own review showed that 
retailers are not consistently following the Guidelines. That is causing harm to consumers. The Electricity Authority should 
commit now to codifying (making mandatory) and strengthening all protections in the Consumer Care Guidelines as fast as 
possible.

Yes
Yes, but the other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making the FULL set of 
Guidelines mandatory as soon as possible. If this work must be done in two tranches, then Part 9 (fees and bonds) should be added 
to the list of priority areas.   

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 provides this. No No. I prefer Option 4. Please commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory.
Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.    There are also other consumer issues that require urgent action.     Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as 
possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.  

Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of 
public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.  

Claudia No

The Guidelines are not currently delivering their intended outcomes. The Electricity Authority’s own review showed that retailers 
are not consistently following the Guidelines. That is causing harm to consumers. The Electricity Authority should commit now to 
codifying and strengthening all protections in the Consumer Care Guidelines as fast as possible. I endured an extended period of 
overpaying to my retailer while waiting for them to honour my request to have our meter installed as it should have been initially 
so that we could switch to a fairer retailer, because their communications & administration was so poorly managed.

Yes
But the other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making the FULL set of Guidelines 
mandatory as soon as possible. If this work must be done in two tranches, then Part 9 (fees and bonds) should be added to the list 
of priority areas. 

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 provides this. No I prefer Option 4. Please commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory.
Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.

Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as possible:  -Disconnection fees  -Prepay prices  -The lack of 
public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.

Michael Toy No The data indicate that companies are not following the guidelines. Yes Option 4 is the only choice that will really protect consumers. Costs passed on to consumers are a choice made by the company not by the regulators. No Option 4 again is the only choice that will benefit all consumers.

Paul Green No
Those companies controlling supply do not deliver power at a reasonable price as evidenced by exorbitant profits and the high 
cost to consumers.  No clear protection for people whose supply is canceled and no record of fees for reconnection.

No
Account management is essential and all consumers should be consulted before any cancellation of supply,  price rise or quality of 
service delivery.

Option 4 is my preference and the evidence suggests that voluntary compliance is unreliable. No Option 4 is my preference and the evidence suggests that voluntary compliance is unreliable. No option 4 covers my preference. I would prefer to see a cap on profits and mandatory investments in upgrading infrastructure and technology improvements.

Kate Crawshaw No

No, the Guidelines are not currently delivering their intended outcomes. The Electricity Authority’s own review showed that 
retailers are not consistently following the Guidelines. That is causing harm to consumers. The Electricity Authority should 
commit NOW to codifying (making mandatory) and strengthening all protections in the Consumer Care Guidelines as fast as 
possible.     

Yes
Yes, but the other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making the FULL set of 
Guidelines mandatory as soon as possible. If this work must be done in two tranches, then Part 9 (fees and bonds) should be added 
to the list of priority areas. 

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 provides this. No No. I prefer Option 4. Please commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory.
Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.    There are also other consumer issues that require urgent action.     Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as 
possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.  

Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of 
public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.  

Andrew No

Lyndal Baker No The intended outcomes are not true for every customer, especially vulnerable people No Part 6, 7 and 8
Option 1: Disagree, something needs to be done for vulnerable customers  Option 2: Disagree, they should be mandatory  Option 3: Agree  Option 4: 
Perhaps

Yes

Rosie No

They aren't delivering their intended outcomes. Your own review showed that retailers are not always following the Guidelines.     
 The Electricity Authority should make mandatory Consumer Care guidelines.      I have had difficulty getting hold of a retailer in 
the past, which is stressful when electricity is so important. I have also been involved in low-income/boarding house community 
in Wellington and I've heard stories of people getting disconnected. This is dangerous and life-threathening for some.  

Yes Part 9 also caused harm Option 4 is best - make it all mandatory to protect vulnerable people No Prefer option 4
Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.    

  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.  

Selina Wilkinson No Not sure Option 4 make allparts mandatory No 4 is better as it covers ALL the conditions and removes loopholes . You should consider all 9
Excessive charges and penalties should not be imposed on rural customers because they choose to live outside urban areas 
.They already pay towards urban costs 

tony jones No Yes
As these are volentary providers can pick and choose what they will and wont do leaving vulnerable people open to being walked 
over by the provider

Option 4 provides more weight for the EA to monitor and enforce compliance No
I think option 4 provides more teeth for monitoring. However, I am not closed to option 3 if that means we 
can get this passed

No
Personally I dont think power should be privatised for profit and it should become public owned again. Most companies have 
proven they are more about the profit than the people.

Karl Matthys No The intention is appreciated. Being guidelines only is just not enough. Yes These parts are fine but other parts should be made compulsory too. Option 4 has my full support as it will provide best protection for domestic consumers. No Option 4 will provide maximum protection for vulnerable consumers. Excessive and unfair fees and charges
Monopoly / duopoly charging. Pricing based on demand. Electric energy is a common good and especially in NZ is mostly 
generated by the commons such as hydro / thermal/ wind/ solar. It must not be used to enrich individuals.

Susan Ballantyne Yes
There is a lot less in the media about extreme issues and people tend to understand there is a directive to make this as accessible 
as possible.

Yes Option 4 especially builds greater trust and hopefully awareness by consumers.  The choice right now is overwhelming. Yes I do like 4 but can see that 3 provides the same support in the areas that matter to me No A little more about disability awareness and support would go a long way. 

Elaine Hampton No Guidelines are not mandatory or compulsory.   Without this surety companies are not complying with the guidelines No
A care policy is not compulsory    I have personally been cut off in error without notice.  I have also known of people with medical 
needs who have been cut off or simply refused power supply because their families have had debt with the companies

Option 4 - make all guidelines a mandated and compulsory. No All guidelines should be compulsory Another option to consider is renationalising the electricity service.  This was built with public money and should be in public hands Renationalise the power grid nationally.  Companies work for shareholders not the public.

Alan Jenks No Raising prices for those least able to pay. Connection/Disconnection charges should be eliminated.

Jun Bouterey-Ishido No
The Electricity Authority’s own review indicates retailers are not following the Guidelines; these clearly need to be made 
mandatory to retailers.  

Not sure Part 9 appears of equal importance to parts 2, 6, 7, & 8. Leaving the Guidelines voluntary is not an option; what is the use of a set of unmandatory guidelines? Option 4 appears best.  No Option 4 - there is no evidence to support the hypothesis that retailers will increase costs as a result. No

Joan Avery Yes
Communication with your customer is the basis of good business but this also empowers consumers to actively engage with the 
retailer because they know they will be treated fairly and respectfully.

Yes Yes but all parts of the guidelines are important and should be mandatory too. Option 4 -  to give full protection for consumers and all the information required available for them to make informed decisions. Yes All parts of the code are important for domestic and small business customers No. 8 fees and bonds - also need to be clearly displayed and understood by the consumer too or can cause hardship when they trail on after they leave a property believing the power is fully prepaid.
Clear information on the fixed component of prepaid paid fees needs to be clearly displayed in the pricing estimates and 
bills.

John Wicks No
Am in a situation where I do not have the option of changing electricity supplier, and said supplier is charging well above the 
norm.

Not sure Yes Small private suppliers who do not allow their customers to change suppliers, and who charge excessively.

Shreya Rao No

I think I have a positive experience with my provider Electric Kiwi. They have good customer service, are easily contact able, 
provide good advice and follow up on requests. I have no poor experiences with them to recount     I think these experiences are 
not universal though as I have heard of many instances of breaches of these guidelines. As such, I'd like to see them become 
mandatory instead of voluntary

Yes fees and bonds should be added to the list of priority areas.
Option 4 ensures everyone will comply with guidelines. Voluntary compliance yields poor results and this will be felt disproportionately by those who can 
least afford it.     Option 1 and 2 are clearly useless because of the voluntary nature of the guidelines.     3 might be okay depending on the cost rise 
expected but there isn't enough information for me to determine if it will be more cost effective over 4. 

No

I think 4, full mandatory guidelines is better.     The authority haven't provided enough evidence to highlight 
what the cost differences will be, nor how it'll deter competition, for us to discern our preferred option. All 
it says is that it'll be a low to medium impact for option 3 and medium for option 4 - that's not particularly 
different for a higher impact with the latter 

Preference for option 4 given all information provided    Please add part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage if a staged implementation is necessary    Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.

Piyush Patel No If the guidelines were to be made compulsory, only then can they deliver on the purpose and outcomes Yes
Options 2 & 3 will have slight benefits compared to option 1, in that it would make the guidelines clearer for consumers to understand but will not be of 
much more help than that. For consumers to have full benefits & be worry-free about their power, option 4 must be adopted!

No Option 4 is best as customers can be provided power in the most fairest way possible!
Electricity should be provided by the monopoly provider of WEL Energy just as was the case back in the 1990s, before all the 
different power companies emerged.

Arthur Price No
Power companies are exploiting customers often those who are in need of most support. There should regulations not guidelines 
for these companies to adhere to.

Yes Part 9 is also important and should be prioritised Very little with option 2. Less exploitation with option 3 but 4 will give consumers best protection No Option 4 will protect those most vulnerable to exploitation by powercos Option 4 is adequate
Buyback rates, capping power prices, returning infrastructure to public ownership, enforcing cooperative models owned by 
customers

Michael Mullord No Yes 3 Yes

Jenny K No

I understand that the Consumer Care Guidelines are not currently delivering their intended outcomes. Your own review showed 
this. Consumers are suffering as a result. The Electricity Authority should commit immediately to strengthening all protections in 
the Consumer Care Guidelines and making these protections mandatory not optional. Electricity is one of our most basic and 
essential needs.  

Not sure I think all of the Guidelines are important and should be mandatory. I agree that Option 4 will have the most benefit to domestic customers and as you say the costs would only be slightly more than option 3. No
As I said before I think Option 4 would provide far better protection for customers.... mandating the full set 
of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.  Please also investigate lack of transparency on 
Disconnection fees and unfair Prepay pricing practices.  

Please see my last answer.

I am very concerned about the potential harmful effect of EMFs from Smart meters with pulsed waves. Some Smart meters 
may be located nearby bedrooms where people and even infants or babies may be sleeping. They transmit 24/7. And I 
understand they increase consumption of electricity causing higher bills for people even though the goal was to reduce 
electricity consumption. This puts unnecessary financial stress on people many of whom are already struggling to pay the 
bills.

Sarah Naidu No
Some power companies are better than others. Many don't really care about their customers or make it quite difficult for 
customers to access the support they need. 

Yes Make information more accessible to customers around how things work and how to exercise their rights. Most vulnerable people are protected. Yes

Phil No

Tessa Knowles No More needs to be included to protect people using and paying for electricity No I think all parts of the guidelines need to be included Limited. All options need to be included to protect people 

Isa No They need to be enforceable not voluntary. Yes But other parts are important too Option 4 is best to protect vulnerable people No Option 4 offers  better protections Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. 
Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of 
public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.  

Shakēd No Many people are disadvantage when they may be unable to pay on time.

Dave Evans No

My understanding is that power retailer respect for the guidelines is patchy and there continue to be instances of a customer 
being left on an inappropriate plan when it would be obvious to the retailer that another plan would save the customer money. 
Customers can then end up being in debt to the retailer and being charged late/missed payment fees.    Many customers do not 
have the experience, time, language skills and resources needed to work through power supply issues with their retailer and 
having mandatory customer care requirements would go a long way towards ensuring the supply of power to the customer at the 
lowest possibe cost.

Yes There is an extreme power imbalance between the power retailer and the customer. Option 4 will address that power imbalance the most. No Option 4 does the most to address the power imbalance between the power retailer and the customer.
The pricing of prepay electricity. It is often disadvantageous to customers who are at the greatest need of controlling their 
outgoings.

Lauraine Parkinson No I think consumers need to have all the information. Yes I prefer Option 4 No All information should be provided.

Stephen Beuzenberg No

"Retailers have a right to be paid for services delivered", certainly, but "Electricity is important to the health, wellbeing"; actually 
this is an understatement in the modern context. For people who live in cities electricity is, in most cases, their only source of 
heat for cooking food, staying warm, and remaining clean - for themselves and their children. They have no other choice.   For 
people who are frail or who get into a bad financial situation, they become exposed to extreme hardship, or death. If we are a 
caring society then all the guidelines should always be followed.  Profit led companies will always look for ways to reduce costs, 
so these guidelines must be mandatory to ensure they are always followed. Making them mandatory ensures all retailers are on 
an equal footing, so they can compete on price fairly without endangering the lives of their most vulnerable clients.

Yes
4 is the only option that ensures safety for the most vulnerable customers. If a customer is failing to pay this is a matter for the welfare agencies to resolve 
with the customer (and the electricity retailer) at some later date. It should not be an option for the retailer to unilaterally cut off the supply when the 
consequences are impossible for them to determine.

No As previous answer (4) As previous answer to 4

I believe that the responsibility of ensuring payment for supply should lie with the social services. Profit led power 
companies are not welfare agencies and are not in a fair position to access need. They should never unilaterally  intentionally 
disconnect a customer, but they cannot be expected to provide welfare - this responsibility rests with the government 
agencies, who can help manage the welfare of the client independently of the power retailer.

Maire Leadbeater No I believe that the Consumer Care guidelines should be mandatory. It is important to protect vulnerable users of electricity. Not sure Other parts of the guidelines are also important

Sylvie Myers No People are struggling to afford electricity, are cut off, and those struggling the most pay the highest rates Yes Yes

L Hyslop No
The power company in our area has a monopoly (in our area there is no option for aligning with an alternate power company) and 
as a consumer I am subjected to unjustified price increases.

Yes

Option 2 is limited to the ethics of the power company and creates minimal beneficial change for domestic customers.  The lack of adherence to these 
guidelines indicates a current situation (option 1) where there is already limited ethics in the governance of power companies in Aotearoa.  Option 3 has 
the potential to encourage power companies to have a greater ethical awareness.  Therefore would encourage some benefits to customers but not enough 
to justify an increased cost to the customer.  Option 4 will change the way power companies  treat their customers in Aotearoa and ensure that all power 
companies adopt stronger ethical values and start to show respect towards their customers.  The increased benefits of Option 4 are a justified reason to 
increase costs to the consumer.

No
Option 4 is better.  This option is most likely to create lasting beneficial change for customers and provides 
the greatest protection to the integrity of these guidelines when in use by the power companies.

I am happy with option 4.
Please consult on issues around the lack of compliance of power companies in Aotearoa to the guidelines for the relationship 
with landowners (including National Park land) where there is power company infrastructure (access routes, High and low 
wire lines).

Kate Smallwood
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Yes

I don't think options 1 and 2 do enough to protect vulnerable customers. I think option 3 strikes a good balance between not increasing costs for consumers 
too much and still making sure that vulnerable customers are safe. I agree with option 4 but am worried that this would price vulnerable people out, 
causing more harm. This could be mitigated by adding a requirement that customers below a certain income threshold and those on a pension don't have 
the additional cost passed on to them, and that this is passed on to those earning above a certain threshold, relative to income.

Yes

I think the Consumer Care Guidelines also need to take a long term view, holding electricity companies accountable for their 
environmental impact. This is something that will affect all consumers in future, and will disproportionately affect vulnerable 
consumers. I think requiring power companies to be open and transparent about how their power is generated will help with 
this.

Beverley Parton
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

I don’t think electricity supply should be privatised. Supply is a government responsibility. Communication is very limited. All parts mandatory No Should be  mandatory ☑ Privatisation of supply

[REDACTED] No It is clear from recent publicity that people who are vulnerable economically and/or medically are not being well served. Yes But I think part 9 also needs to be considered. I don't think that electricity should be supplied by for-profit companies. Option 1 is not tenable, Option 2 is lazy. Only Options 3 and 4 should be considered and even then I don't know why it is necessary to have option 3. No Why bother. Just get on with it. If option 3 is chosen, then it should also include the section relating to fees since the whole point of the guidelines is to protect the economically and medically vulnerable.
I think the structure of supply and generation of power for a country of only about 5.5 million people is daft. Power is too 
important to be a for-profit enterprise.

Geoffrey Hinds No
 I gather that some consumers have been unjustly penalised, particularly those on low incomes who are dependent on electricity 
supply. Some time ago someone died because electricity was cut off from their oxygen machine.

Yes
While I agree that the above are crucial for consumer protection, this should not be to the neglect of the other parts as these also 
affect the consumer.

The benefits to consumers actually increase going down the list. Option 4 is the most beneficial. No Some consumers are very vulnerable and need all the protection available which is what Option 4 supplies. Not as far as I am concerned At present I don't have issues personally outside the guidelines.
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 Q3: What do you think the benefits to domes c consumers will be under op ons 2, 3, and 4? Q5: Are there any other options you think we should consider? Q6: What issues that fall outside of the current Guidelines would you like to see us consult on next?

First name Last name Response Can you tell us more to support your answer? Response If no, please tell us what parts of the Guidelines you think prevent the greatest harm from occurring to consumers. Open-Ended Response Response If no, please tell us which option you think is better. Open-Ended Response Open-Ended Response

Q1: Do you think that the Guidelines are currently delivering on their purpose and intended outcomes?  
Q2: Do you agree that parts 2, 6, 7, and 8 are the parts of the Guidelines that prevent the greatest harm from occurring to 

consumers?
Q4: Do you agree with our preliminary preference for option 3? 

Robbie Webb No Yes Option 4 is my preferred option as it is the only option that truly protects consumers No
I prefer option 4 because it is the most comprehensive protection and the best way to make sure energy 
retailers are consistently following the guidelines. I am particularly supportive of protections for vulnerable 
energy consumers.

Sven Sorge

No, the Guidelines are not currently delivering their intended outcomes. The Electricity Authority’s own review showed that 
retailers are not consistently following the Guidelines. That is causing harm to consumers. The Electricity Authority should 
commit now to codifying (making mandatory) and strengthening all protections in the Consumer Care Guidelines as fast as 
possible.

Yes, but the other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making the FULL set of 
Guidelines mandatory as soon as possible. If this work must be done in two tranches, then Part 9 (fees and bonds) should be added 
to the list of priority areas.

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 provides this. No. I prefer Option 4. Please commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory.
Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.      There are also other consumer issues that require urgent action.      Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as 
possible:    Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.    Thank you very much!

Paulina McCarthy No
The Electricity Authority should commit  now to codifying and strengthening all protections in the Consumer  Care Guidelines as 
fast as possible.

Yes
Yes, but the other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should  commit now to making the FULL set of 
Guidelines mandatory as soon as possible. If this  work must be done in two tranches, then Part 9 (fees and bonds) should be 
added to the  list of priority areas.

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 provides  this. No No. I prefer Option 4. Please commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory.
Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the  Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and  bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set  of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.  There are also other consumer issues that require urgent action.  Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as possible:  
- Disconnection fees  - Prepay prices  - The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.

Stephen Martin No Impossible for consumer to make retailer to retailer price comparisons    Impossible to be paid for giving surplus back to grid Yes Prefer minimum option 3, and am OK with option 4. No
Option 4 is better.  The costs can be distributed across millions of consumers, and AI technology can 
minimise costs.

-
The whole energy sector needs reform to move from a generation for profit model to an energy conservation model.  Huge 
policy change is required to achieve this, beyond the scope of this question.

Lynley Hunter No

  No, the Guidelines are not currently delivering their intended outcomes. The Electricity Authority’s own review showed that 
retailers are not consistently following the Guidelines. That is causing harm to consumers. The Electricity Authority should 
commit now to codifying (making mandatory) and strengthening all protections in the Consumer Care Guidelines as fast as 
possible.          

Yes
  Yes, but the other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making the FULL set of 
Guidelines mandatory as soon as possible. If this work must be done in two tranches, then Part 9 (fees and bonds) should be added 
to the list of priority areas.      

  Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 provides this.      No   No. I prefer Option 4. Please commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory.      
Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.      

There are also other consumer issues that require urgent action.      Please investigate and consult on the following issues as 
soon as possible:    Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay 
disconnections.

Julianne Leggott Yes
The Guidelines are OK, but toothless.  They need to be mandatory.  Also, it would be good to strengthen them further, to make 
sure that disconnection fees and prepay pricing are reasonable, to avoid penalising low-income households.

Not sure
Parts 2, 6, 7 and 8 are the most obviously important, but the others matter too.  For instance, if power companies choose not to 
bother keeping good records of how they are looking after customers, how can those companies be held to account for any 
failures?

Option 3 is a bare minimum.  I would prefer Option 4, to give maximum protection to consumers. No
I prefer Option 4, to give the best level of consumer protection.  Electricity is a basic right, not a privilege.  
The companies who provide it should be under a legal (as well as a moral) obligation to provide the highest 
level of consumer care.

There should be some form of management (cap?) on disconnection fees and on the price of prepay power plans, since these 
disproportionately impact low-income households.

Catharine No Yes The guidelines need to be mandatory No The guidelines should be mandatory

Richard Charlewood 
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Not sure
Voluntary guidelines are notoriously difficult at providing certainty for the most vulnerable. Some mandatory measures for an essential service would 
seem necessary, even if increases costs a little. Though if it increases costs, that implies the companies were not adhering to the guidelines before and 
suggests that the guidelines do need to be mandatory. 

Yes Windfall profits and returning those to either customers or using them to build/renew infrastructure 

Fiona No

When the poorest in our community either go without power, have to pay huge fees on late payments or use pre-payment 
systems where they can't access lower levels, and the medically-required power is not guaranteed, yet the power companies 
constantly boast about their huge profits, and set their wholesale prices so high that the smaller retailers are hog-tied. This is not 
fair.

Yes

Option 1. Forget it. We're already in this situation and our people are suffering.  Option 2. Forget it. Voluntary anything is an optional extra. The power 
companies have proven they are all aboout their bottom dollar, regardless of their pretty words.  Option 3. Probably the best option overall where the 
neediest are protected without the hit of higher prices, which would only exacerbate their dire situation.  Option 4. I'd personally love to see this one in, 
but the power companies (who make money from reuseable sources-thus they got it for free) would hike the costs to cover their butts and we'd possibly 
be in an even worse situation financially.

Yes
If we own the water in our land, and the air in our skies, why are we paying such high costs? Capping wholesale rates would 
benefit the smaller companies trying to survive in the big fish aquarium with 4 super hungry and greedy major players.

Sonya No Should be mandatory 

Michelle Vestal No Some companies are not following the guidelines. Yes Option 1 and 2 will not change anything. Option 3 and 4 will actually make a difference Yes No. I’m not sure. 

Martin Ball No Not sure

Maria Fahey No
They charge us far to much money in a monthly basis and make billions in profit every year and all they do for that is maintain the 
lines.  Even some of that they get us to pay for, it’s disgusting..!

Yes It’s just not fair that they are in charge of everything and don’t have to tell us anything or give us a second thought 
We will have better control over which companies we use as they will have to be open and honest with us and safeguard the people who rely on power to 
stay alive due to a medical condition.  They have enough profit to pay for changes and not pass it on to us.  If mandatory guidelines are set in place, their 
will be competition within the companies and they will have to treat us better to get the customers 

Yes Better for all No Not sure

Annie Collins No
I do not think that essential utilities should be in the hands of private owners. Those who cannot afford the rates must still have 
warmth and the capacity to cook food and clean themselves

Yes
Option 2 - this does not ensure better conditions for consumers  Option 3 - I can't see this option resulting in much increased costs for consumers, I'd want 
any increases rigorously checked by the Electricity Authority.  Option 4 - I don't want to see increased costs for those most affected by changes to their 
power cost and use

Yes No Not aware

Annette Baxendell No
People are being driven into debt and unable to keep warm leading to illness and sometimes death when their power is too 
expensive or cut off.

Yes Option 4 is the best as companies are not doing what they should if they aren't forced to. No Option 4, all mandatory

Peter Metham
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

The "intended outcomes" are not outcomes, they are propositions.  How can people give a sensible answer to the question?  Dah! Again, the structure of this question is appalling.    You would wrong to trust any analysis of the results. Option 4.

Again, the question is poorly set out.  Yes or No to what? The previous sentence tells us that we have a 
chance to tell you something.  Is that what the question is about.  Who wrote this stuff.  Stop them from 
writing more stuff until they have had some education about how to construct a survey.    If guidelines are 
not mandatory then they only be followed if suits the supplier.  Obviously.

All consumers should charged according to the time of day. This is possible with Flick Electric.  It should be uniformly the case. 

Jane-Maree Howard 
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Well I have actually heard of the Guidelines but as far as I know they are not mandatory and they probably should be.  That the 
private sector can be trusted to deliver on social outcomes is a neo-liberal myth, and government should discard this myth 
immediately if they have not yet done so.

Not sure
Again, I know too little about power companies' behaviour to comment, other than to say the question would not have arisen if 
the current situation was satisfactory, so evidently it is not.

Option 3 at least, and preferably option 4.  And do Not listen to whingeing about 'compliance costs'. Yes Nonetheless I still have doubts about whether this is enough. Cannot think of any. I don't know.

Ruth Jackson No Guidelines must be followed and these are not.    Not sure They a     have their place. but option 4 should also be included.   The benefits are obvious,  IF the companies abide by them.  We need to ensure they do. No I do not trust the corporates.  They'll go for profit every time. domestic solar power.   helping communities  build local power supply    

Anna Caithness No

No, the Guidelines are not currently delivering their intended outcomes. The Electricity Authority’s own review showed that 
retailers are not consistently following the Guidelines. That is causing harm to consumers. The Electricity Authority should 
commit now to codifying (making mandatory) and strengthening all protections in the Consumer Care Guidelines as fast as 
possible.  

No
Yes, but the other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making the FULL set of 
Guidelines mandatory as soon as possible. If this work must be done in two tranches, then Part 9 (fees and bonds) should be added 
to the list of priority areas.   

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 provides this. No No. I prefer Option 4. Please commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory.  
Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.    There are also other consumer issues that require urgent action.     Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as 
possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.  

There are also other consumer issues that require urgent action.     Please investigate and consult on the following issues as 
soon as possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay 
disconnections.  

Elaine Lian No

CJ No
The Electricity Authority’s own review showed that retailers are not consistently following the Guidelines. That is causing harm to 
consumers.     The Electricity Authority should commit now to codifying (making mandatory) and strengthening all protections in 
the Consumer Care Guidelines as fast as possible.

Yes
Yes, but the other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making the FULL set of 
Guidelines mandatory as soon as possible. If this work must be done in two tranches, then Part 9 (fees and bonds) should be added 
to the list of priority areas. 

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 provides this.  No No. I prefer Option 4. Please commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory.  
Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.    There are also other consumer issues that require urgent action.     Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as 
possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.  

Sarah Dunning 
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Hadn't heard of the guidelines until today Yes But if it's worth drafting then the whole thing is important 
Option 4: clearly defined and maintained rules for all parties, equally administered by an external monitor gives greater equity and security and 
transparency.  The power companies have made increased profits, they can use some to benefit everyone. 

No
Option 4 gives transparency,  security and mutual responsibility for all interests. The power companies have 
made profits which can leverage part of the costs. Consumers are largely captive, apart from changing 
providers- which is not always an option. Front up and take a stand for the common good!

No Don't know 

Ellen Blake No

Guidelines are great as long as everyone follows them. They don't.  So if something is important enough, like access to electricity 
supply, it shouldn't rely on a voluntary guideline.    I personally don't have a dependence on continuous electricity supply.    My 
experience with my power company has been generally good as long as I keep paying my bills.   I did find out recently though, as 
part of a change to solar panels, that I was on an old power plan and had been paying too much for some time for my power. So 
the company had been making profit from my ignorance. I don't think this is acceptable.     Companies should be required to 
update customers with information on the best plan for them as circumstances change. This could make all the difference for 
some people so they can afford power.

No
As mentioned in my own example, accurate information on fees and bonds is very important to get the best deal for power. This is 
more important than bailing people out when they get into debt, it could save them from that embarrassing and potentially life 
threatening situation.    Part 7 and 8 are also key first steps.

As previous, parts 7, 8 and 9 should be mandatory as soon as possible. Other parts should also be included as mandatory  Option 1 is not an option. No I think part 9 is a key to improving the situation and should also be included 
Part 9 should be included in the early mandatory requirements. It would be good to see a commitment to making all the parts mandatory even if this is a staged process.   I would like to see some monitoring of the desired 
outcomes so that these can be publicly reported back - any change package should have clear outcomes to be monitored

I would like to see analysis publicly available about sustainable electricity produciton and how these meets climate action 
targets.  I would like public easy to understand statements about the profit electricity companies make and how much public 
subsidy supports their industry.

Jessica
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

No
Make the guidelines compulsory.     Fine them by a huge percentage of their profits, if they don't follow them.     Make sure pay as 
you go electricity providers also must comply with the guidelines.

Option 4 is the only option, if left voluntary, electricity providers won't comply. No
Electricity companies only care about profits for themselves and their shareholders. They will not comply 
with voluntary guidelines because it will hurt their profits.    You must use force, like 70% of profits will be 
fined unless you comply. Nothing will happen unless force is used.

Will prepay electricity providers have to follow the guidelines if option 3 or 4 is used?

Alistair Gunn No Because many retailers don't in fact follow all of the guidelines. This is the problem with optional rules Yes
Yes these parts are very important. At the same time the other parts are also very important. I strongly recommend that the 
Electricity Authority make the FULL set of Guidelines mandatory as soon as possible. If this work really must be done in two steps, 
then Part 9 (fees and bonds) should be added to the list of priority areas. 

No
I prefer Option 4, and strongly ask that the Electric Authority makes the full set of Guidelines mandatory and 
does so now.

I ask that you go ahead with Option 4 and mandate the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage.     I believe that it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.

  I am particularly concerned that prepay connections are _more_ expensive than other forms, and squeeze deprived families.    
   Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of 
public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.

Stacey Ryan Yes
While I do feel that the guidelines are helping consumers, not enough providers are meeting the guidelines as they are not 
mandatory.

Yes
Option 2 will still allow companies to not follow the guidelines if they so wish. Providing power is a public service, and should be treated as such.  Option 3 
still allows companies to not publish all the information that is required to give a customer they need to choose the correct provider for their needs.  
Option 4 is my favoured approach for the reasons I have stated above.

No Option 4

Kit Withers No

Retailers are not consistently following the Guidelines. In a 2023 review, half the retailers (48 per cent, serving one in three 
households) either admitted they did not fully follow the Guidelines, or did not even respond to the Electricity Authority with a 
self-assessment.     Consumers are being harmed when retailers do not follow the Guidelines. For instance, some retailers are 
billing people incorrectly and leaving them out of pocket; failing to tell customers of other cheaper plans or meter configurations; 
charging unreasonable fees; or not helping clients to prevent debt. Some retailers are disconnecting households without taking 
steps to find alternatives. People who are medically dependent on electricity do not feel safe, because they do not have 
assurance that their retailer will not disconnect them.   

Yes

Retailers are not consistently following the Guidelines. In a 2023 review, half the retailers (48 per cent, serving one in three households) either admitted 
they did not fully follow the Guidelines, or did not even respond to the Electricity Authority with a self-assessment.     Consumers are being harmed when 
retailers do not follow the Guidelines. For instance, some retailers are billing people incorrectly and leaving them out of pocket; failing to tell customers of 
other cheaper plans or meter configurations; charging unreasonable fees; or not helping clients to prevent debt. Some retailers are disconnecting 
households without taking steps to find alternatives. People who are medically dependent on electricity do not feel safe, because they do not have 
assurance that their retailer will not disconnect them.   

Emma de Lacey
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

I think electricity prices are too high for consumers.     I also think there should be rules that ensure that consumers who generate 
electricity through solar panels, private hydro schemes or wind turbines are guaranteed a fairer price when they feed back into 
the grid. Perhaps it could be at a set percentage, such as 75%, of the charge out rate.    The other change I want to see is to allow 
consumers to use an electric car as a storage device that can then be drawn off from.

Not sure See my earlier response.

Victoria Quade
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

I have heard of the Consumer Care Guidelines but I am not confident that ensuring I get the best deal or my interests are a priority 
for any provider. Sure I get notifications when something changes but the impression I get is that this is done so the provider 
remains compliant, not that my interests (like having a limited income) are considered.

Not sure I take your word for it but have not read the guidelines.  Because option 4 is likely to be used to justify an increase in consumer costs, option 3 is preferable to leaving compliance voluntary. Yes

Alan Thatcher No Retailers do not appear to be consistently following the guidelines. This is typical behaviour of any voluntary scheme. Yes However the other parts are important too. All guidelines should be made compulsory. Option 4 is the only one that will achieve desired outcomes. considering the profits made by gentailers, any small cost increases are laughable. No Option 4
The following need further investigation;  Disconnection fees and prepay prices. Companies are exploiting the most vulnerable.  Companies are clearly worried about the potential for embarrassment by the above and do not 
want public pressure on these issues, hence the lack of publicly available data. This needs to change.  

Se question 6

Pete
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Pat Baskett No
The gentailers are committed to rewarding their shareholders.  Electricity should be considered an essential service.   To this 
effect the consumer care guidelines must be rigorous in the protection they offer vulnerable users and they must be rigorously 
enforced.

Yes I endorse option 4 No I mistrust the commercial sector. Option 4 is the only option I support. No
The free market offers no security for vulnerable customers.   Government must offer subsidies for households and 
communities to become independent of the national grid. By massively extending rooftop solar. This is the only way to 
ensure supply for all without the need to fire up Huntly with coal or to build the large battery project at Lake Onslow.

Zakkarie Bovaird Yes

It's a yes, but: for a lot of people its fine, but also I was one of many who were forced to be freezing in the winter because I can't 
afford the heating bill, and those of us who are already stuck in shoddy rentals that don't meet humanitarian standards can't 
exactly foot the bill for trying to keep warm on top of that. I also constantly am reading stories of people who shut off their power 
when they go out to work and school because they have to keep the bill down as much as possible, and there's always 
shenanigans about the meter being read properly. 

Yes
3 or 4. Caring for the people, not companies, is mandatory. The rich old white men who've never had to worry about their power bill a day in their lives can 
cry us a river. Standing around hand-wringing about company profits is why the world is burning. Them passing the "cost" of being decent isn't fair (and is a 
bs practice in the first place, like wahh you have to be ethical? oh noooo) but they need to be decent anyhow. 

Yes publicizing/nationalizing the electricity so that its accessible for everyone and theres no competition between companies that ultimately just harm consumers ☭

Brian Cumber
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Yes Option4 No Option 4 No None

Sue No Yes

Lisa Oliver No

I do believe, from personal experience, that trying to get in touch with a human regarding a problem with an account is really 
difficult, and the price of power is not explanatory especially in relation to things like "power shouts." I believe the companies 
who use these gimmicks should be more transparent about these things in particular.  For example, if I have a power shout (and 
are therefore encouraged to use more power thinking I am getting it for free) what I find when I get my account at the end of the 
billing period, is that I have been charged in full for the power that day, and the "power shout" is actually a discount that has no 
relation to the actual amount spent on that day. I assume it is an average of a daily spend, but this is where the companies are not 
being transparent. I hear of many families using that day to do extra washing, or using their dryer when they wouldn't normally, 
but that power isn't free - which is how it is marketed. 

Yes
But all parts of the consumer care guidelines should be what the companies are actually held to, and there should be 
consequences for these companies if they don't do it. two out of three ain't bad, doesn't work with a company with that much 
influence on a family's daily life and budget. 

The only option is option 4 - all guidelines should be adhered to, and if there are extra costs they want to pass onto the consumer, then tell us why, 
because they've made far too much profit already while older people shiver under a blanket in winter because they can't afford to run a basic heater. 

No Option four is the only option that is fair to all companies and all consumers. No, I truly believe in the long term option 4 is the only option. 

I think this issue with power shouts should be addressed clearly and in big letters. I think people shouldn't lose their power if 
they make a genuine effort to repay an account. I think prepay options should have the same pricing as regular power, and I 
think it is time for power companies to explain how their huge profits benefit us as consumers, because when it's all said and 
done, it's our money. 

Rachel Stevens No
As someone who is medically dependent, I am always careful to pay my bills, but I signed up as a medical dependent about 3 
years ago (or so I thought) only to be told when I moved that I didn't have that status after all as I needed verification from my 
doctor. They didn't explain that to me or send the forms the first time I applied, so I had to go through the process again.

Yes Ideally option 4 would be the best outcome, but option 3 is a minimum standard power companies should be held to and accountable for. Yes

Helen No
I have seen stories about people who have been cut off and face significant fees to reconnect that they cannot afford. I have also 
seen stories about people medically dependent on power being cut off.

Yes
I would prefer to see parts 2,6, 7 & 8 made mandatory if not the whole lot. The power companies are there to provide a service to consumers not to make 
big profits

Yes I think Option 3 is the mnimum that should be done no affordability of power  sustainability of power production

Neil Matheson No They should be made compulsory, rather than voluntary Yes Yes

Jay Mcphee No
The guidelines was set up to promote fair use but it appears profit and greed has taken over   I side with electric kiwi on their 
stance.

Yes The greatest protection needed for consumers needs to be mandated ,option 3 Yes
Protection around lines maintenance companys disconnecting power without giving any notice which is actively happening 
to me right as I type 

Tegan No

No, the Guidelines are not currently delivering their intended outcomes. The Electricity Authority’s own review showed that 
retailers are not consistently following the Guidelines. That is causing harm to consumers. The Electricity Authority should 
commit now to codifying (making mandatory) and strengthening all protections in the Consumer Care Guidelines as fast as 
possible.    Currently so many people are living in cold homes because they cannot afford to heat them, which has a significant 
impact on their health and well-being. For some, it is disabling. I myself have gone many winters cold due to being unable to pay 
to heat my home. Currently electricity retailers are charging unreasonable prices that are harming people’s well-being and 
contributing to a range of other issues. 

Yes I think all of them are most important and need codifying! 
I don’t think option 2 will change anything. I believe option 4 will have the greatest benefits for consumers but I think more needs to be done. There will 
be costs for power companies but currently power companies and their executive leaders are making profits which are unethical and inequitable. Those 
costs should not flow on to consumers, it should come from people who are earning gross amounts of income that they do not need

No I think guideline 9 is one of the crucial elements of the guidelines and should be included. 

I think more needs to be done on prices of electricity! Also outside the scope but I think the electricity authority absolutely 
must be advocating for passive house standards of buildings as well, because it’s impossible to heat a home if it’s 
uninsulated and doesn’t have appropriate curtains and doesn’t met passive house standards. If we want to end energy 
poverty, we need to be looking at the whole issue. 

JL No
If not required or mandated it never gets done by anyone.  Anything optional might has well not be there since there will be no 
positive results for consumers.

No should permits not complying--the language needs to be shall to get compliance and intended results
People would know the company was intentionally hurting them and the government not doing much to protect them with options 1, 2 and 3.  
Relationships would be further harmed and eroded.

No
You pretend that voluntary compliance with optional guidance that consumers need and want would 
actually happen.  If you make that mistake, you will have greater problems to handle and have to go with all 
mandatory if you are making fact-based decisions.

Ensuring income and other criteria used to determine what help a struggling customer gets automatically increases, along 
with amount of financial help, as inflation and other costs go up with time.

Donogh Rees
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

There are still many households struggling to afford their power bills from all sectors of society. 

Pooja Shenoy No

Most corporates don't follow laws- following guidelines voluntarily would be rare indeed. For example- when I was looking for 
electricity providers for a new place, none of the comparison websites gave consistent information on rates, gst, ea levy, etc. Had 
to create my own comparison chart and then figured out the difficulty- most providers keep this information hidden all over the 
place on their websites....

No If they are a part of the guidelines, then all sections are important. And part 9 about fees and bonds seems relevant too. Option 4 would be my only preference No
If it was important enough to be included in the guidelines, then each section must have something 
important in it. Why pick and choose what should be mandatory?

No- just go with option 4
Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as possible:        Disconnection fees      Prepay prices      The lack 
of public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.

Tammy Gibson No Yes
I also think doing credit checks and declining people is too harsh.  Because they can't find the best power deal to suit them because 
of this

Yes
Like I said earlier.  It would be so much better if they stopped doing credit checks and declining people.  It makes the choice 
of power companies so limited 

Malcolm McEwen No Guidelines are all very well, but important aspects need to be mandatory to protect consumers better No All the suggested guidelines need to be made mandatory. If some are being separated out 9 needs to be added Option 4 gives more support to vulnerable customers and is therefore the best option. No Option 4 is better Not that I can think of. I believe the current practice of companies virtually bribing people to change is wasteful and stupid and should be outlawed

Brent Falaniko No I believe consumers need the full set of Guidelines to be mandatory, as soon as possible! No All guidelines should be mandatory! Make all guidelines mandatory! Yes Make all guidelines mandatory! Make all guidelines mandatory!

Barbara Ellis No

No, the Guidelines are not currently delivering their intended outcomes. The Electricity Authority’s own review showed that 
retailers are not consistently following the Guidelines. That is causing harm to consumers. The Electricity Authority should 
commit now to codifying (making mandatory) and strengthening all protections in the Consumer Care Guidelines as fast as 
possible.  

Yes
Yes, but the other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making the FULL set of 
Guidelines mandatory as soon as possible. If this work must be done in two tranches, then Part 9 (fees and bonds) should be added 
to the list of priority areas.

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 provides this. No No. I prefer Option 4. Please commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory
Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.    There are also other consumer issues that require urgent action.     Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as 
possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.  

J McGee
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Shane Montague-Gallagher
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines
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 Q3: What do you think the benefits to domes c consumers will be under op ons 2, 3, and 4? Q5: Are there any other options you think we should consider? Q6: What issues that fall outside of the current Guidelines would you like to see us consult on next?

First name Last name Response Can you tell us more to support your answer? Response If no, please tell us what parts of the Guidelines you think prevent the greatest harm from occurring to consumers. Open-Ended Response Response If no, please tell us which option you think is better. Open-Ended Response Open-Ended Response

Q1: Do you think that the Guidelines are currently delivering on their purpose and intended outcomes?  
Q2: Do you agree that parts 2, 6, 7, and 8 are the parts of the Guidelines that prevent the greatest harm from occurring to 

consumers?
Q4: Do you agree with our preliminary preference for option 3? 

Alysha Richards No

No, the Guidelines are not currently delivering their intended outcomes. The Electricity Authority’s own review showed that 
retailers are not consistently following the Guidelines. That is causing harm to consumers. The Electricity Authority should 
commit now to codifying (making mandatory) and strengthening all protections in the Consumer Care Guidelines as fast as 
possible.     

Yes
Yes, but the other parts are also very important and the Electricity Authority should commit now to making the FULL set of 
Guidelines mandatory as soon as possible. If this work must be done in two tranches, then Part 9 (fees and bonds) should be added 
to the list of priority areas.   

Consumers need the protection of all parts of the Guidelines. Only Option 4 provides this. No No. I prefer Option 4. Please commit now to making the full set of Guidelines mandatory.  
Please go ahead with Option 4 and commit now to mandating the full set of the Guidelines. If the work must be done in two stages, please include Part 9 (fees and bonds) in the first stage. But it is important that you commit 
now to mandating the full set of Guidelines so that this cannot be delayed in future.    There are also other consumer issues that require urgent action.     Please investigate and consult on the following issues as soon as 
possible:  Disconnection fees  Prepay prices  The lack of public data on disconnections, including prepay disconnections.  

Jamie Sims No
My friends who work with homeless and disadvantaged have many stories of the most vulnerable people in our country being 
screwed by power retailers. Being disconnected because of a temporary financial situation and having to pay disconnection and 
reconnection fees on top of losing power potentially during a cold or critical time is unacceptable.

Yes
Power companies have had two years to understand and apply the guidelines. I have no faith that outcomes for New Zealanders will improve unless we 
apply Option 3 at least, Option 4 at best.     This needs to have teeth so companies that are making money off our people are forced to provide minimum 
levels of care for those people.    I back Option 4 to look after the poorest and most vulnerable NZers.

No Option 4, as per previous comment. A minimum re-investment of profits over a certain threshold back into renewable energy infrastructure.

Cherie Duncan No

I currently work at a Financial mentor and I was elected to participate a few years ago with the Customer Care Package Guidelines.    
   I have found that because the Care Package is only guidelines, many providers are not delivering on the intended outcomes 
with preventing further hardship and engaging with customers to find a solution that resolves further financial harm.    Many 
electricity providers lack empathy and understanding of clients financial position or the impact that follows through to their 
Whanau.    As a mentor I have raised concerns and used the guidelines as a tool to resolve issues presented during my Hui but find 
because its only a guideline myself and the customer cannot hold the creditor liable or call bad practise as the terms of the 
guideline hold no accountability from the power provider and rely to heavy on MSD to resolve the arrears or disconnection 
problems instead of resolving the matter much earlier.

Yes
Option 4 and 3 gives accountability for the power company to comply and ensure good practises.   Financial mentors will have more access to providing 
more successful outcomes when the provider is causing harm or financial harm and able to follow processes listed more clear for both the customer and 
provider to use to navigate a positive agreement between all parties concerned.

Yes

Many times I must follow up with creditors in the electricity s sector. This can be very frustrating especially if it is an immediate crisis and we must wait days on in or weeks on in for any correspondence. Calling the electricity 
providers is another hurdle or barrier as nine times out of 10 we cannot contact anyone that is appropriate enough to deal with our complex cases.The customer care guidelines as I participated with the electricity board of New 
Zealand, and I helped compile a customer care package that was going to help relieve our problems when negotiating with the energy providers and to help eliminate or breakdown the barriers between the client and 
provider. My contribution was to help relieve the financial burden of our clients to find appropriate resolutions that work by for both parties. Establish better communication between financial mentors and the energy 
providers. I tend to call out the customer care package when appropriate especially when dealing with a complex situation and sometimes the clients feel unheard, and this seems to be a battle between the provider and the 
client finding a resolution.  Our role as financial mentors is to negotiate with the creditors for a reasonable amount that is satisfies not only the client but the provider as well. By the time the clients have arrived in our service 
they are in substantial areas and puts not only the client and the position but also the mentor to try and negotiate moving forward with a positive outcome. Most of our clients cannot afford the unrealistic payment 
arrangements provided by the energy provider this thing breaks down communication and resentment and then payments are normally followed up by missed as well. My frustration is a financial mentor can be sometimes 
that the energy provider will allow us large amounts of arrears to accumulate and then try to negotiate when it's in the thousands and unrealistic payment arrangements and then disconnect connection follows. I find most 
energy providers are willing to accept the payment arrangement but only on their terms not based on their client’s actual financial position and what they can actually afford and there is no arrangements to separate the 

 arrears to the actual usage.    5.How long have you been doing this work and have you no ced a change in how energy related issues are or are not presen ng or being resolved for in this me?  I have recently just been 
celebrated a service excellent certificate for my 10 years at my budget service and over the last ten years I have seen constant issues with electricity providers and the way that the customer care team present themselves to 
our clients. Many barriers over the years could have been resolved by showing empathy, understanding and sympathy for a client’s situation and realizing that not all clients got into the same box or the same policy that has 
been granted prior.  Many electricity providers are still not addressing the problems when areas arise with clients and whanau, there needs to be an overhaul on the policies and procedures on how this will work in a more 
satisfying outcome and experience provided from the electricity services.  I think that everyone should be entitled to power regardless of their status for credit checks because it's an essential, it's a basic need of life. I get very 
frustrated seeing that providers are including deals such as TV's or appliances to draw in clients with bad credit. Clients do not understand the contract and what they're signing most of the time and many clients think that the 
purchases that they are given during this period of long contracts with the energy provider promoting free goods, but in real honesty they end up paying for the goods received during this process of the contract. This can be 

 misleading and harmful especially for the most vulnerable.    6.Have you heard of the consumer care guidelines and if so, are you familiar with them?  Yes, I have heard of The customer care guidelines as I par cipated with 
the electricity board of New Zealand, and I helped compile a customer care package that was going to help relieve our problems when negotiating with the energy providers and to help eliminate or breakdown the barriers 
between the client and provider. My contribution was to help relieve the financial burden of our clients to find appropriate resolutions that work by for both parties. Establish better communication between financial mentors 
and the energy providers. I tend to call out the customer care package when appropriate especially when dealing with a complex situation and sometimes the clients feel unheard, and this seems to be a battle between the 

 provider and the client finding a resolu on.  7.Have you ever tried to use the consumer care guidelines for your work?  I have used the customer care lines in my prac ce as a financial mentor and finds some mes it may work 
and sometimes it doesn't depending on who is on the other end of the phone and how complex a case of my clients situation is sometimes my client fits in an unknown area or an unknown which isn't covered by the new 

 policies in place to help the most vulnerable nine mes out of 10 I find that most of my clients don't fit in the appropriate boxes and makes nego a on very hard causing formal financial harm most mes.    8.Do you know 
about the rules for medically dependent consumers in disconnecting energy? Have you ever faced an issue relating to this?  I am fully aware of the medically dependent consumers and disconnection and know the rules and 
the regulations surrounding this. I have personally never had to use the policies regarding this matter but I'm aware of them if needed in the future.     By the time most of my clients called during my hour meeting we have 
wasted valuable time chasing up this creditor to try and resolve the actual problem.    99% of my clients are struggling to keep their commitments with their power provider. There are continuous roadblocks and a lack of 
communication between agency or provider and the client. This results and communication breakdown payments most in areas as a result in worst case scenario disconnection.  Most clients will be overwhelmed with power 
debt and often present to mentor’s arrears of large quantities and payment plans not suited for each individual household, which is unrealistic for the clients to be able to pay due to lack of income or the amount of required 

Jessica Walker No

The self-assessment shows that not all retailers are following the guidelines - anecdotally I have heard that some retailers do not 
have an understanding of the guidelines and so even if they say they are aligning, they don't actually know.  An increasing 
number of people are struggling to pay their bills and if a retailer notices they should be proactively contacting their customers to 
offer support. It is highly unlikely this is happening.

Yes
Option 3 initially with a phased approach to implementing option 4. The retailers who say they are already following the guidelines shouldn't incur extra 
costs if they are already abiding by the "rules"

Yes
But the end goal should be the guidelines are mandatory in whole. I don't think we need to worry about 
keeping costs down for retailers, especially the ones with the largest customer bases - they are collectively 
making profits of about $7 million a day.

I think option 3 should be implemented as soon as is possible, with option 4 to follow soon after
Data transparency - retailers should have to display how well they treat their customers experiencing hardship. That way, 
people who are concerned about this sort of thing can choose where to take their business.   Sadly customers most at risk of 
harm will have the least choice about where they get their power from.

s s No s

Greg Sligo No

You say that the purpose of the guidelines is to:  support your power company to:        build a positive relationship with their 
customers through their behaviours and processes,and      help their customers access electricity services that are affordable to 
them and meet their needs.    Yesterday I received my monthly power account from Meridian.  The daily power charge has 
TREBLED!!!   Given that the power companies reported record profits in the year to 30 June, how on earth can that build a positive 
relationship?  It's nothing but price gouging!  What will their profits be next year?

Yes It's not enough to have guidelines - they need to be adopted and implemented.  Option 3.  But can you revise the guidelines to prohibit price gouging? No As I have mentioned before.  How on earth can the electricity companies justify TREBLING supply charges having just recorded record profits? Obviously, the major issues is price gouging.  If that isn't going to be fixed the survey is toothless.

Gordon Sage 
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

No Not sure No

Jeremy Macey
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Not sure

I appreciate that you are getting feedback on the Guidelines.  I'm sorry I haven't devoted time to reading the document in 
full. However reading about electricity being accessible, the elephant in the room is the profits of the generators, subsidizing 
their retail arms and making them artificially competitive while squeezing genuine competitors.  Intended outcome B is 
Retailers have a right to be paid for services delivered and competition and innovation are supported".   Please think wider 
and work towards a better electricity market that will help everyone benefit in ways that the Guidelines intend. Breaking up 
the gentailers seems the most obvious route.  I look forward to your speedy and decisive action on this, with consultation as 
required.  thank you

Michael Delceg No

Daniel No Seems like the guidelines are being largely ignored by the power companies Yes
Option 1 and 2 will do nothing to improve things - the power companies will continue to prioritise profits over all else.    Option 3 should be the minimum 
required, but I'd be supportive of Option 4 as well. Having Part 9 be mandatory as well as the Parts covered under Option 3 would be of benefit to 
consumers.

No I'd add Part 9 to the parts covered under Option 3. I'd like to see protections in place to ensure that the costs of power are fair and reasonable, given its essential nature.

David No

We have been with 2 of the major retailers over the past 6-7yrs. When we have had cause to contact them we find we are often 
not dealing with one person, but several (each time one makes contact) Getting the required information that we have needed 
has often been "hard work" and very time consuming. Not feeling as being truly valued. We have always paid our Monthly 
Account on time by Automatic Bank Payments.

Not sure

In our latest case, we have been offered a $250.00 credit to stay with the Provider for the next 12mths. We actually don't need the 
money. We are happy to sign up for a 12mths contract if our charges are HELD for that period. At present the provider is saying they 
cannot hold their charges. They have just recently increased the cost of LPG, our gas bottles. That's ok, we can accept that. We feel 
that by accepting a credit they will "claw that back" and probably more? That offering a credit is just a ploy that they use. We also 
don't want "free gimmicks" like "free power" because nothing in life is free. We feel that the big power companies easily hold all 
the "power" in this relationship, a big "power imbalance" Basically, they do not appear to want to negotiate, that it's a "take it or 
leave it mentality" We have an excellent credit history and we are retired, just wanting a fair deal.

Option 4 please. Without full compliance things get left behind or dropped off. No

Option 4 - As previously stated.  It also appears from our experience that the Power Retailer's are extremely 
focused on maximising their returns and that the "small consumer" is very much at the bottom level. At the 
top are the CEO's, Senior Executives and the Shareholders. We have some sympathy for staff at the front line 
doing the "hard yards"

Not really ? We think we have covered our experiences, thankyou, and best of luck in making meaningful change.

Jesse No Need to do more Not sure We need Option 3, at least. To share the burden across companies and consumers to do better No While 4 may be better, 3 is the least we should have increase competition

John No No information from my retailer when I applied for account No As a consumer I want to know all about my information held or distributed Option 4 - power companies should have to adhere to all parts 1-9 No Option 4 No, apart from breaking up Gentailers Gentailers should be split into two separate entities

[REDACTED] No Yes
Only real regulation can rein in company greed. There is no need for them to pay high dividends and salaries in an industry that is by it's nature a safe 
investment already. 

No
I support option 4. The industries greed and deception (dumping water - overusing Huntley - sweetheart 
deal for Twai- dividends prioritized over investment) disqualify them from being trusted anymore. They are 
disreputable and must be strictly regulated. 

Start enforcing the guidelines as indicated. There are instances where executives are held harmless for policies their companies pursue against guidelines. HOLD the decision makers responsible. Home solar should be sold back to generators at the wholesale cost that they charge retailers. 

Yuan Moons
Not sure / I haven't heard of 
the Consumer Care 
Guidelines

Seeing them for the first time in this consultation.    The first intended outcome is not an outcome of Guidelines. It's a fact of life 
that holds true whether the Guidelines are followed or ignored.

No
The Guidelines are holistic. Don't separate them into 'more or less' importance.     That being said, part 2 should be replaced in your 
consideration by any or all of part 3, part 4, part 9 or part 10. 

2 - little to no benefit. Not a genuine option.  3 - Focus on part 2 is wrong. Not a genuine option.   4 - this is the only real option. Mandatory protection and 
care for customers should be the bottom line, not an option for consideration. Electricity is just that important. 

No
Option 4 is the only option.    Mandatory protection and care for customers should be the bottom line, not an 
option for consideration. Electricity is just that important.     The EA is failing in its duties by considering any 
other option. 

No, option 4 only. Mandate the guidelines, then ask this question.

Ken No
Retailers rely on sticky customers who don't realize how much they are charged for "positive relationships " they never see and 
the retailer just justifies increased profits. 

Not sure The retailer should be required to report annually on its delivery of consumer care policy in numbers and financially. option 4 No option 4 with reporting requirements nil reporting requirements 

Zakkarie Kelly No Those least abe to pay are being penalised with higher kWh rates. No Pay as you go rates excessive Option 4 No Take the toughest option to get compliance. No
The pay as you go meter costs should be covered as a "social good" by each power company. After all, if the power is being 
paid for at time of use they are in effect better off - no debt collection required. Also being on prepay should not exclude 
access to power plans.

Matiu Yes
Both Retailers and Generators must share the primary focus of electricity as a basic human right.     Wellbeing of electricity 
consumers must be the first consideration, ensuring that financial limitations do not result in poor health outcomes; that will in 
turn increase the costs in our health system, as we have already seen.

Yes Option 3 as a minimum. Option 4 would be best practice. Yes Option 4 would obviously better serve consumers.

Power Generation, excessive use of fossil fuels in generation, excessive profits in generation through over use of fossil fuels, 
a real world explanation of how we have so much reliable sustainable energy production through our existing hydro, but 
continue to operate Huntly, import coal, and partake in many other climate unfriendly activities; which negate the Clean 
Green Image that is so important to our country.

[REDACTED] No

The costs incurred by the consumer when electricity is cut off are very punitive. The consumer has to pay the out standing debt 
before power is reconnected. The consumer must pay a reconnection fee.   If the consumer DOES get help from WINZ the is sum is 
added to the beneficiary's account and they must pay it back to WINZ. If they are on a pension or benefit this repayment reduces 
their already insuffuicient pension or benefit.  I have personally experienced being threatened with having my power 
disconnected. This was during a time when I had a health condition and was very reliant on warmth in my home. Financially I was 
relying on a sickness benefit which did not cover my basic needs, so I asked WINZ for help.   I was told it would be a loan only and I 
could not get any extra ongoing WINZ payments for power added to sickness benefit, as my yearly power usage was too low!!!  
Considering the reconnection fee and overdue fine & overdue amount I would have to pay, I got a loan to pay my power bill from 
WINZ, to prevent disconnection. I am still paying WINZ for the loan.   Now I am on a superannuation pension and finding it costs 
$10 per day for electricity in winter to keep my home warm. I still have a health condition which requires me to keep warm.      

Yes

Part 8 needs a much broader definition of what 'medically depenendent' actually means. It seems extremely narrow and only very 
serious conditions qualify (like being dependent on a dialysis machine or a ventilator).   What about people with rheumatoid 
arthritis, other varients of serious arthritis, ME/CFS, etc etc. ??There are many health conditions affecting people who require 
warmth in their homes, to function and allow them to take care of themselves (without assistance).   This is particularly important 
for an increasing number of elderly who are encouaged to live and function well in their own homes for as long as possible. 

I support option 4, but  why would this incur increased costs?  I suggest not charging these increased costs to people on low fixed incomes No Option 4  Option 4 is the best but find a way not to increase costs to consumers - particularly comsumers on low fixed incomes

The issue concerning what defines 'medically dependent' stated in Part 8 needs a much broader definition of what 'medically 
depenendent' actually means. It seems extremely narrow and only very serious conditions qualify (like being dependent on 
a dialysis machine or a ventilator).    rheumatoid arthritis, other varients of serious arthritis, ME/CFS, etc etc. ??There are 
many health conditions affecting people who require warmth in their homes, to function and allow them to take care of 
themselves (without assistance).   This is particularly important for an increasing number of elderly who are encouaged to 
live and function well in their own homes for as long as possible. 
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